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GENERAL BACKGROUND — 
The purpose of this report is to contribute information pertinent 
to the selection of sites for manned and unmanned structures on the ocean 
floor, and to provide guidance for the prediction of natural hazards to 
which sites may he exposed during and after the emplacement of such structures. 
Emphasis is directed specifically towards that class of disturbance 
on the ocean floor which is associated with the concept of turbidity currents 
as understood atpresent from our standpoint as marine geophysicists and 
geologists. Other, more or less related processes of mass sedimentary trans¬ 
port, including erosion, drifting and episodic deposition, also effect the 
ocean floor environment. As far as possible, this report seeks to discuss 
these complex phenomena in fair perspective, since their interactions with 
ocean floor structures may be analogous to those of turbidity currents. 
ANALYSIS OF THE SUBJECT 
The report is divided into seven parts: 
PART I. Bibliography 
PART II. The nature and definition of the major components of intra-oceanic 
sedimentary processes; the history and meaning of the concept of 
turbidity currents as episodic phenomena; a general "state of the 
art" examination of the apparent and possible interdependence of 
sedimentary processes in the sea; and the recognition of the 
activity of these processes. 
PART III. Discussion of the physical and dynamic properties and depositional 
characteristics of turbidity currents, both as inferred from full- 
scale oceanic evidence, from theoretical considerations, and as 
measured and inferred from model studies. 
PART IV. Brief review, with case histories, of the historical record of 
telephone cable breaks and of other events attributable to turbidity 
currents or the processes which initiate them; stratigraphic and 
sedimentological evidence of the activity and effects of turbidity 
currents; episodic events through time; and turbidity current models. 
Critical appraisal of existing methods for the prediction of the 
general and specific occurrence of turbidity currents in the 
ocean; and suggestions for the development of prediction and 
monitoring techniques, including recommendations for immediate use. 
A study of the distribution of turbidity current deposits in the 
ocean in terms of both the environmental factors conducive to their 
initiation, and the physiographic provinces likely to be effected by 
their passage across the sea floor and by the deposition of their 
sedimentary suspensions; and studies of specific areas; and the 
overall distribution of hazardous and safe areas on the ocean floor. 






This report presents a synthesis of the ideas of many 
scientists and includes some material heretofore unpublished. 
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1. 
1. PREFACE TO SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
We have examined more than 3000 items of published material 
which are directly or indirectly concerned with turbidity currents or 
with other dynamic proceses concerned with the question of the construc¬ 
tion and occupation of submarine structures. 
These 3000 items are a very large portion of the total existing 
body of pertinent information. Virtually all postdate the commencement 
of comprehensive scientific investigations of the ocean during the 
latter part of the nineteenth century, and most postdate the rapid 
increase of activity in the field during the 1930's, and particularly 
in the 1950's and 1960's. 
We have selected from these 3000 items, about 350 articles in 
published journals and books, and the selection covers all of the major 
and most of the minor parts of relevant knowledge in the literature. 
Separately compiled is a listing of Books, Reprints, Volumes and Charts 
with designations to show the more important individual chapters. Some 
of these chapters are listed both in Sections 1 and 2. 
Despite the fact that we have listed little more than 10% of 
the total number cf items examined, few of the listed items are specif¬ 
ically pertinent to problems of submarine structural engineering and 
habitation. We have indicated those which, in the present state of 
knowledge, seem to be the more relevant. 
2. ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS AND BOOKS 
References are listed arid assigned numbers in alphabetical 
order, and the numbers are also gathered under the following ten major 
groups which permit selection of reference by subject matter. The numbers 
of those items which are either definitive, or appear to be particularly 
relevant or important, are underlined. 
I. Inference of contemporary turbidity current activity on the 
floor: 
19, 32, 1+6, 1+7, 1+8, 58, 64, 71, 72, 75, 82, 84, 85, 87, 98, 
108, 109, 112, 113, 115, 119, 122, 126, 133, l4l, 142, 143, 
ll+9, 153, 15l+, 155, 156, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 
171, 176, 179, 185, 191, 202, 241, 252, 253, 271, 273, 288, 
297, 302, 327, 332. 
The hydrodynamics of the turbidity current flow regime: 
6, 12, 23, 25, 27, 58, 65, 89, 96, 128, 142, 145, 146, 160, 
196, 199, 204, 206, 207, 211, 212, 213, 215, 219, 220, 221, 
228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 245, 248, 252., 255, 268, 276, 289, 












III. Slope failure and submarine landslides: 
18, 19, 32, 38,_64, 75, 85, 86, 106, 107, 132, 147, 155, l6o, 162, 
169, 170, 190, 191, 197, 202, 243, 258, 259, 261, 263, 281, 282, 
288, 297, 302, 308, 322, 344. 
IV. Experimental studies on turbidity currents: 
1, 23, 24, 25, 26, 58, 65, 128, 150, 206, 207, 213, 216, 220, 221, 
229, 230, 245, 246, 254, 255, 256, 257, 273, 274, 280, 303, 304, 
328, 330, 331, 344, 
V. General discussion of turbidity current deposits (turbidites): 
A. Modern marine turbidites: 
48, 72, 82, 108, 109, 110, 115, 149, 183, 185, 194, 222, 228, 268, 
269, 271, 287, 289, 293, 301, 302, 332. 
B. Ancient flysch deposits: 
45, 76, 94, 95, 100, 107, 193, 223, 226, 227, 233, 244, 277, 309, 
321, 334. 
C. Theoretical or experimental deposits: 
2, 3, 11, 17, 199, 205, 208, 264, 265, 290, 292, 336, 337, 339- 
VI. Discussion of erosion of deep-sea sediments (drifts, scour, cut and 
fill): 
8, 10, 12, l4, 79, 125, 134, 125, 137, l4o, 144, 159., 160, 167, 
172, 174, 171, 184, 217, 241, 249- 
VII. Processes related to the initiation of turbidity currents (ie. 
slumping, tsunamis, earthquakes, tectonic activity, oversteepening 
by deposition): 
4, 6, 18, 24, 29, 32, 34, 49, 52, 55., 60, 67, 74, 86, 98, 131, 136, 
139, 145, 155, l6l, 162, 164, 165, 178, 190, 202, 210, 216, 222, 
235, 258, 263, 274, 288, 289, 318, 319, 320, 328. 
VIII. On prediction and detection of turbidity currents: 
98, 108, li4, 115., 179, 190, 191, 196, 261, 272, 279, 302, 316, 327. 
IX. Distribution of oceanic sediments: 
20, 22, 36, 70, 73, £2., HO, 113, 115, 117, 118, 119, 122, 123, 124, 
126, 131, l4o, 144, 149, 187, 250, 285, 289, 301, 302, 326, 332. 
X. Physical properties of marine sediments related to slope failure 
and turbidite deposition: 
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i.3 BOOKS, REPORTS, OTHER VOLUMES AMD CHARTS 
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cerned with the eology of the ocean floor and with oceanic currants. 
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and collected volumes 1 
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Search and serendipity. W.L. Brundage, Jr., C.L. Buchanan and R.B* 
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Marine Geology of the Gulf of California (A Symposium) (1964). Van Andel 
Tj. H., and G.G. Shoe, Jr. (Editors), Amer. Assoc. Petrol. Geologists, 
Memoir 3, 4o8p. 
Recent marine sediments of Gulf of California. Tj. H. Van Andel 
Sea floor valleys of Gulf of California. F.P. Shepard. 
Asterisks designate volumes and/or chapters which are either definitive or 
are of particular relevance and importance. 
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Tj. H. Van Andel, 3-4-55. 
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Northwest Gulf of Mexico. J.R. Curray, 221-266. 
Regional aspects of modern sedimentation in Northern Gulf of Mexico and 
similar basins, and paleoget jraphic significance. Tj. H. Van Andel a 
J.E. Curray, 3-45-364. 
The Encyclopedia of Oceanography. Encyclopedia of Earth Sciences, l(l966). 
Fairbridge, B.W. (Editor), Beinhold Publ. Co., New York, 1020p.* 
See index listing on: marine topography, turbidites, currents and 
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The Sea, 3 (1963)* Hill, M.N. (Editor), Wiley, New York, 9S3p.* 
Topography of the deep-sea floor. B.C. Heezen and H.W. Menard, 233-280. 
II. PHYSIOGRAPHIC DIAGRAMS: The following charts and accompanying explanations 
provide a primary basis for interpretations of dynamic processes which affect 
the ocean floor. 
Phys i o graplli c di a gram: 
M. Tharp. Geol. Soc. 
Atlantic Ocean, 
Amer • 
sheet-1. (195?)- Heezen, B.C. and 
Physiographic diagram: Atlantic Ocean (revised)(1968). Heezen, B.C. and 
M„ Tharp. Geol. Soc. Amer. 
Atlantic Ocean Floor (1968). Heezen, B.C., M. Tharp and H.C. Berann. 
Nat'l. Geogr. Soc., 133(6). 
Physiographic diagram of the South Atlantic (I.9S1). Heezen, B.C. and 
A.;'-'inarp, Geol. Soc. Amer. 
Physiographic diagram of the Indian Ocean (1965). Heezen, B.C. and M. Tharp. 
Geol. Soc. Amer. 
Physiographic Map of the North West Pacific Ocean (1967). Marova, N.A., 
Academy of Sciences, Inst, of Oceanology, Moscow, 710-718. 
2.6 
Physiographic Map of the North Eastern Pacific (19#)- In* Menard, H.W. , 
' Marine"Geology of the Pacific, McGraw-Hill, Hew York. 
•The Indian Ocean Floor (1967). Heezen, B.C., M.Tharp and H.C.Berann. 
Nat'1. Geogr. Soc., 132(4)• 
The Pacific Ocean Floor (1969)- Heezen, B.C., M.Tharp and H.C.Berann. 
Nat' 1. Geogr.. Soc., 136 (4). 
III. TURBIDITY CURRENTS: The following include discussions regarding the effects 
of turbidity currents on the ocean floor, their flow regimes, places o. 
occurrence and mechanisms of initiation. 
Books: t 
Marine.Geology of the Pacific (1964). Menard, H.W. , McGraw-Hd.ll, New York, 
271p. 
Submarine Canyons and Other Sea Valleys (1966). Shepard, F.P. and R■F. Dill, 
Rand McNally, Chicago, 38lp. 
Submarine Geology, 2nd edn. (1963). Shepard, F.P., Harper, New York, 557p. 
The floors of the Oceans I. The North Atlantic (1959). Heezen,B.C.,M.Tharp 
and M. Ewing, Geol. Soc. Amer., Spec. Paper 65, 122p. 
The Sea off Southern California. A Modern Habitat of Petroleum (i960). 
Emery, K.O., Wiley, New Yorx, 366p. 
Symposiurn and Collected Volumes: 
and G >pby sics, Colston Papers (no. 17) (19&5)- Whittard, 
W. and R. Bradshaw (Editors), Butterworifehs, London, 464p. 
Experiments in connection with [turbidity currents and. clay-suspensions. 
Ph. H. Kuenen, 47-74. 
Recent turbidites in the Hardangerfjord, Norway. H. Holtedahl, 107-142. 
The Rhone deep-sea fan. H.W. Menard, S.M.Smith and R.M.Pratt, 271-286. 
Papers in Marine Geology (Shepard commemorative volume) (1964). Miller,R.L. 
(Editor), Macmillan, New York, 531p- 
Sedimentation and erosion in Scripps Submarine Canyon Head. R.F. Djin , 
23-41. 
Mass transport of sediment in the heads of Scripps Submarine Canyon, 
California. T.K. Chamberlain, 42-64. 
Analysis of flow in Cascadia Deep-Sea Channel. K.J. Hurley, 117-13-* 
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The Sea, 3(1963). Hill,M.N. (Ed.) ,Wiley,New York, 963p.* 
Abyssal Plains. 15.C. Heezen & A.S. Laughtnn, 312-364.* 
Submarine Canyons. F.P. Shepard, 480-506.* 
Sedimentation. R.A. Bagnold and D.L. Inman. 507-553. 
Turbidity currents. B.C. Heezen, 742-775.* 
Turbidity Currents and the transportation of coarse sediments to 
deep water. (1951). A Symposium. Soc. Econ. Paleontologists 
Mineralogists, Spec. Publ. 2, 107p. 
Applications of hydraulics to the study of marine turbidity 
currents. H.W. Menard and J.C. Ludwick, 2-13. 
- Properties of turbidity currents of high density. Ph. H. 
Kuenen. 14-33. 
Some quantitative aspects 'f Lake Mead turbidity currents. 
H R. Gould, 34-52. 
Transportation of sand into deep water. F.P. Shepard, 53-65. 
Displaced foraminifera faunas. F.B. Phleger, 66-75. 
Sedimentary history of the Ventura Basin, California, & the 
action of turbidity currents. M.L. Natland & Ph. H. Kuenen, 
76-105. 
IV. TURBIDITY CURRENT DEPOSITS: The following deal primarily with the 
description of the facies of near bottom transported sediments 
(Including turbidites). Proper interpretation of the sediments is 
necessary to appreciate the dynamics of sedimentary regimes in the 
deep-sea. 
Books: 
Atlas & Glossary of Primary Sedimentary Structures(1964). 
Pettijohn, E.P. & P.E. Potter. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 370p. 
Current Ripples(1968). Allen,J.R.L. North Holland,Amsterdam, 447p. 
Cyclic Sedimentation. Developments in Sedimentology 10,(1967). 
Duff, P. McL.D., A. Hal lam &. E.K. Walton. Elsevier, Amsterdam, 280p. 
Methods for the study of sedimentary structures(1969). Bouma, A.H. 
Wiley - Intersciences, New York, 458p. 
Paleocurrents & basin analysis(1963). Potter, P.E. & F.J. 
Pettijohn. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 296p. 
Particle size: Measurement, interpretation, & application (1963). 
Irani, R.R. and C.F. Callis. John Wiley and Sons, New York, 165p. 
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Petrology of Sedimentary Rocks (1959). Folk, K.L. Hemphills Book Store 
Austin, 154p. ' 5 
Sedimentary Features of Flysch and Graywackes (1965). Dzulynski, S. and 
walton. Elsevier, Amsterdam, 2r/hp. 
Sedimentology of Some Flysch Deposits. A Graphic Approach to Facies Inter¬ 
pretation (1962), Bourna, A.H., Elsevier, Amsterdam, l68p. 
Sc\e;.;^:rt;c Method in Analysis of Sediments (1967). Griffiths, J.C. , McGraw- 
Hill Book Company, New York, 508p. 
Symposia or Collected Volumes: 
Deltaic and Shallow Marine Deposits (1964). Van Straaten, L.M.J.TJ. (Editor) 
Elsevier, Amsterdam, 464p« ’ 
Cm terra m modern sediments useful in recognizing ancient sedimentary 
environments. F.P. Shepard, 1-25. 
Sedimentation in the modern delta of the Niger, West Africa. J.R.L. Allen, 
26-3A. 
deltaic sedimentation in eugeosynclinal belts. R.H.Dott, Jr., 
Le Flysch: definition; depot de faible profondeu.r. M. Rech Frollo,347-355 
Distribution and lateral variability of heavy minerals in the Annot 
Sandstones. D.J. Stanley, 388-398. 
Geometry of Sandstone Bodies (A Symposium) (196I). Peterson, J.A. and J.C. 
Osmond (Editors), Amer. Soc. Petrol. Geologists, 45th Annual Meeting, 240p. 
Problems and principles of sandstone-body classification. G. Rittenhouse, 
Turbilites in oil exploration. H.H.Sullwold, Jr., 63-81. 
Primary Sedimentary Structures and Their Hydrodynamic Interpretation (1965). 
Middleton, G.V. (Editor), Amer. Assoc. Petrol. Geol., Spec. Publ. 12, 2£>5p. 
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SUBMARINE SEDIMENTARY PROCESSES 
2.1 GENERAL 
The dynamics of submarine sedimentation are visualized by deduction 
from geophysical observations of the ocean floor and from direct study 
of sediment samples obtained through coring and drilling. Instrumental 
monitoring of ocean floor currents and internal waves, using current 
meters and sea floor cameras, provides a few actual measurements of the 
hydrodynamic realm, but investigations conducted from submersibles have 
produced the only direct visual data available on the movements of 
sediment. Theoretical considerations help to confine speculation. 
The major components of intra-oceanic sedimentary processes in¬ 
volve in_ situ production of sediment on or beneath the ocean floor 
(post-depositional diagenesis), settling of sediment through the 
water column, and horizontal movement of sediment along or near the 
bottom. More than one of these components is commonly important in 
the sedimentary regime at any site on the ocean floor; and generally 
there are few areas where any single component is completely non¬ 
operative . 
Under special circumstances, these sedimentary processes might be 
active at a locality on the ocean floor in such a manner as to be 
directly hazardous to man-made structures. These possibilities must be 
exp,ored. Consequently, it will be necessary to review briefly here the 
basic mechanisms of sediment production, transport, deposition and 
diagenesis. 
2.2 IN SITU PRODUCTION OF SEDIMENT 
Principal types of authigenic sediment are manganese oxides, cherts 
and phosphorites, the mineral glauconite, zeolite, and possibly some 
poorly crystalline clays. In anaerobic environments, minerals such as 
pyrite may form; and in restricted basins, salts may be directly pre¬ 
cipitated. The development of all these sediment types involves crystalli¬ 
zation near the sediment-water interface (or at deeper depths in the 
sediment layers, e.g., with respect to chert, which would, nevertheless, 
be within reach of drilling and thus of potential usefulness in founda¬ 
tion work, as discussed in Part VII of this report). 
With regard to environmental hazards, time spans involved in the 
production of authigenic sediment are probably too long to be relevant. 
The residence time of manganese, for example, is about 1500 years and 
accretion rates are of the order of a few millimeters per thousand years. 
The precipitation of manganese crusts on structures would be minimal.How¬ 
ever, some areas of the sea floor contain authigenic sediments which 
might provide specific settings for engineering activities. For 
instance, in certain explored areas, there are layers beneath the sea 
floor which, through diagenetic processes, have become consolidated 
into brittle rock; yet there are zones between these layers in which 
the sediments are still moist and soft. In regions of compaction the 
flow of pore water is restricted to the softer, permeable horizons and 
the flowage may cause anomalously high pore water pressures along 
some of the bedding planes. These high pressures may facilitate the 
mass downslope transport of the superficial sediment layers, by reducing 
the effective coefficient of sliding friction. Mass transport of the 
sea floor is sometimes observed on deep sea fans where rapid local 
accumulations of sediment near deep sea channels load that region to 
the extent of generating downslope slumping along the channel levees 
and even generating geysers of pore water through faults in the sea 
floor. Examples of authigenic sediments and related phenomena are 
shown in Fig. II-l. 
The formation of layers of salt (halite, gypsum, anhydrite) 
in the distant past can result in a peculiar kind of subsequent earth 
movements. Salt layers consist of light low-density materials which, 
after sufficient burial, remobilize and flow upward into the overlaying 
sediment. Salt tectonics produces such features as piercement domes 
and elongate ridges. Vertical movement of these domes is approximately 
1-2 mm/yr (Ewing and Ewing, 1962), and can cause related faulting and 
slope instabilities. Active diapiric structures are found in large 
regions of the Gulf of Mexico, Mediterranean and Red Seas, and may even 
occur in the open oceans. 
2.3 SETTLING OF SEDIMENT THROUGH THE WATER COLUMN 
Settling of sediment through the water column is usually 
termed pelagic sedimentation, as is the rafting of debris from melting 
icebergs. The process of pelagic sedimentation can be visualized as 
approximately vertical deposition. 
The main types of material thus deposited are: (l) shells 
and tests of plankton (with depositional rates, typically a few 
centimeters per 1000 yr.), of which carbonate constituents are limited 
to depths of less than approximately 2000 fm.; (2) wind-blown detritus, 
including tephra from explosive volcanic eruptions; (3) cosmic particles; 
(4) rafted material, which may include boulders weighing many tons; 
(5) water-borne particles from rivers. 
In almost every case, this type of sedimentation is slow, 
considering the expected life-span of sea floor structures. However, 
even slow accumulation might adversely affect windows and light- 
FIGURE II-l Examples of authigenlc sediments and related phenomena 
A. Spherical manganese nodules are formed by slow precipitation of 
manganese oxides on a central nucleus. (RC9-K69-15) 
B. Vast pavements of nodules with diameters of about 3 cm. (RC9-K68-5) 
C. Accreted manganese crust on soft sediment. (V18-K23-2) 
D. Diapiric intrusions (piercement domes) in a sedimentary basin are 
produced by vertical migration of salt layers. (RC9: 15-l6 July 1965) 
E. Post depositional diagensis has turned a subbottom sedimentation 
layer (strong reflector) into hard brittle rock. The processes 
of cementation can produce siliceous cherts of calcereous limestones, 
depending upon the composition of the original sedimentary layers. 
(RC9: 22 July 1965) 
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FIGURE II-2 - Examples of sedimentary constituents in pelagic sediments 
A. Fragment of a modern coccolithophoridae, diameter 5 microns. (A. McIntyre) 
B. An ice-rafted boulder, diameter 10 cm. 
C. Cosmic tektite, diameter 50 microns. (Glass and Heezen, 196?) 
D. Discoaster, diameter 5 microns. (A. McIntyre) 
E. Living coccolithophoridae. (A.McIntyre) 
F. Wind-blown opal phytoliths, diameter 10 microns. (Folger et al., 196?) 
G. Cosmic spherules.(Glass and Heezen, 196?) 
H. Volcanic tephra, shard diameters are 70 microns. (Ryan et_ al_., 1963) 
I. Wind-blown dust and fresh water diatoms mixed with foraminifera. 
Diameters are 100 microns. (Ryan et al., 1963) 
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transmitting apertures. In shallow water, the biological productivity 
of the plankton and nekton might hinder visibility through water, but 
in the deeper oceans this slow particle-by-particle settling produces 
negligible light scattering or attenuation. 
Examples of the sedimentary materials found in pelagic sedi¬ 
ments are shown in Fig. 11-2 
2.4 BOTTOM AND NEAR-BOTTOM MOVEMENT OF SEDIMENT 
There are four principal types of bottom and near-bottom 
movement of sediment in the oceans: (l) relatively low velocity mass 
movements (creep) of materials of all dimensions which are relatively 
free of included sea water; (2) avalanches, or relatively high velocity 
mass movements; (3) relatively low velocity near-bottom transport of 
silt and clay (and possibly sand-sized particles) by bottom currents, 
and possibly by other mechanisms analagous to so-called low density 
turbidity currents, (these, however, are not well understood and may 
involve secular flow.); (4) powerful, high-velocity transportation of 
coarse sand (and possibly pebbles) and finer sediment by turbidity 
currents. 
2.4-1 Low velocity mass movements 
Low velocity slippage and creep are probably the major types 
of movement in this category. Gentle drifting of sand in submarine 
canyons may be regarded either as mass movement or as low-velocity 
near-bottom transport. The creeping of sediment can occur even on very 
gentle slopes of less than a few degrees, such as those on the continental 
rise or deep-sea aprons. Movement on such low slopes is invariably aided 
by mechanisms such as those previously discussed, i.e. anomalous increases 
in entrained pore-water pressure as the result of over-burden on sediment 
bodies with impermeable inter-beds (Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Rona and 
Clay, 1967). 
Seismic reflection profiler records, which display in cross- 
section the sub-bottom sedimentary strata, have not revealed as yet 
many occurrences of significant creep or overthrusts, except in the 
very limited regions of oceanic trenches. An example of large-scale 
gravity sliding is shown in Fig. II-3A, where a large terrain, many 
tens of km in length and over 300 m in thickness, has glided northward 
(i.e. toward the left) into a deep sea trench south of Turkey in the 
Mediterranean Sea . 
A case for downslope deeollement may be argued for this 
profile, where the folded sediment at (d) may have slid on an incompetent 
horizon below reflector "M" from the rise at (c). In fact, thinning 
and rifting of the superficial cover at (c) may indicate the place of 
departure of this large slide. The net distance travelled is a few 
kilometers, although the glide plane is over 80 km long. In Fig. 11-3B, 
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a slump block has slid down a continental slope a distance of about 7 km 
and has travelled up over the contemporary sea floor. The site of 
detachment is clearly seen upslope, and the slide block itself is only 
moderately deformed. From geophysical evidence such as this reflection 
profile it is very difficult to estimate the time span required for 
this translation. 
However, photographs of the sea floor (Fig. 11-3D) sometimes 
show very fresh and sharp-looking scars which indicate quite sudden 
and very recent movement. 
2.4-2 Avalanches 
Submarine avalanches encompass the phenomena of the falling, 
tumbling and rapidly sliding downslope of parts of the sea floor under 
the pull of gravity. On steep slopes the avalanches might include 
boulder-sized fragments or hugh blocks many kilometers in length and 
many hundreds of meters in thickness. Such large masses, which move 
as more or less cohesive units, are called "allochthonous terrains." 
They may creep downslope over extended periods of time on basal units 
which act as lubricating horizons, or they may glide in rapid motion 
at express train velocity. Motions of allochthonous units which result 
in contortions within the unit, such as fracturing, folding , fluid 
flowage and squeezing without failure, are generally termed slumping. 
Conversely, submarine flows are those phenomena which encompass mostly 
fluid motion of wet viscous sea-floor sediments. 
Avalanches can be recognized in the stratigraphic superposition 
of older sediments on younger terrains, and this superposition can 
be seen on seismic reflection profiles, and in cores from outcrop 
exposures. Similarly, part of the exposed gliding horizon may reveal 
grooves and characteristic texture called "slickensides" (Fig. II-3C). 
Coring and sea floor photography may reveal terminal slump blocks which, 
as sedimentation deposits, are called breccias (Fig. II-3E). Breccia 
units range from a few meters across and a few centimeters thick to 
immense emplacements in depressions at the base of steep escarpments. 
Coring can also reveal overturned beds which indicate folding as the 
result of creep or rapid displacement. In sediments with extremely 
homogeneous lithologies, slumping may be recognized by mixing of 
faunal assemblages of different ages or environments, although such 
mixing can also occur from the winnowing action of bottom currents. 
Generally, however, associations of benthic fauna (bottom dwellers) 
from markedly different depth do indicate downhill transport by 
slumping or flow. 
Rapid movements of soft, unconsolidated marine sediments will 
invariably result in a certain amount of material being carried into 
suspension as a mud cloud. Indeed, many breccias found in the axes of 
depressions are capped with a thin layer of residual material which 
has settled out locally from such clouds and accumulated on top of 
the slump debris. 
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FIGURE II-3- Examples of low-velocity mass movements of sedimentary terraines 
and avalanches involving rocks and sediment 
A. Gravitational gliding of superficial sedimentary layers in the Mediterranean 
Sea. The downslope creep has produced folds at (d) and has left tension cracks 
at (c). Vertical scale is 500 m between lines. RC9:l6 July 1965-(Ryan et al. 
in press). B_. A slope block which has ridden up onto the basin floor. RC9: 
20 July 1965. C_. Photograph of sea-floor slickensides. RC9-Kl6^. 13. Slump 
scars. Chain 61-12. E. Microbreccia containing slump debris in a deep-sea core. 
RC9-188. F. Avalanche talus of siltstone blocks. Eastward 6-66. 
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FIGURE II-4 - Examples of near-bottom current activity - scour erosion 
and sedimentary drifts 
A. Sedimentary drifts in fine-grained lutite. Eastward 8-67-8. 
B. Ripple marks in sand. Eastward 9-66-106. 
C. Scour around pebbles. Eastward 41-49-8. 
D. Sponge bent over in current. 
E. Large dunes. Eastward 8-67-8. 
F. Cross-bedded winnowed deep-sea sand in a core sample. Chain. 
2.4-3 Low velocity near-bottom transport 
Near-"bottom deep sea currents involve stream-type flow where, 
on a given slope, velocity is a function of stream-flow and is inde¬ 
pendent of concentration of suspended material. This appears to be a 
major low-velocity transporting mechanism along some continental margins. 
Possibly some process of an indeterminate nature, having a downslope 
gravity-controlled component related to density-current dynamics, may 
also operate near the sea floor. We are unsure. 
The near—bottom currents, which effectively transport sediment 
horizontally along the sea floor, generally flow across-slope, parallel 
to regional bathymetric contours and often are of sufficient velocity 
to cause local corrugations on the bottom, such as lineations, scour 
marks, ripple marks, and tool marks (Ewing and Davis, 1967). Evidence 
from bottom photographs (see Fig. 11-4) indicates that, in this envi¬ 
ronment, the drifting and deposition of sediment may be affected by 
obsuructions such as man-made structures. Turbidity currents could, by 
drifting, cause the slow burial of structures or, by scour and erosion, 
undermine structures. A sea floor structure, depending on its config¬ 
uration, may be considered analogous to a snow fence in drifting snow 
(produces scour). 
In regions of near-bottom current activity, the absence of 
old tracks and trails of bottom crawling animals is evidence that the 
reworking of the sediments by the currents is active continually. 
Thermal gradients in the uppermost meter of the sea floor, measured in 
regions of current-produced lineations on the Blake - Bahama Outer Ridge 
in 1967 by thermoprobes with multiple thermisters, can be interpreted 
to indicate that here is a region where the net deposition is about 75- 
150 cm/1000 yrs. The sea floor apparently is reworked to a depth of 
50 cm in less than 6 months. Thus the net deposition rate may have 
little to do with the amount of local drifting or scour that takes 
place around a structure. This subject will be treated further in a 
later section. 
Often, in regions of near-bottom currents, sediment is found 
to be in tenuous suspension in a layer above the bottom that is many 
hundreds of meters thick. This layer, called a nepheloid layer (Ewing 
and Thorndike, 1965),gives a useful measurement of the presence 
of bottom sediment in motion. The concentration of the layer as 
measured in_ situ by light-scattering meters is sufficient, in many 
regions^to affect seriously visibility above the bottom, and to make 
it impossible to photograph the sea floor with any detail from heights 
of only a meter or two. M. Ewing and E. Thorndike at Lamont-Doherty 
have now made nephelometer observations at 1800 stations in the world 
ocean 
The processes discussed here as low-velocity near-bottom 
transport merge into those which are usually included under the concept 
of turbidity currents. To most marine geologists turbidity currents 
have come to imply exclusively high-density suspensions and high-velocity 
motion. In much the same way, it is not entirely satisfactory to dis¬ 
tinguish between avalanches and turbidity currents, as one may be the 
cause of the other, or may transform into the other. 
2,k-k Turbidity Currents 
The downslope flow, on or near the bottom, of sedimentary 
materials which have been mixed in water and tossed into a turbulent 
suspension is called a turbidity current. The density of the suspension 
is greater than that of the water above it. A turbidity current is a 
specific type of density current caused by different concentrations of 
suspended sediments. 
Turbidity currents originate upslope of a sedimentary basin 
where, by some trigger mechanism, the sediment fails and starts to slump. 
As all or parts of the slump are transformed into a suspension of higher 
density than the surrounding water, a resulting turbidity current flows 
downslope with increasing velocity (often throygh channels) until it 
reaches lower gradients, where it spreads out laterally and decreases 
in velocity. The current picks up new material in the path of motion 
if the velocity and turbulence are strong enough to retard the settling 
of entrained particles. 
Turbidity currents can flow for several thousand kilometers, 
moving out to the extremes of a sedimentary depression. As the current 
slackens, suspended sediment is deposited vertically and laterally in 
graded beds known as turbidites. Depending upon the properties of the 
initial suspension, the grain size of the entrained particles, and the 
steepness of the downhill- slope, the velocities of turbidity currents 
range from about 10 cm/sec to over 50 knots (2,500 cm/sec). 
The basal portion of the average turbidite bed may be deposited 
on the basin floor in a few hours. The thickness of individual beds 
ranges from a few millimeters to several meters. Therefore, turbidity 
currents are potentially destructive to ocean floor structures. They 
have broken, displaced and buried deep-sea cables. 
2.5 THE TURBIDITY CURRENT CONCEPT ADD ITS INTERDEPENDENCE 
WITH OTHER PROCESSES 
In 1885 Forel associated sedimentary transport in Swiss lakes 
to flows of turbid water. During the early 1900's civil engineers had 
investigated and were aware of types of sedimentary transport in reservoirs, 
which were essentially what we call turbidity currents. Daly (1936) was 
responsible for the recognition of possible evidence of turbidity current 
activity in the ocean, in the form of an agent for the erosion of sub¬ 
marine canyons. Subsequently, many other workers were also involved 
(Natland, Migliorini, Shepard), but it was not until 1951 that Ericson, 
Ewing, and Heezen described definite sedimentary evidence of rapid and 
large-scale bottom transport in the sea. This evidence related to the 
formation of abyssal plains (Tolstoy and Ewing 19^-9) and submarine deltas. 
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Questions regarding the roles of secular and episodic submarine 
transportation of sediment and the stability of bottom water regimes at 
any one site have been raised by the relatively high velocities of bottom 
water flow (up to 15 cm/sec) observed in steady-state abyssal circulation 
This has been described by Heezen, Hollister and Ruddiman (1966) and was 
long predicted by Wiist (1936). 
Thus we have two, or possibly more, possible transport mechanisms 
for deep sea sediments, and it is sometimes difficult to distinguish 
between them. The concept of turbidity currents in the modern ocean is 
supported by inferences between cause and effect, and not as yet by 
direct observations of their activity or physical properties, or by 
general equations precisely describing the physics of their behavior. 
Hence, any discussion of turbidity currents and their depositional 
products may be considered controversial. It is our intent, within the 
limits of todays' "state of the art" to describe the evidence as we 
interpret it. 
There are considerable problems in drawing a line between what 
is and what is not a turbidity current. Similarly, the difficulties of 
finding direct, firm evidence for a turbidity currents' responsibility 
for a particular phenomenon, focus attention on the possible and apparent 
interdependence and similarity of other processes, such as slumps, slides, 
avalanches, creep, etc. 
2.6 POWERFUL MOVEMENTS OF SEDIMENT OR LARGE-SCALE 
RAPID DEPOSITION OF SEDIMENT 
Direct evidence 
Among the more direct indications of powerful sedimentary 
transport and episodic deposition are (l) deformed or disrupted submarine 
telegraph cables outside areas of seismic-tectonic-volcanic disturbance, 
(2) the presence of fresh, green terrestrial organic plant life wedged in 
frayed submarine cables, (4) winnowing and abrasion seen in bottom photographs, 
(5) thermal anomalies in the sea floor sediment layer, and (6) the presence 
of a nepheloid layer. 
Although there is no way to prove a unique relationship between 
an observed event and its depositional results, in many areas the texture, 
grain size, grading etc. of mapped upper sedimentary layers, are compatible 
with the high current velocities associated with our concept of the turbidity 
current regime. 
Indirect evidence 
An understanding of the relationships of topographic slope and 
basin geometry to depositional mechanisms provides excellent indications 
of possible means of transport of sediments which carpet the sea floor. 
The cutting of canyons and channels, the construction of fan valleys, the 
growth of channel levees and the filling of sedimentary ponds can all be 
recognized by a study of the structure of sub-surface sedimentary layering 
as recorded in seismic reflection profiles (see Fig. II-5)* 
Sediment cores from the deep sea show structural, textural 
stratigraphic and compositional properties which constitute proof or 
give indications of displaced sediment, - for example, beach sands, 
tests of shallow water benthonic plankton, or organic plant debris 
found in cores from deep oceanic depths. 
. There^re many unresolved problems, such as the lateral extent 
cl turbidity flows, their thickness above the ocean floor, etc. Some of 
these problems are discussed at length in part III. For example 
height of the current above the floor relates to dynamic nro4rties and 
ODserved sediment distribution and, of course, this height ip. critical as 
far- as the influence of turbidity currents on ocean floor struetures'7s ° 
concerned. 
iiGohE ±1—5 - Examples of inferred evidence for turbidity currents 
A. bchogram across a submarine canyon. The erosion of the submarine canyons has 
been attributed in part to the action of high-velocity turbidity currents 
vhorizontal scale 1.0 km; vertical scale ■ 350 m) from Ryan and Keezen 1965. 
S. The sediments on the very flat abyssal plains must have been distributed by 
fluid processes controlled by gravity, such as density currents. Turbidity 
currents are a type of density current, (horizontal scale 100 km; vertical 
scale h 750 m) from Ryan and Heezen 1965. 
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PART III 
PROPERTIES MD DEPQSITIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF’ TURBIDITY CURRENTS 
3.1 THE HYDROLOGIC REALM 
Theoretically, sediment can he transported indefinitely above 
certain minimal concentrations in turbulent suspension, as long as the 
gravity gradient is sufficient to override the inhibiting forces generated 
by internal friction. On the other hand, the physics of turbulent sus¬ 
pension is complex and does not provide exact limiting values for precise 
conditions of flow. Similarly, the lack of definite information about 
the circulation and behavior of turbidity currents makes it not yet 
possible to provide the physicists or hydrodynamicists with the parameters 
for rigorous theoretical calculations. Among other, Menard and Ludwick 
(1951), Kuenen (1952), Bagnold (1956, 1968), Stoneley (1957), Allen (1964), 
and Ichiye (1966) have given theoretical treatment of turbulent suspensions 
involving their generation, maintenance and decay. 
The aspects of the hydrologic nature of turbidity currents 
most pertinent to the emplacement of structures on the ocean floor are: 
(1) the mechanism of generation (i.e., transfer of slumps into suspension); 
(2) the downslope velocities; (3) the turbulence of the flows; (4) the 
thickness of the turbulent layer above the bottom; (5) the density of 
the sediment suspensions; and (6) the time span of a turbidity current 
event. Any consideration of the mode of turbidity current flow would 
suggest that the parameters of velocity, density, and thickness would 
vary along the path of the flow depending on such variables as topographic 
slope, proximity to source, channel width (for confined flows), and 
general basin geometry (the capability of a flow to disperse laterally). 
Conversely, the ability of the turbulent flow to erode the sea bed, and/ 
or deposit sediment, would also vary along the path, and would be controlled 
by the instantaneous nature of the local hydrologic realm. 
It is important to understand the variations in the hydrologic 
realm along the path of a turbidity current. Ocean - floor structures 
conceivably could be placed'in areas of the oceans susceptible to moderate 
turbidity currents if it could be predicted that the flow would be small 
enough to cause no damage. 
3. 2 INDICATORS OF THE BEHAVIOR OF THE HYDROLOC-IC REALM 
There are two lines of evidence that are the most reliable 
indicators of the nature of hydrologic real at anj^ one site. The first 
is the inference that can be drawn from details of sediment deposits 
(i.e.., the contact features, particle-size, textural parameters, geo¬ 
metry of current-induced structures such as cross-bedding and sole- 
markings, and vertical/lateral extent of beds and other features). The 
second line of evidence comes from observations on the timing of sequent¬ 
ial downslope breakage of submarine cables (which permit calculations 
of velocity), the locations of such breaks (which show whether flows are 
channelized or not, i.e., height of flows), and the thermal anomalies 
in the recent deposits (which permit the calculation of time span of 
a turbidity current erosional and depositional cycle). 
In Section III aspects of the first line of evidence will be 
discussed; and in Section IV, the second. Inference may be drawn from 
the details of modern oceanic sediments examined in deep-sea cores and 
from seismic reflection profiles? and,sometimes in greater detail, from 
ancient sediments now exposed as outcrops on the continents. 
1.2-1 Oceanic sediments 
Density current transport and deposition is inferred, to be 
the reason for the extreme flatness of the layers of sediment found on 
abyssal plains (gradients ^1:1000). the process of selective deposition 
in the deepest depression of a sedimentary basin is called sediment 
ponding" (Hersey, 1965). Menard (1955) pointed out the control exercised 
by ocean floor relief on the distribution of clastic sediments derived 
from erosion on the continents, and showed that the morphology of the 
northeast Pacific basin was controlled somewhat by the locations of 
sediment traps. In the North Atlantic, the topography is highly irregular 
where deep-sea areas are separated from the continent by basins and 
troughs; while in other areas there is a gradual and continuous slope 
from the continent to the ocean basin. In such areas, plains slope 
out from the continent; although in some places there are long ridges, 
which apparently act as dams to the outward flow of sediments. 
Sometimes rough—bottomed basins are found near the flat 
abyssal plains, but these regions are always ringed by hills or lie on 
the "lee" side of ridges relative to the continuous downslope transport 
of sediment material. Menard interpreted this physiographic evidence as 
an indication that sediment moved by a gravity-controlled transport 
mechanism (i.e. fluid) would always seek the lowest level of a basin. ^ 
Sediment could be deposited all along the downslope course of transport, 
but could not be carried up onto or over topographic elevations. 
It was apparent to Menard that turbidity currents could .. 
account for the observed sea floor morphology, including the fan-shaped 
aprons built landward of the abyssal plains and radiating from the mouths 
of submarine canyons; and the small box-shaped and leveed channels 
meandering across the fans, connecting the plains and canyons. 
Figure III-1A is a reflection profile across an abyssal 
plain which illustrates the ponded nature of the sedimentary layers. 
Figure III-1D shows in cross-section a deep-sea channel with its namra 
levees. Figure III-2 shows various types of topography resulting from 
sedimentation by turbidity currents and by pelagic processes (from mem.rc, 
1955). 
Studies by Ericson et si. (1951), on the sediments from the 
abyssal plains and the aprons leading to them, revealed the presence of 
coarse-grained terrigenous sands, many containing tests of displaced 
shallow-water benthonic foraminifera, and many showing a vertical decrease 
in grain size from the base of a bed to the top (grading). Sediments on 
kills rising iron the plain have quite different characteristics. They 
have no sand, even when the cores are taken on slopes only a few tens 
of meters above the level of the plain. 
Figure III-3A is a 12kHz echogram across a small abyssal plain, 
showing shallow sub-bottom reflecting horizons which by coring can be 
demonstrated to correspond to levels where graded terrigenous beds are 
found (Ryan, 1970). These layers ca.n be seen to pinch out at both margins 
of the small basin, thus demonstrating that these sediments are not carried 
up over small hills. Figure III—3B shows examples of graded sand layers 
recovered in the cores. Figures 111-HA and B are examples of pelagic 
sediments deposited on the topographic highs inaccessible to gravity- 
transported sediment flows from the continent. 
Significance of grading 
Many of the layers on abyssal plains show obvious grading; most 
reveal at least some slight grading. Inversely graded beds are very rare, 
although some beds in deep-sea channels have small inversely graded units 
in their basal parts and repeated grading within a single bed. Graded 
bedding (Kuenen and Migliorini, 1950: Kuenen, 1953, 1964, 1967; and Bouma 
1962) significantly attests to the deposition of sediment from a gradually 
waning current carrying suspended material, as do internal sedimentary 
structures within the graded beds. A facies model, synthesised by Bouma 
(1962), has been used by many authors, and will be discussed here. We 
recognize that this model has many exceptions, but it is useful. 
According to the model, a complete bed, as found on abyssal 
plains and inferred to be deposited by turbidity currents (i.e., a 
turbidite), consists of five intervals, each characterized by one domi¬ 
nant type of sedimentary structure. Beds displaying all five intervals 
are rare. However, the order of superposition of intervals is always 
the same. 
First there is (l) a graded interval which is structureless 
and homogeneous, apart from grading. This interval exists only in the 
most coarse materials of the beds. We sometimes observe poorly-developed 
laminations in this lowermost unit (see Figure III-5), and often there 
is much mud matrix present in the basal sand. This unit is followed 
in vertical sequence by (2) an interval of parallel lamination, usually 
well-developed with good sorting of medium-to-fine sand. Mud may be 
concentrated along laminations, giving some a characteristic dark color 
and enhancing their visual appearance. In the next unit of (3) current- 
ripple bedding and convolute bedding, the appearance of the bedding is 
generally enhanced not by contributions of mud, but by sorting of minerals 
in the size fractions of sand to silt. These units are followed by (4) 
an upper interval of parallel lamination in coarse-to-fine silt, passing 
upwards into (5) a pelitic interval of'structureless silt and clay with 
an extremely wet, homogeneous appearance. Each such layered turhidite 
bed is separated by intervals of pelagic sedimentation from later 
turbidity current events. This will be discussed later. 
Many authors, including Nesteroff and Heezen (1963), Dzulynski 
and Walton (1965), Schneider and Heezen (1966), Von Rad (1968), and 
van der Lingen (1969) have provided interpretations of the origin 
of these intervals in the turbidity facies model. We shall discuss 
only those aspects from which we may infer the nature of the hydrologic 
regime that was active on the sea floor at the time of deposition of 
the respective interval. To avoid excessive detailed argument, gener¬ 
alizations will be made. 
A thin "pavement" of shells and tests of forminifera, assumed 
to be deposited in the pelagic interval, is sometimes found at the 
base of the graded interval. This concentration of tests indicates 
a winnowing of finer clay size materials from the pelagic sediments 
and strongly suggests a period of erosion on the local sea floor 
by the turbidity current before deposition began. 
An important question in considering ocean floor structure 
sites, and a difficult one to answer, is: how much erosion has occurred? 
Other ways in which erosion can be inferred are cited below. 
Seismic reflection profiles show that sub-bottom horizons 
appear to outcrop on the walls of submarine canyons and deep-sea 
channel walls (Dill, 196^; Ryan et_ al. 19^5; and Laughton, 1968) show 
evidence of slumping, eroded cliffs, and slabs of semi-consolidated 
sediment scoured by currents. Some channels, particularly in the 
Indian Ocean on the Idus and Ganges Cones, or in the Gulf of Alaska 
are clearly the result of net deposition rather than erosion. This 
is affirmed by evidence in several areas along the course of the 
channel that the flat floor contained within levees is 20 to 150 
meters above the general level of the fan or cone (Fig. III-6a). 
However, even in these cases, many dominantly depositional channels 
meander in tight curves back and forth across the fan (Ryan et_ al. 
1967). The erosion must occur locally on the outer walls at the 
bends. The sediment removed from there is replaced on the inside 
terrace or carried further down stream (Fig. III-6D), as is often 
the case in deltaic distributaries on land. 
Cores taken near the axis of the deep-sea channels often show 
incomplete turhidite sequences. These incomplete sequences suggest that 
erosion at the base of the turbidity current flow removes the upper part 
of the sea-floor and parts of previously deposited turbidites. Bedding 
structures cut-off abruptly in the middle of an interval and replaced by 
the lower graded interval of the next overlying bed are said to be truncated. 
This is best illustrated in core photographs. Other indications come 
from graphs of mean grain-size and various textural parameters (see 
Fig. III-7A) which show incomplete graded sequences replaced by new 
overlying sequences (Horn et al.in press). Further more, foraminiferal 
and detrital pavements are common along the basal contacts and often 
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FIGURE III-l - Sedimentary layering produced by "fluid" sediment flows 
i.e. turbidity currents 
A. "Sediment ponding" occurs in small abyssal plains where contemporary in¬ 
fluxes of sediment always fill the deepest depressions so as to maintain 
a level sea floor, despite active folding of the sub-strata. RC9, Balearic 
Abyssal Plain. 
B. Hills at the seaward margin of a submarine fan act as dams and prevent the 
transport of continentally derived elastics into isolated depressions on 
the flank of the mid-oceanic ridge. (Ewing, Eittreim, Truchan and Ewing 19^9) 
C. The fluid flows carve deep canyons into the continental slope.(Ryan et al. 
in press) 
D. Flows across deep-sea fans are confined to channels; however, the spillage 
part of the sediment suspension from the channel builds up natural levees 
above the level of the fan itself. (Ewing, Eittreim,Truchan and Ewing 19&9) 
Figure III-2 - Different topography resulting from sedimentation by turbidity 
currents and by volume suspension in ocean. Relief about 2 miles, vertical 
exaggeration x 100 (l) Continental slope xvith submarine canyons (origin 
not relevant), and irregular deep-sea floor without sedimentary cover. (2a) 
Deposition of sedimentary blanket by volume suspension. Blanket thins from 
shore outward but is otherwise virtually uninfluenced by relief. (2b) De¬ 
position of flood sediment by turbidity currents.Submarine canyons are at 
apices of low flat deep-sea fans. Sediment from one canyon is ponded by tilt¬ 
ed fault block, and comparatively thick deposit is formed. Sediment from 
other canyon flows around low fault block, but some alee parts of deep-sea 
floor remain uncovered. (3) More mature stage of deposition in which initial 
topography is completely covered. Deep-sea fans have coalesced, alee areas 
have been filled and topography gives few obvious clues about dominant type 
of deposition. From Menard (1935)- 
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FIGURE III-3 - The interrelation of abyssal plains and deep-sea sands 
A. Sub-bottom reflecting horizons beneath small abyssal plains are 
continuous from margin to margin and pinch out against all protru¬ 
ding relief. The depth of the reflectors correspond exactly to the 
levels of layers of deep-sea sands interbedded in lutite. Vertical 
scale is Ho meters between scale lines. (Ryan et_ al_. , in press) 
B & c. The sand layers recovered in cores from this abyssal plain show 
vertical grading, have sharp base contacts on the lutite, exhibit 
current-bedding structures such as parallel lamination and cross¬ 
bedding, and range in thickness from 2 to 15 cm. (Ryan, Workurn and 
Hersey, 1965) 
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figure III-4 - Pelagic sedimentation 
A. & B. These core photographs show the accumulation of continuous 
pelagic deposition layer by layer as the result of vertical settling 
of detrital and biogenic materials. The change in colors and texture 
represent changes in sediment source, climate , productivity, and oxygen 
level of the bottom water. No current activity is indicated. These 
sediments are found interbedded between turbidites, or on isolated topo¬ 
graphic elevations in abyssal plains. 
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resedimented, partly imbricated mud pebbles are interbedded in the sand 
of the overlying turbidite. The materials in the pavements and mud 
pebbles are derived from the local channel floor or wall by current 
erosion (as opposed to slumping) by the process of winnowing and scour. 
Another indication of erosion at the base of a turbidity 
current flow is the development of scour marks (i.e., grooves, flutes 
and tool marks) in the subadjacent lutite directly beneath. Examples of 
this are shown in Fig. III-8, A and B. The scour depressions are subse¬ 
quently filled with basal sands of the turbidites, with a marked 
appearance of bedding unconformity. 
In conclusion, evidence has been presented by many authors 
that certain structures of the deep-sea sand beds indicate deposition 
in hours or days, rather than over a period of years or hundreds of years. 
3.2-2 Flysch-type sandstones in outcrops on the continent 
For many years, the deep-sea sands have been compared to the 
flysch-type sand beds deposited, in ancient sedimentary troughs, now 
uplifted onto land (Gorsline and. Emery, 1959; Nesteroff and Heezen, 
1963; Kuenen, 1964). (For an excellent summary, see Von Rad, 1968 
and Tables III-l and III-2 from his test.) As is reflected in the 
literature, far more turbidites have been studied on land than in the 
oceans - and outcrops enable a more comprehensive view of sedimentary 
fancies. The beds and internal structures can be traced over much greater 
distances and the bedding contacts can be examined in planar view as 
well as in cross-section (something impossible in small-diameter, deep- 
sea cores). Much of the discussion of the previous section on deep-sea 
sands applies to flysch-type sands as well. 
Several facts about the nature of the hydrologic regime during 
deposition are clearly revealed in continental exposures. The erosional 
marks at the base of the turbidite layers beneath the graded interval 
can be examined in terms of the direction of current flow, type of marks, 
i.e., grooves, flutes, ripple marks (which tell about local current 
dynamics), and vertical extent (depth) of erosion (see Fig. III-10). The 
strike of the sole marks is a preserved indication of the direction of 
the flow at the time of erosion and has, in many areas, been used to 
give an indication of paleoslopes in the ancient basin. 
The facies changes that take place over a period of time at 
the same location are shown by the vertical succession of turbidity layers 
in outcrops on large escarpments. One may extrapolate the affects of 
changes in sources or changes in basin geometry as the basin fills with 
sediment. 
3-2-3 Length of time of the turbidity current depositional cycle 
Core samples give only slight evidence of the length of time 
required to deposit the various intervals of the turbidity unit. Thus, 
direct sampling cannot yet settle the question of whether the turbidity 
unit is really (l) a product of high-speed episodic flows, or (2) steady- 
state continuous deposition from normal traction bottom currents. (For 
summaries of these arguments, see Hubert, 1964; Kuenen, 1967; Von Rad, 
1968; van der Lingen, 1969.) 
(l) From a sedimentological examination of flysch deposits, 
Kuenen (1967) has developed a line of reasoning which argues that 
turbidite deposition occurs prim.arily from episodic flows; i.e., 
as if "in a single casting". He further states that the observed 
bedding structures can only have resulted from deposition by currents 
containing sediment in_ suspexision. This does not deny the existence 
of sedimentary deposition from normal near-bottom currents in abyssal 
environment, but infers that currents move their sand load by rolling 
and saltation and flow, regardless of the presence of sediment in 
suspension or even of bottom slopes. Turbidity currents, on the other 
hand, carry their total load in suspension, apart from a possible 
minor traction carpet (Sanders, 3.965). For normal currents to contin¬ 
uously deposit repeated sequences of vertically graded beds over large 
lateral areas, they must wax and wane in a very short period of time 
and yet at intervals of hundreds or thousands of years. The upward 
fining of the grain size in a sand bed deposited by bottom traction 
cannot be explained as being the result of a gradual shifting of the 
current towards a finer source material; hence, grading must be 
attributed to gradual waning of the current itself. 
The deposition of a bed by a turbidity current is an entirely 
different process from that of shifting a bottom load, by traction. The 
latter erodes or deposit s according to its competency for bottom 
traction, whereas the deposition by a turbidity current is governed by 
capacity for suspension (Kuenen, 1967). In treating this aspect of 
the capacity for suspension, and comparing the structures seen in cores 
to those created in experimental flume studies, arguments can be proposed 
for a short time interval to explain: (l) the admixture of lutum in the 
lower graded interval; (2) the climbing ripples from which the angle of 
climb is a direct function of deposition rate; '(3) the very homogeneous 
and slick-looking pel itic interval with no signs of post-depositional 
winnowing; (4) the restriction of benthic animal burrowing to only the 
upper part of the pelitic interval and the overlying pelagic interval, - 
never in the lower intervals of the turbidity sequence; and most important; 
(5) the development of convolute lamination during deposition (in the 
interval of current-ripple lamination). Convolute lamination may be 
produced by current drag (Sanders, i960), loading (Dzulynski and Walton, 
1965) or by a quick-sand condition, - liquification (Kuenen, 1967), each 
suggesting a very swift accumulation of sediment with high porosity 
rendering the deposit expremely hydroplastic. In flume studies, such 
a condition deteriorates in a few hours as water is extruded by compaction. 
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FIGURE III-5 The five ma.-jor structural intervals of the turbid:.te model 
Each interval is characterized by one dominant type of sedimentary struc¬ 
ture as shown in the various core photographs.. The interval of current^ 
ripple lamination includes climbing ripples, cross-bedding, and convolute 
laminations., Beds displaying all five intervals are rare, and although 
all may not be present in one bed, the order of superposition of intervals 
is always the same (after Bouma, 19'o2). Knowledge of the process which 
build these bedding structures permits insight into the hydrologic realm 
of turbidity current deposition. 
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FIGURE III-6 Examples of the structure and configuration of deep-sea channels 
A. Note the high natural levee on the channel in the center of the profile. 
Horizontal scale, 200 km; vertical scale, 1000 m between scale lines. 
B. & C. Erosion of channel walls is shown by outcropping of sedimentary 
strata. The benches on the channel walls are protrusion of sub-bottom 
layers more resistant to erosion, assumed to be by turbidity currents. 
Profiles A,B, and C from Ewing, Aitken, and Ludwig, 1968. 
D. Meandering deep-sea channels are found on many fans; The cross-section of 
the channel shows a steep eroded wall on the outside of bends, and deposi- 
tional terraces on the inside. (Ewing, Eittreim, Truchan and Ewing, 1969) 
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A PROXIMAL EROSION AND DEPOSITION 
(NET ACCUMULATION) 
VARIABILITY OF THICKNESS. TEXTURAL INVERSIONS. TRUNCATION. 
COARSENESS OF BASES. BOTH GRAOED ANO NON-GRADED LAYERS 
SUGGEST PROXIMITY TO AXIS OF TURBIDITY CURRENT 
FIGURE III-7 Texture and bedding structures of turbidites from regions 
within or proximal to deep-sea channels 
A. Graphs of mean grain size show incomplete grading, inverse grading, and 
truncation of turbidite sequences. Note variable thickness of beds. 
(Horn, Horn, and Delach, 1970) 
B. Sands in a core from the proximal zone, showing four different turbidite 
units (a,b,c, and d), each truncating the upper intervals of the pre¬ 
viously deposited unit. The dark contacts between the units are major 
erosional surfaces and consist of foraminiferal pavements and other 
winnowed debris. The individual turbidites are recognized here by gross 
differences in mineralogy and color. (C. Hollister, Columbia Univ. Ph.D. 
thesis, 1967) 
FIGURE III-8 Evidence in cores from fans of erosion of the sea-floor by 
turbidity currents prior to deposition 
C. Cross-section of a scour mark (flute or tool?) which has obviously been 
cut into the subadjacent clay and nas only then been filled with the 
laminated sands. (Schneider and Heezen, 1966) 
D. Resedimented, partly imbricated mud pebbles interbedded in a thick 
graded coarse sand layer. The mud pebbles are probably derived from 
erosion of channel walls. This core was retrieved from a small 
distributary channel of the outermost part of the La Jolla fan valley; 
depth 1083 meters (from Von Rad, 1968). 
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FIGURE III-9 Textures and bedding structure of turbidites on the abyssal plain 
A. Plot of mean grain size for Core RC10-221 from a distal fan province- The 
clastic beds are medium silt, are numerous per meter of core, and have 
uniform grain size with Little or no grading- (Horn et_ al, 1970) 
B. Example of typical coarse-grained layers in cores from the distal fan ( or 
continental rise) province. Note abrupt bedding contacts at both top and 
bottom of the silt beds, and the presence of parallel laminations and cross' 
bedding. Grading is lacking. (Hollister, 1967) 
C. Plot of mean grain size for Core RC11-190 from an abyssal plain province 
well away from the mouths of deep-sea channels. Note the readily apparent 
grading within each turbidite ranging from about 50 microns at the base 
to 5 microns in the upper pelitic interval; note also the irregular inter¬ 
vals of pelagic sedimentation between the turbidates. (Horn et_ al, 1970) 
D. Example of a typical turbidite layer from an abyssal plain distal from the 
channel or fan. Note sharp base contact, grading, and the sequence of the 
five turbidite intervals. (Hollister, 1967) 
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In a few carefully documented, cases, the amount of erosion of 
the sea floor prior to deposition from an individual flow can he esti¬ 
mated by measuring the amount of normal pelagic sequence missing. The 
amount of sequence missing would be judged from stratigraphic correlations 
with similar pelagic sediments in nearby non-turbidite regions. Studies 
of stratigraphic sequences in the Mediterranean Sea, Silver Abyssal Plain 
and Caicos Ridge, Tagus Abyssal Plain, and Sigsbee Abyssal Plain indicate 
that a single turbidity current can remove by erosion up to 2 m of 
material from the sea floor in areas within channels, on the lower fans, 
and in regions of the abyssal plain near the mouths of these channels. 
(For a cas study, see Part IV.) 
3.3 THICKNESS OF TURBIDITE BEDS 
The amount of material deposited at any one locality along the 
path of a turbidity current depends on many factors: (l) the magnitude of 
the Qurrent; (2) the bed-load; (3) the grain-size of the sediment suspension; 
(4) the gradient of the topographic slope; and (5) the distance from the 
source. Beds can range from less than 1 cm to several meters. Long 
cores at a given locality recover a series of turbidite beds of more or 
less the same thickness, suggesting a certain predictability. 
Generally* the upper course of a deep-sea channel acts as a 
bypass route. Deposition here consists of only the most coarse pebbles 
or boulders, and often is of the same magnitude as pre-depositional 
erosion (steady-state). 
Within the lower course of the channels, near the seaward 
edge of the fan, beds vary in thickness from a few centimeters to about 
10 cm, and consist of mostly the lower graded interval and the lower 
interval of parallel laminations. The upper intervals are very thin 
and are never deposited, or are truncated by subsequent flows. In 
regions far from the source, on the distal margins of the abyssal plain 
the units are generally much thicker — 20-50 cm — but contain primarily 
the fine silt and clay of the upper interval of parallel lamination 
and the pelitic interval. Little basal erosion is evidenced in these 
regions. (See Figure III-9). 
Detailed studies of cores from several abyssal plains, 
particularly in the Mediterranean Sea, and on the floor of the trenches, 
have allowed individual turbidite beds to be traced laterally across 
the basin floors from source regions to the distal margins (Ewing et_ al, 
1958; Van Straaten, 1964; Ryan et al. 1965; Schneider and Heezen, 1966. 
Where a single bed can be traced over a wide area of the sea floor, it 
is usual to find a very gradual change in total thickness and a decrease 
to finer grain sizes away from the source. 
Many turbidity beds can be traced over the entire abyssal 
plain in basins with diameters of only a few hundred kilometers. In 
the larger abyssal plains like those in the North American Basin, 
individual flows travel many thousands of kilometers along slopes as 
gentle as 1:2000. However, only the finest material from the largest 
events actually reaches the distal regions, and cores from these 
areas contain fewer turbidites per meter of sediment. 
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FIGURE III-10 Photographs of scour and tool marks shown as counterparts 
on basalsurfaces of sandstone ( flysch ) slabs. 
A. longitudinal scour marks ( pointed and spirally-twisted flutes ). Note 
indications of only one direction of flow, inferred to be the result of 
scouring of uniform firm cohesive mud by eddies of turbulent suspension 
and subsequent deposition of sediment from suspension, which filled 
bottom depressions and molded an impression of the bottom relief. 
B. Longitudinal scour marks ( pointed flutes ). Arrows show direction of 
transport of turbulent suspension. A and B from Sanders (1965)* 
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PART IV 
HISTORICAL RECORD OF TURBIDITY CURRENTS 
4.1 SUBMARINE CABLE BREAKS 
For nearly a century and a half, the ocean floors have heen 
criss-crossed with a system of submarine telegraph and telephone cables. 
By 1858 a cable had been laid between Ireland and Newfoundland. That 
cable was operational until it broke only three months later. The 
breaking of the cable provided the first suggestion of activity rather 
than tranquillity on the deep-sea floor. In fact, until recently, cable 
breaks provided the only available historical record of strong movements 
on the sea bed. In more recent years, seismic profiling, deep-sea 
nephelometry, deep-sea photography, and other techniques have provided 
additional sources of information. 
In some cases, a logical interpretation of the cause of sequential 
breaking of cables implies downslope movement of sediment masses at high 
velocities and often over great distances, even on gentle slopes. Further¬ 
more, the precise location of cable breaks and faults has pin-pointed the 
particular topographic settings where such slides and flows are most likely 
to occur. 
Some case histories of cable breaks on the ocean floor are discussed 
below. 
4.2 THE GRAND BANKS TURBIDITY CURRENT 
On November 18, 1929, an earthquake of magnitude 7*2 shook the 
continental shelf and slope south of Newfoundland. The six submarine 
cables lying nearest the continental slope were broken instantaneously, 
and for more than 13 hours after the earthquake, there occurred an orderly 
sequence of breaks of cables lying in increasingly deeper water for over 
300 miles from the earthquake epicenter. Twelve cables were broken in 
25 places. De Smitt (1932) showed that (l) the direction of progression 
of destruction was seaward, (2) the velocity of progression decreased 
with increase in distance from epicenter, (3) the area of broken cables 
was restricted to the deepest part of the ocean — narrow in the 
northern part and broadening to the south, with breaks radiating outward 
and with not a single break on the shallow continental shelf, and (4) 
the ocean floor in the neighborhood of the breaks had an average slope 
of 1°50' and that about half the breaks were on a slope of less than 1°. 
62 . 
The relationship between earthquakes and submarine telegraph 
cable breaks was pointed out by Milne, as early as 1897, and by others; 
but the first strong argument that earthquake-triggered turbidity currents 
occur in the modern oceans was made by Heezen and Ewing in 1952. 
They concluded that the "events associated with the Grand 
Banks earthquake ... may be considered as a full-scale experiment in 
erosion, transportation and deposition of marine sediments by a turbidity 
current in which the submarine cables served to measure its progress and 
to give tangible evidence of its force." 
Following the initial shock, which occurred beneath the conti- 
ental slope south of the Laurentian Channel, the trans-Atlantic sub¬ 
marine cables were broken in a north to south sequence, as shown in 
Fig IV-1A. According to Heezen and Ewing's explanation, each successive 
cable was broken by a single large dense flow of sediment and water which 
had originated from a series of slumps in the epicentral area. They 
inferred that this flow was a turbidity current, and concluded from the 
points of breakage, that the current had travelled down and across the 
continental slope and rise, and ocean basin floor, far out onto the 
Sohm Abyssal Plain, — a distance of well over 450 miles from its source 
area (Fig. IV-1B). By observing the time of each cable break and the 
distance from the earthquake epicenter, they calculated that on the 
continental slope, where the bottom gradient is 1:10 to 1:30, the 
velocity of the turbidity current exceeded 50 knots (see graph in Fig. 
IV-1A). By the time the turbidity current caused the seaward-most 
cable (on the abyssal plain) to snap, the flow was still travelling 
at a speed in excess of 12 knots along a gradient of less than 1:1500. 
Sediment cores taken on the abyssal plain south of the epi¬ 
central area revealed an uppermost layer of graded clastic sediment 
(Heezen et_ al., 1954). The area of the deposit covered at least 
100,000 km2. 
The high velocities theorized for the turbidity current and the 
association of this event with essentially instantaneous deposition on 
the ocean floor of the layer of mud with a volume in excess of 10H m^ 
was hard to comprehend, and initially was not accepted (Kullenberg, 1954; 
Shepard, 1954; Jones, 1954). Shepard suggested that the slides developed 
more slowly on the gentle outer slopes and built up pressure against 
the cables gradually until they broke, or that the sequence could be 
explained as at least in part a coincidence and in part to the slower 
development of slides at an increasing distance from the epicenter. 
(For a review of statements of the arguments against the concept of 
the high velocities and instantaneous deposition, the reader is referred 
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FIGURE IV-1 Path and velocity of the Grand Banks turbidity current 
(Heezen, 1963) 
A. Topographic profile south of the Laurentian Channel with location 
of cable breaks and sediment cores. Superimposed is a graph of 
the velocity of the Grand Banks turbidity current. 
B. The path of the Grand Banks turbidity current showing locations 
of cable breaks, region where cables were buried, and area of 
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FIGURE IV-2 - Path and velocity of the Orleansville turbidity current 
(He ezen and Ewing, 1955) 
A. Plan view showing distribution of submarine cables on the south¬ 
ern Balearic Abyssal Plain, and the location of the section of 
the cables destroyed following the 1954 Earthquake near Orleans¬ 
ville. Note that the northernmost cables were not interrupted 
by the turbidity current. 
B. Profile of the basin showing the downslope flow of the earth¬ 
quake initiated turbidity current. 
C. Time-distance graph for the 1954 turbidity current. The velocities 
determined are of the same sort of magnitude as the 1929 Gran 



















4. 3 ORLEANSVILLE TURBIDITY CURRENTS 
Much of the skepticism concerning the high velocities attributed 
to turbidity currents was dispelled when Heezen and Ewing (1955) reported 
a similar series of sequential downslope cable breaks on the floor of 
the western Mediterranean following an earthquake near Orleansville, 
Algeria, in 1954. Five submarine cables crossing the continental slope 
and Balearic Abyssal Plain were snapped in an orderly sequence. The 
timing of the breaks was such that it could again be inferred that if 
this were a single event initiated from one source, then the speed of 
the flow of sediment exceeded 40 knots by the time it reached the base 
of the steep continental slope. The path of the Orleansville turbidity 
current is shown in Figs. IV-2A and 2B. The velocity of the current, 
calculated from the time elapsed between the disruptions of service of 
each cable circuit, and on the assumption that the flow followed the 
path shown in Figs. IV-2A and 2B, is shown in Fig. IV-2C. 
In the case of the Orleansville event, it is possible that 
several submarine avalanches along the Algerian coast were triggered 
simultaneously by the earthquake, and that individual turbidity currents 
coalesced to form the broad path of destruction along the southern 
boundary of the abyssal plain. It is interesting that these turbidity 
currents 5 having reached the axis of the plain at 3T°W, did not flow 
up hill to the north and break the 'northernmost cables, even though 
to do this the current would have had to travel up a slope of only 
1:1500. In fact, cores from the tops of small knolls that protrude 
only a few tens of meters above the base level of the abyssal plain 
contain no layers of graded sands and silts, as do the numerous cores 
on the flat plain itself (Eriksson, 1965). 
4.4 THE TURBIDITY CURRENT AT KADAVU PASSAGE, FIJI 
On September l4, 1953, an earthquake near Suva, Fiji, triggered 
a large submarine avalanche which collapsed into the Kavadu Passage and 
generated a turbidity current (Heezen,,1959)• This current swept 
southward down the natural channel between the islands (Fig. IV-3A.) 
destroying over 75 miles of submarine cable in its path. An observed 
displacement of the shallow sea floor near the mouth of the harbor 
triggered an avalanche of a large mass of mud and coral debris. A 
tsunami was seen at the reef entrance only seconds after the shock was 
felt at Suva (Houtz and Wellman, 1962). 
The avalanche developed into a turbidity current as it moved 
down the steep (15°) insular slope for a distance of at least 10 miles. 
The minimum strain on the cable was in excess of seven tons, its breaking 
strength. The current probably reached at least 20 knots, judged by 
the time of the interruption of service on the cable. The cable running 
southeast along a sill in the strait was undamaged since it was not in 
the path of the avalanche. Of the cable that broke, over 60 miles was 
either totally buried or torn up and carried out of range of the subse- 
quent repair survey search. However, a 4-0 m length of twisted cable 
which was completely knotted upon itself was recovered. Corrosion had 
been removed in some areas by an apparent sand-blasting eifect, judged 
to have occurred after the knotting had taken place. Houtz and 
Wellman (1962) speculated that the extent of sand-blasting (compared 
with other experimental evidence) indicates that the turbulent flow of 
sand was travelling as fast as 20 knots as it swept the cable downslope 
The recovered strand was found several miles from its original site. 
4.5 THE 1908 AND 1909 MESSINA TURBIDITY CURRENTS 
In the early morning of December 12, 1908, a seismic distur¬ 
bance beneath the Strait of Messina (between Sicily and Calabria, 
Italy) caused a submarine avalanche in the head of a canyon a few miles 
west of the town of Gallico (Ryan and Heezen, 1965). Because of contin¬ 
uous strong bottom currents passing along the shore northwards through 
the Strait, a large reservoir of sediment had accumulated in the head 
of this and other canyons. Shortly after the initial slide, the 
avalanche destroyed a submarine cable at a depth of 250 fm where ic 
crossed the narrow passage between Calabria and Sicily. This was the 
first failure of the cable since its emplacement in 1904. It is 
inferred that the avalanche of mud and sand evolved into a turbid 
sediment suspension which, under the influence of gravity, propelled 
itself further down the canyon, because some nine hours and forty-five 
minutes later another cable (along the Malta-Zanta route) snapped 
exactly where it crossed this same canyon (see Fig. IV-3B). The 
average velocity of the turbidity current to this.point can be calculated 
to have been in excess of 12 knots. However, it is likely that the 
initial velocity down the continental slope was much higher and that 
at the point in which the current encountered the Malta-Zante cable, 
in a depth of 1790 fm, it was travelling more slowly, having dispersed 
a long sediment tail with a subsequent loss in density and capacity. 
Half an hour later, the flow apparently persisted at the cable, because 
changes in electrical resistance at the break continued to occur. 
On February 26, 1909,- following one of the numerous. aftershocks 
of the Messina earthquake, the same Malta-Zante cable was again faulted 
where it crossed the axis of the second canyon. This indicates that 
another avalanche took place in a canyon further east on the continental 
slope of Calabria. 
Four cables laid down in 1869 connecting Malta to Alexandria, 
Egypt, have never experienced a deep water failure. However, thf;se 
cables pass south of the Messina Abyssal Plain and thus are not in the 
path of turbidity currents travelling through channels across the 
Messina Cone. Furthermore, the only deep water failure of the Malta 
Zante cable occurred in connection with the 1908 earthquake and 1909 
aftershocks. 
FIGURE IV-3 Turbidity currents in the Kadavu Passage, Fiji, and in 
canyons on the Messina Cone. 
A. The path of the turbidity current triggered hy the Suva earthquake of 
Sept. 17, 3-953. The current swept southwestward down the channel between 
the islands, destroying over 25 miles of submarine cable (Heezen, 1959) 
B. The paths of turbidity currents associated with the Dec. 28, 1908 
Messina earthquake and the Feb. 26, 1909 aftershock. The turbidity currents 
were confined to submarine canyons on the Messina Cone and snapped the Malta- 
Zante cable exactly where it crossed the canyon (Ryan and Heezen, 19o5) 
Piston cores taken in 196b on the floor of the submarine 
canyons where the cables broke contained an upper layer of graded sand 
with a thickness of more than 3 m. The sand contained fragments of 
volcanic pumice of identical composition to fragments found wedged in 
the twisted and pinched ends of the broken cable when it was retrieved 
for repairs. The cable was apparently destroyed by a sudden action 
rather"than prolonged attrition, for there were no signs of continuous 
wear by chafing. 
k.6 CONGO AND MAGDALENA TURBIDITY CURRENTS 
The Congo and Magdalena submarine cones are areas of particular 
interest because here cables have been laid directly seaward and oblique 
to submarine distributary systems of major rivers. A study of cable 
breaks for periods of more than twenty years has shown a marked coin¬ 
cidence between cable failures and abrupt changes in depth and shape 
of the river mouth and has established that these changes occurred 
only during periods of peak sediment discharge. 
For instance, Heezen et_ al.(1964) have documented that cable 
breaks within the Congo Submarine Canyon on the Congo Cone occur with 
the greatest frequency in that region where the canyon has cut into the 
continental shelf. This river discharges nearly 10i0 tons of sediment 
annually. Much of this sediment is presently trapped in the Stanley 
Pool; however, the remainder is dropped directly into the head of the 
Congo Canyon. At periods of peak flood activity cable breaks attest 
to submarine flows which are either the products of direct low density 
transport of turbid river suspensions, or, more likely, the products 
of submarine slumps and turbidity currents generated by instabilities 
within the extremely rapidly accumulating reservoir of sediment in the 
canyon head. 
Similarly on the Magdalena Cone off Colombia South America, 
Heezen (1956) found that cable breaks occur every few years in response 
to visible slumps of the Magdalena river fan. The location of the 
cable breaks has consistently been confined to those sections of the 
cable which cross canyons and gullies cut into the cone. An interesting 
aspect of the 1935 Magdalena cable failure was that grass, still green, 
was brought up wrapped around the damaged cable, which lay in (50 fm- 
12 miles seaward of the river mouth. In fact, cores taken on many 
submarine cones (i.e. Nile Cone, Amazon Cone, Congo Cone, Indus Cone, 
Ganges Cone, Cascadia Cone, etc. ) contain numerous layers of organic 
debris of terrestrial origin; sometimes individual beds contain up 
to 90$ plant debris. 
The submerged deltas of major rivers have been areas of 
repeated trubidity current activity throughout most o.' geologic time. 
There are several reasons for this great activity. First, the high 
bedload of the river discharge accumulates directly into large submarine 
Secondly, organic debris in these sediments, upon decom- reservoirs. 
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position, produces gases which render these high porosity plastic 
sediment "bodies extremely vulnerable to catastrophic failure (Terzaghi, 
1956; and Monroe, 1969). These regions are not only potential sources 
of turbidity sediment, but the trigger effects may be supplied by the 
river as well. 
k.7; EPISODIC EVENTS THROUGH TIME 
Although cable breaks give a history of sea floor activity 
over the last centruy and a half, and the mechanisms and sequences of 
cable breaks yield evidence about the processes of episodic events, 
the history revealed by cable breaks is short. The record is entirely 
too short to give a reasonable prospective concerning the frequency 
of episodic events. Furthermore, it is difficult to prove from the 
history of cable failures whether events such as the Grand Banks 
turbidity current are the principal events to be considered when 
planning the emplacement of sea floor structures, or whether turbidity 
current activity of the type and magnitude that occurs on submarine cones 
such as the Magdalena is more important. The Magdalena-type events are 
far more predictable than the Grand Banks-type, for the latter depend 
upon the occurrence of a large earthquake in a region of the slope which 
has been aseismic for a long time. 
A better statistical representation of the frequency and 
magnitude of tirrbidity currents can be gathered from the study of 
deep-sea stratigraphy, i.e. the study of the succession of layers of 
sediment at the same location on the sea floor, deposited during a 
time framework of hundreds, thousands and millions of years. 
Deep-sea stratigraphy involves data from two major sources, - 
the succession of layers of sediment seen in seismic reflection profiles 
and the sequences of sedimentary materials recovered in deep-sea cores. 
The recovery of sediment layers is accomplished by piston coring in the 
upper 20 m of soft unconsolidated material, or by drilling, for sampling 
to greater depths (National Science Foundation 1969, Initial Reports 
of the Deep Sea Drilling Project, Vol. 1, NSFSP-1, U. S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D. C. ). 
It.7-1 Events in acoustic records 
Distinct sedimentary events of the past can be seen in the 
attitude and relationship of certain sub-bottom interfaces which are 
revealed as reflectors of acoustic energy and which are interpreted as 
equivalent to layers of sediment, or structural boundaries within 
layers. For instance, Figure IV-4A shows a section of a 3.5 khz 
seismic reflection profile where the sub-bottom reflecting horizons 
are interpreted to be equivalent to interfaces between layers 
of sediment of different acoustic properties and deposited sequentially 
in time. In this profile the deeper horizons are draped uniformly 
over the hills and across the valley floor; and the thickness of the 
layers remains uniform. However, of interest is an upper transparent 
layer (noted as 'a' in the profile) which is much thicker in the valley 
than on the hills. This type of non-uniform layering with greater 
sediment thickness in troughs is called "differential sedimentation." 
The sediment comprising layer ’a' in Fig. IV-hA has teen transported 
into bhis region and has been deposited by a process apparently different 
than the process or processes which deposited all the older layers. This 
unique change in sedimentation process is believed by us to represent 
a depositions.! event. We do not necessarily know the length of time 
of this event from analyses of the acoustic record alons, for it might 
have been very rapid (a few days) or much longer (thousands of years). 
The lithology of the layers of sediment sampled in cores, would permit 
one to deduce (l) whether the material of layer 'a' in the valley is 
the product of a local slump, driven by gravity to the bottom of the 
topographic depression (i.e. rapid deposition) or (2) whether the mate¬ 
rial is a residual accumulation of sediments swept off the high and 
settled in the lows, d.uring an intermittent period of strong bottom 
current activity. If the differential deposition was due to bottom 
curienos, the current activity may have lasted for thousands of years. 
Another example of deposition events recorded in acoustic 
records is illustrated in the reflection profile in Fig. IV-1|B. In this 
profile, the sea floor appears as a surface (marked 'b') of characteristic 
overlapping hyperbolae. The layers beneath the interval of hyperbolae 
are different, - apparently smoother. We infer that at the time of 
deposition of the sediments which make up layer 'b' an event of unknown 
duration caused the contemporary sea floor to become corrogated. We 
offer as.possibilities: (l) a period of current activity on the sea 
floor wnich constructed through the action of winnowing and controlled 
deposition, a series of large linear dunes (drifts) of regular wavelength; 
(2) a period of intense erosional solution which dissolved away parts of 
layer 'b', leaving gullies; (3) a sea-floor avalanche of which layer *b' 
is the chaotic debris. The time in the past during which such events 
took place could be determined by coring. If it could be shown that 'b' 
is debris from a slump, then its mode of implacement would be inferred 
to have been more or 3.ess instantaneous. However, the regional unifor— 
rnity in thickness of the layer'b' is very strong evidence against the 
avalanche hypothesis. 
One should note that in this profile the upper series of 
hyperbolae are actually double. This configuration suggests that a thin 
layer of material has recently been deposited by a process which left it 
uniformly draped over the highs and lows. Apparently the episode which 
created the corrogated surface has come and then gone. 
A dramatic example of another sedimentary episode is shown in 
Figui e IV—ito. in this reflection profile the upper series of uniform 
and parallel layers has been abruptly cut and truncated since their 
deposition at a time so recent as to have not allowed new sediment to 
cover the erosional scars. The outcropping in this profile could have 
been produced during a period of intense scour and erosion from tl 
sole of a submarine slump which has slid further downslope. Either 
interpretation argues for a recent change in bottom regime, which ha. not 
been masked by contemporary deposition. 
FIGURE IV-4 - Evidence of sedimentary events in reflection profiles 
A. A 3*5 KHz reflection profile illustrating differential deposition 
of a layer of transparent sediment in a broad valley. The thinning 
of this layer ('a') against the higher relief at the margins suggests 
that the depositional process was influenced by gravity; i.e. the 
sediment flowed into place or was drifted into place. Conformable 
layering at greater depth indicates an abrupt change in deposition¬ 
al process of layer 'a'. RC-12, 1968, Argentine Basin. 
B. The hyperbola studded sea floor indicates the presence of regularly 
spaced linear dunes of probable sedimentary origin, or the chaotic 
debris of a submarine slump. Thin parallel banding on top of the 
hyperbola traces,marks a transition to uniform blanket sedimentation 
(features evenly draped). RC-12, 1968, Argentine Basin. 
C. The outcropping of sub-bottom layers indicates a recent episode of 
intense sea-floor erosion or alternatively marks the source region 
of a submarine landslide. The outcropping is from a contemporary 
event, because no recent sedimentation has covered over the ex¬ 
posures. RC-9> 1965, Gulf of Mexico. 
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FIGURE IV-5 - Examples of depositional events in cores (Ryan, 1970) 
A, B and C. A single layer of volcanic tephra deposited over a 
distance of several hundred kilometers on the sea bed. Tephra 
originates as the fine debris of a violent volcanic explosion 
of a volcano. Note the thinning of the layer and decrease in 
grain size. Core A is closest to the source, core C is furthest 
from the source. 
D. The typical graded turbidite unit is representative of a single 
depositional event lasting only a few hours. 
E. The micro-breccia is the depositional product of a submarine 
avalanche. 
F. Pene-contemporaneous faulting in soft unconsolidated sediments 
can result from internal instabilities during compaction or by 
tectonic deformation. Scale is in centimeters. 
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h, 7-2 Depositional events as revealed in deep-sea cores 
Eposidic depositional events can also be inferred from the 
study of abrupt changes in the lithology or texture of layered sediment 
recovered in cores. Fig. IV-5A, B, and C show a thin layer (2 centi¬ 
meters thick) of volcanic i’ephra in three cores taken several hundred, 
kilometers from each other. This thin horizon of tephra is the product 
of a huge explosive volcanic eruption, and the entire layer may have been 
deposited in a. period of a few days. 
Other episodic depositional events in cores are represented 
by the typical turbidite unit (Fig. I -5D), a slump structure in the 
form of a micro-breccia, (Fig. IV-5E), and discontinuities along 
pene-contemporaneous faults (Fig. Iv-5F). 
The periodicity of depositional events can be determined if one 
can measure the length of time represented in the sequence of layering in 
reflection profiles or in the column of sediments recovered in a core. 
In areas of the open ocean, pelagic sediments accumulate at rates vary¬ 
ing from a few millimeters per 1000 years to several centimeters in 1000 
years. Thus in the reflection profiles of Fig TV-h, a sub-bottom 
penetration of 20 to 80 meters might cover a span in time of possibly 
20 thousand to more than 40 million years. This is certainly a significant 
unit of time in which to evaluate statistically the re-occurence of 
sedimentary events for the purpose of determining a periodicity of these 
events. Such a periodicity is an important consideration to be weighed 
in predicting further events (the subject of Part V of this report). 
h.Q COMMENTS Oh WAYS OF INFERRING THE MAGNITUDE 
OF ANCIENT TURBIDITY CURRENTS 
The timing of the sequential breakage of submarine cables 
downslope one from another has been used to estimate the velocity of 
submarine flows in historical times. If the sedimentary deposits on the 
upper surface of the abyssal plains at locations where historical turbidity 
currents are presumed to have flowed, can be assumed to have been the 
products of these events, then it might be possible, eventually, to _ 
establish relationships between variables of the turbidity current flow 
such as, current velocity, magnitude, distance from source, and grain 
size, composition and density of the suspension, with parameters of the 
deposit such a.s bedding structures and textures within the turbidite unit. 
Unfortuna.tely, our comparisons are few, since we have only three histor¬ 
ical events with any documentation of current velocity, and no events 
where the other variables were directly measureable. However, we can 
point out that on the surface of 'the Sohm Abyssal Plain there exists a 
layer of sand and mud of ^ 10-^ cubic meters in volume which covers an 
area of 100,000 square kilometers. On the northern part of the plain 
at a distance of HOO miles from the source, the Grand Banks turbidity 
current was travelling ^ 12 knots. The thickness of the resulting 
turbidite layer in this region exceeds one meter. Within the confines 
of the Messina Canyon where the turbidity current was also flowing 
at 12 knots, the thickness of the turbidite layer exceeds three meters. 
Despite these observations we do not feel that at the present state of 
the art, we can realistically infer the velocity of ancient flows 
from thickness of the turbidite -unit. If the areal extent of the flow 
can be mapped by coring as done in the Tyrrhenian Abyssal Plain (Ryan 
et al., 1965)5 Puerto Rico Trench Abyssal Plain (Connolly and Ewing, 
1967) or on the Tagus Abyssal Plain (next section of this report), 'then 
volumes and thus magnitudes of the sediment fraction of individual 
past turbidity currents can be calculated. However, unless the density 
of the turbidity current suspension is known, the magnitude of the actual 
flow still remains uncertain. Sediment volumes of 10^ to lO1^ cubic 
meters have been calculated for individual turbidite layers on abyssal 
plains. For an idea of this magnitude, 1011 cubic meters of sediment 
would fill a row of tankers 20 ships wide, running around the equator 
or would fill Central Park in Manhattan to a depth of 25 km. 
Several years ago an attempt was made to infer the actual 
velocity and density of ancient flows during their passage dovnslope 
through the deep-sea channels (Ryan and Heezen, 1964). Recently, this 
approach has been re-analyzed in a much more thorough and quantitized 
fashion by Komar (1969). 
The method depends on a reasonable assumption that whenever a 
turbidity current is confined to a channel, its upper surface has a cross¬ 
channel slope, owing to the combined effects' of the Coriolis and centri¬ 
fugal forces. This cross -channel surface slope for channel-full flows 
may cause the difference in the height of the levees that have developed 
on oposite sides of the channel. An equation can be constructed which 
essentially balances the Coriolis and centrifugal forces against the 
pressure force that results from the surface slope. This equation can 
be used to calculate curves for average velocity versus density, the 
two variables of the equation.and two principal unknowns of turbidity 
current flow. 
Komar ha,s applied the slope equation to measured levee heights 
on a dozen crossings of the Monterey Deep-Sea Channel along a 100 mile 
stretch of the channel. In this portion several large bends in the 
channel provide a good testing ground. Solutions of the slope equation 
give velocities ranging from 600 to 2000 cm/sec - the same order of 
magnitude as those of the Grand Banks turbidity currents inferred from 
the timing of cable breaks. The interested reader is referred to the 
paper by Komar (1969) because it is one of the first satisfactory attempts 
to calculate hydrodynamic behaviour of channelized turbidity current 
flow without resort to empirical channel-flow formulas derived from 
rivers on land which are not readily applicable to turbidity currents. 
The shortcomings of the application of the Chezy equation as attempted 
by Hurley (1964) and Wilde(1965) concerns the evaluation of the drag 
coefficient, originally derived from empirical data on stream flow and 
not extendable to the ocean floor environment. 
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b.9 THE TURBIDITY CURRENT MODEL 
An attempt will be made in this section to formulate a model 
of turbidity current flow. The model is derived from the experience of 
submarine cable breaks and the analyses of sea floor topography, and is 
compatible with the composite nature of the eventual depositional facies - 
the turbidity unit, particularly its lateral distribution and its vertical 
sequence. The discussion of the model in this report will necessitate 
many simplifying assumptions and dogmatic statements which would require 
endless pages of text to qualify and support. Vie have no doubt that 
this model will be revised as new data and interpretations become avail¬ 
able. Because this report centers on the question of evaluating the 
hazards of turbidity currents to ocean floor structures, our model 
contains a conservative "worst possible" approach. 
^.9-1 Tire generation of turbidity currents. 
By definition, turbidity currents are self-sustaining gravity- 
propelled flows of mud and water, and therefore they should flow down 
any available slope and spread out on a horizontal floor. The flow 
is apparently initiated when a sizeable mass of loose sediment is thrown 
into suspension as it cascades downward during sliding or slumping. In 
fact, the original mass may move first in a slow creep, and only begin 
to accelerate as it glides over irregular relief and starts to deform 
and break apart. Apparently in a rather short distance, possibly under 
an abrupt change to a new thixotropic state, the mass so disintegrates 
that its material becomes thoroughly suspended, or mixed into a sediment 
slurry. 
Van Andel and Komar (1969) suggest that such a slurry goes 
through an hydraulic jump at the base of the slope. This jump converts 
a thin high-speed dense flow, essentially a slump or slide, into a thick 
low density turbidity current and provides energyr for the dispersal of 
the material. However, we feel that for channelized flows, the dispersal 
must occur very soon after the initial slumping, well up at the head of 
the submarine canyon. 
For a se."1 -"-sustaining flow, the dispersed mass of suspended 
sediment must be o efficient size and density to overcome all dis- 
sipative energy mechanisms. Vie offer 10^ cubic meters as a minimum 
volume for a submarine slump which will generate into a self-sustaining 
turbidity current capable of travelling down the entire slope to the 
basin floor. Griggs (1969) has studied the volume of turbidites 
deposited within the Cascadia Channel during the last 10,000 years, and 
concluded that the average volume of slumps generating these currents 
was in excess of ICr cubic meters. Many of these young Holocene flows 
did not fill the channel to the point of overflowing the natural levees. 
Older Pleistocene flows in the Cascadia Channel (Griggs L969), Arcadia 
Channel (Nelson, 19o8), Ganges Channel (Ryan, et al., 19&7) and Monterey 
Channel (Komar, 1969) have repeatedly spilled out of the confining 
levees to strew clastic sediment across the fan, and these flows must 
have encompassed in excess of 10^ to 1()9 cubic meters of mud alone. 
Additional mechanisms for the dispersal of the avalanche 
debris into a sediment suspension include the action of breaking 
internal waves at the upper surface of the flow, internal turbulence 
due to microtopography on the surface of the sea floor, thermal 
agitation in the wake of mixing muds once buiried at considerable depth 
beneath the sea. floor, and the escape of pore water und„er confining 
pressures. 'Turbidity currents are likely to be highly "cannibalistic" 
in that they scour up previously-deposited turbidites during their 
passage down steep slopes and through winding channels. Thus they may 
grow in volume and mass along the initial part of ther courses. 
There is some strong evidence that tsunamis are generated 
from the abrupt sea floor displacements associated with initial slumping 
as well as from the movement of the head of the turbidity through 
canyons and channels. 
4.9-2 Channelized flow of turbidity currents 
The dynamics of channelized flow of turbidity currents is 
based on the configuration of the channel cross-section, its downslope 
gradients, its levee heights, and the distribution of clastic turbidite 
layer along its floor, on its levees, and across the submarine fan. 
Velocities of the flow have been discussed in a previous section and 
range from 45 knots (2240 cm/sec) across' the upper fan with gradients 
of 1:200 to -x.10 knots (500 cm/sec) on the distal fan where the 
gradient is less than 1:1500. 
From he studies of the distribution of sediment on deep-sea 
fans, it can be concluded that, generally, the average flow remains 
channelized except for a small fraction of the upper sediment cloud 
which escapes across the levees. The spillage of this part of the 
flow is greatest in areas of tight meanders. In channels in the 
northern hemisphere the spillage is pred.ominately over the right hand 
levee (facing down-slope) as pointed out by Menard (1955) , and Hamilton, 
(1967). The sediment suspension that spills out over the levee, 
disperses across the fan dropping sediment as the velocity decreases. 
Menard envisions this deposition to occur from sheet flow. Truchen 
et al. (1967) and Hamilton (1967), have discovered a.n undulating surface 
of regular periodicity and cross-slope orientation on the right hand 
flank of northwest Pacific submarine fans. The configuration of this 
surface when examined in high resolution reflection profile resembles 
large linear sedimentary dunes. These authors have suggested that 
the undulating relief is a depositional feature from sheet flow during 
periods of channel spillage, but gullying favored by Hurley (i960), 
has not been discounted.. 
The role of sheet flow along the bottom combined with lateral 
spreading may be the principal factor in the construction and controlled 
shaping of the submarine fan. Meandering of channels is controlled 
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by the channel dynamics. Regular meander patterns observed along the 
Indus and Ganges channel systems in the Indian Ocean suggest that the 
dynamics of channels and rivers may be analogous. One observes active 
cutting and erosion on the outer bank along bends and dominant deposition 
on shallower terraces on the inner channel bank (See. Fig. IV-6d). 
As many authors have stated, and we concur, the principal 
process of channel genesis is high speed episodic turbidity currents. 
That intermittent low velocity tenuous cloud.s flow through these channels, 
as favored by Menard (1964), Moore (1966), and Hamilton "(1967), we do not 
deny. However, we believe that the fan is constructed primarily by 
canyon spillage, and we doubt that the low velocity turbid layers are 
capable of overridding the confines of the natural levees. If the fan 
does owe its configuration to processes other than turbidity currents, 
we doubt that these processes result primarily from gravity-controlled 
deposition. Instead, we believe the configuration is more likely to be 
influenced by cross-slope contour following bottom currents, as proposed 
by Heezen et_ al_., (1966). 
4.9-3 Balance between erosion and deposition on the deep sea floor 
Channel floors, confined between boundary levees at levels 
above the base level of the deep sea. fan,argue strongly that such channels 
are dominantly depositional features. In the northern Tufts Plain, for 
instance, major channels have floors elevated some 20 to 90 m above the 
general level of the flat areas adjacent to the channels (Hamilton, 1967). 
Elevation of channel floors has also been observed off California 
(Buffington, 1952), on the Rhone Cone (by us, unpublished) and on the 
large Indus and Ganges Cones (Ryan et al., 1967). 
Although the levees are primarily depositional bodies, the inner 
walls of the channels suffer periods of intense erosion and scour during 
high velocity flows. The erosion is evident in photographs of outcrops 
of mudstone (Laughton, 1967", Shepard et_ al. ,1969) , the recovery of breccias 
and mud pebbles (Von Rad, 1968) , and the truncation of turbidite units 
(Horn et_ al. , 1970). It is difficult to estimate the extent of erosion, 
but we would conservatively state that removal of tens of centimeters of 
sediment per flow is not at all unreasonable 
The time of passage for a turbidity current flow past a given 
point in the channel is a function of the velocity and bulk volume of 
the flow, and the cross-sectional area of the channel. For channel-full 
flows at velocities of approximately 20 knots, the time of passage might 
range from 5 to 30 minutes for a typical cross-section of the Monterey 
Channel. The range in time corresponds to a flow length of 3 to 30 
kilometers. 
. 9-^ Arrival of the turbidity current on the abyssal plain and the 
spreading of the flow across the "basin floor 
Beyond the end of the channel, the turbidity current can spread, 
laterally and disperse across the "basin floor. It seems certain that near 
the edge of the abyssal plain, many of the channels diverge to form the 
familiar pattern of a distributary system and. that the main part of the 
flow shifts from one to another distributary as the level of the plain is 
built up. It is not certain whether a decrease in suspension density is 
accompanied, by an increase in thickness of the flow, or only by its lateral 
spreading (Hamilton, 196?) as it starts to decelerate and the coarsest 
particles in suspension begin to drop out. The velocity of the flow at its 
base may still be sufficient to scour into the sea floor and create flutes, 
grooves and other sole markings. A certain amount of cannibalism occurs 
at the proximal margin of the plain, and the lutite stirred up mixes into 
the overlying suspension. 
We estimate that for channel-full flows, velocities on the 
proximal abyssal plain may reach 10 to 15 knots, and the suspension 
might be 5-9 to 100 meters thick with a density in the order of 1.08 to 
We have examined in detail the distribution of turbidite 
layers across the Tagus Abyssal Plain (off Portugal) to gain some grasp 
of the dispersal mechanism of turbidity currents once they reach the 
basin floor. Nine long piston cores on the abyssal plain (see Fig. IV-6) 
contain a record of over half a dozen turbidity current events, and 
certain properties of the interbedded pelagic sequences have allowed 
individual turbidite layers to be correlated from one core to the next. 
An example of proposed correlations between three cores is shown in 
Fig. IV-7. From a careful examination of the sedimentary structures 
and textures of each turbidite unit at the various parts of the abyssal 
plain cored, the following conclusions can he drawn. Each turbidity 
current which fills the channel (volume of solids > 10^' cubic meters) 
spreads itself out over a major portion of the abyssal plain and leaves 
a sedimentary deposit often covering over 75$ or more of the flat basin 
floor, in an enclosed basin such as this one. The particular facies 
at one location (proximal or distal) depends (l) on the down-slope 
gradient from the mouth of the channel to that core site; (2) the 
absolute depth of the deposition site relative to the deepest portion 
of the plain; (3) the proximity to the channel source; (U) the volume 
of the flow; (5) and the size grain distribution of the initial turbidity 
current suspension. 
Along the proximal margin (cores and ^6) the leading 
edge of the flows has scoured away from 15 to 20 cm of the previous 
sedimentary accumulation before deposition on the basal graded unit of 
the turbidite. Maximum and mean grain size at the base contact is 
greatest for the proximal cores, particularly those closest to the channel 
mouth. Sole markings are evident at the sharp basal contact. The lower 
graded interval is particularly massive, and is followed by a well-sorted 
interval of parallel laminations. Incomplete intervals, inverse grading, 
and truncated beds are common. There often occurs an interval of marked 
convolute lamination, itself truncated and replaced by a very thin interval 
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FIGURE IV-6 - The Tagus Abyssal Plain 
The shaded area of this map includes the Tagus Fan and 
Abyssal Plain ( adapted from Laughton,1965- preliminary 
bathymetric map of the eastern North Atlantic ). The 
contours are in fathoms. Arrows indicate the paths of 
channelized turbidity current flows. The circles indicate 
the locations of piston cores. The cores from the abyssal 
plain and from the floors of the canyons contain a seq¬ 
uence of turbidite deposited within the last 100,000 years. 
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V4-47 V4-48 AS-4 
FIGURE IV - 7 - Correlation of individual turbidite layers in cores 
from the distal part of the Tagus Abyssal Plain. 
The graded turbidite units are shown by stippling ( note cross¬ 
bedding at base of some of the units ). Note the sharp irregular 
(scoured) basal contacts. These three cores are from the distal 
region of the abyssal plain. 
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of structureless lutite. The thickness of the entire turbidite unit 
ranges from 5 to 25 cm. Remarkably, at distal regions of the abyssal 
such as at core sites Ag-4 and VU~Uf. and'VH-48, Fig. IV-T, the turhidite 
unit has only a slightly smaller thickness’ than at sites near the channel 
mouths. The noteible difference in distal turbidites is that 3-5 cm 
scour at the base is observed* and grading is more complete. On the Tagus 
Abyssal Plain the average number of turbidites per meter of core is 
identical, because the lesser total thickness of each turhidite unit 
is just compensated by the presehde of more complete (i.e., thicker) 
pelagic sequences. At the distal region the grain size decreases, 
and the sorting improves in the basal unit. The greater thickness is 
made up by the parallel laminated interval, capped by a relatively thick 
pelitic interval. 
In the deepest part of the abyssal plain, at core site Tf-7, 
the basal graded interval of coarse material is only 1 cm thick. A 
structureless bed of pelitic sediments, heavily burrowed, makes up the 
remainder of the turbidite unit. In fact the whole turbidite unit is 
actually slightly thicker in the distal region than in the proximal 
region, owing to greater thickness of the pelagic units. No basal 
winnowing is observed. Burrows in the upper pelitic interval of turbidite 
units generally do not contain material carried do™ from overlying 
pelagic sediments. The numerous burrows indicate a fairly short time 
interval (tens to hundreds of yegg's) of benthic activity which feasts 
on rich organic materials and nutrients brought do™ in the flow. Wien 
this material is consumed, the benthic population dwindles because 
it has no basis of support in the normal pelagic sediments. The burrowing 
of the pelitic interval down into parts of the graded interval and the 
absence of material from the graded interval carried up into the overlying 
pelagic interval is one of the principal arguments in support of very 
abrupt deposition of both the graded and the pelitic intervals, " as 
in one casting" (Heezen, et al., 1955? Norin, 1958). 
The levelling process of abyssal plain apparently results from 
the finest grained sediments being able to make their way across the 
entire basin to reach the i.owest depression and pond in it. Some of 
the fine .sediment is cannibalized material of the proximal plain. 
The need for a mechanism which can keep the fine-grained mud 
(t microns mean diameter) in suspension so that it can flow across t 
basxn has oeen a serious dilemma for submarine geologists. The thinn¬ 
ing of the coarse basal portion of the turbidite and decrease, in grain 
size at the base away from the source is quite satisfactorily explained 
by assuming that the velocity and thus capacity for suspension also de¬ 
creases with distance from source. Conversely, the grading with its 
accompanying upward sequence of structure is explained with a model in 
which tram nose to tai] the velocity of the turbidity current gradually 
slackens. Thus, the deposition at any given point on the sea floor 
fcaPPent» from a suspension current flowing above it at a continuously de- 
c 1!:S velocity. However, this implies that the length of the turbi¬ 
dity current increases as it crosses the sea floor, presumably at the 
expense of its thickness and density. Kuenen(l967) points out that if 
the nose travels at an average speed of 5 m/sec over a distance of 200 km 
and a part of the. tail at 0.3 m/sec., the nose will take half a day, but 
the tail will need a week to complete the journey. Hence, at the far 
end of the plain, deposition will continue for a week. 
But, with arguments discussed in Part III, we see that cer¬ 
tain structures of the beds, such as convolute laminations and climbing 
ripples, indicate deposition up to a level well above the rippled hori¬ 
zon, in a matter of hours only. Another problem arises in that Kuenen's 
tank studies confirm that the fine-grained mud drops out of suspension 
at velocities less than 10 cm/sec, and thus this mud should not be 
capable of making its way across the entire plain by simple self-propelled 
gravity transport in Suspension. 
One way out of the dilemma is to postulate that the uelitic 
interval is all composed of redeposited mud as in the analogy of a’car 
driving.across the desert. The cloud of dust that follows the car and 
covers its tracks does not corne itself across the desert, hut is 
merely stirred up by the car (Mien, 1967). This analogv is, off 
course, seriously overstated. 
Jfhe thickness of the pelitic interval on the Tagus Abyssal 
Plain.refutes this proposal because the pelitic interval increases 
in thickness away from the source at the same time that basal erosion 
decreases away from the source and becomes entirely nonexistent in 
the distal plain. One has to accept that the fine-grained sediment is 
actually transported across the plain to the deepest depression more 
readily than the high-velocity nose of the original current. Bagnold's 
(I962)’ concept of auto-suspension as the driving energetics of the 
system might remove this dilemma. Physical insight into the auto- 
suspension. mechanism shows that in this type of flow, the current is 
self-sustaining regardless of the grain-size make up of the suspension, 
provided that the bottom gradient along the path provides a lowering of 
the suspension in the direction of flow, more rapidly than the grains 
can settle out to the bottom by themselves (under Stokes’ conditions 
of settling). The auto-suspension concept merely places a lower limit 
on the velocity of the turbidity current for any" given bottom slope and 
settling velocity of grains comprising the flow. The authors of this 
report generally support the auto-suspension concept, but feel it needs 
further testing in model studies. 
We also offer an additional mechanism for the efficient trans¬ 
port of the fine-grained sediment in suspension over long distances. 
Die :tctp.id channelized ilow to the basin from shallow regions not only 
brings in water and sediment at initial high temperature when compared 
to bottom water temperature, hut further compresses the entire sediment 
suspension, causing an adiabatic warming during descent. A fall of 
5,000 m may increase the temperature of the mass in excess of 1°C. 
I1 m thermore, the sediment and water may have originally been several 
degrees warmer at the source region than in the abyss. If, during flow, 
the.turbidity current mass retains its identity, the flow would have a 
definite heat anomaly whi ch would he compensated by inclusion of ws.ter 
from the masses traversed. Thus as soon as the coarse sands and silt 
settle from the flow as it crosses the plain, a buoyant force is given 
bo the remaining suspension simply by its thermal anomaly, which is 
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probably compensated by addition of more water from'the adjacent mass. 
A 1 C anomaly can balance a suspension density increase of more than 
100 mm/1. We offer a suggestion that such tendency toward temporary 
buoyancy promotes turbulent mixing which assists the lutite to remain 
fluid and seeK out and pond within the lowest depression. 
^•9-5 A summary of the turbidity model 
In brief 
in terms of current 
thickness, and time 
summary we review the basin turbidity current model 
velocity, capacity for erosion, eventual sediment 
period of the total episode 
Near the origin, the initial avalanche may be rapidly 
transformed into a very dense suspension (McCrone 1966) and travel at 
speeds similar to nuees ardentes (2500 cm/sec). Within the confines of a 
% nnnSl ^ tur^ltlr current suspension might continue at velocities of 
2 000 cm/sec and debouch on the plain at 500 cm/sec. There its velocity 
Wlllj_decrease rapidly and it may cross the plain at 100 cm/sec and 
eventually pond at < 10 cm/sec. 
(2) At the site of the avalanche,the depth of erosion may 
exceed tens of meters over distances of many km. Within the channel 
erosion probably occurs to a depth of less than one meter. On the 
proximal abyssal plain, scour and flutes might remove 10 cm of sub- 
adjacent soft sea floor; on the distal plain, basal scour is virtually 
non existent. We suggest that where current velocities are below a limit 
of about 20 cm/sec, controlled deposition will dominate over erosion. 
(3) Sediment thickness per flow is highly variable. Flows are 
t lckest on the distal plain, and thinnest in the channels and on the fan 
The differential growth of the fan is controlled by the numerous small 
flows that never reach the plain and by the overriding of the levees 
during really large flows. 
(H) The time duration of the initial slump may be only a 
few minutes, or fraction of a minute. For instance, during the Grand 
Banks slump, the cables which crossed the slump area all failed 
simultaneously even though they covered a region more than 20 km wide. 
During passage through the canyon the flow may pass a given point for 
a period of several minutes to more than half an hour. On the proximal 
plain the flow may last ten hours or more; on the distal plain.many days 
or weeks. " 
(5) In many abyssal plain areas there is a water mass at the 
bottom in which an adiabatic thermal gradient exists beneath a 
thermal minimum, and the stability of the water column is_.neutral. This 
situation facilitates inclusion of water from the mass being traversed 
and production of vertical turbulence which keeps the fine fraction of 
sediment in suspension. 
Much additional in situ data is needed to answer these very- 
difficult questions on the hydrologic realm of turbidity current flow and 
deposition. Such data are particularly important for analysis of the 
flow regime^fcr the purpose of designing structures for the sea floor, 
^nd for predicting tne intensity and magnitude of phenomena which thes§ 
structures might experience. 
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PART V 
PREDICTION AND DETECTION OF TURBIDITY CURRENTS 
5.1 PREDICTION OF TURBIDITY CURRENTS 
Prediction of turbidity current occurrence at a given site is, 
in general, very difficult. The problem has many features in common 
with that of earthquake prediction, in that the record covers too short 
an interval of time to provide a statistical basis for estimating > 
probabilities, - except perhaps in the most active regions. Yet even 
this short record provides examples of isolated violent earthquakes, 
such as that at Charleston in 1886, in regions that otherwise would be 
rated as exceptionally safe. In the case of turbidity current genera¬ 
tion, there is an added degree of uncertainty because a violent shock 
in a part of the continental slope that has been undisturbed and accum¬ 
ulating sediment for a very long time has a high probability of gener¬ 
ating sediment avalanches and turbidity currents. The Grand Banks 
turbidity current of 1929 is an example. 
Since underwater avalanches and turbidity currents are 
episodic events, the choice of an optimum site for a structure which 
could be affected by these processes must depend entirely on the evalu¬ 
ation of the likelihood of occurrence of such an episodic event and on 
any feature of the site that might determine the ability of the structure 
to resist. There are two approaches which can be taken. First, one can 
try to choose a site in certain physiographic provinces on the sea floor 
which are totally inaccessible to avalanches and bottom currents and 
where we know from oceanographic exploration that there has never been 
such activity during the whole of geologic time. Such areas would be 
called geologically "safe areas", and they can be mapped throughout the 
world's oceans. In fact, they may encompass large areas of the ocean 
floor. However, geologically safe areas may also exclude vast regions 
of specific provinces where it is highly desirable to locate certain 
structures, and thus it may be necessary to choose sites in what may be 
called areas accessible to avalanches and/or turbidity currents. 
Therefore, the second approach is to evaluate sites in 
"accessible areas" where, geological intuition suggests that for certain 
predetermined reasons, avalanches or turbidity currents are highly un¬ 
likely to occur during the time periods in which the structure is 
emplanted and in use, even though they may have occurred there in the 
past. As a corollary to the second approach, it may also be possible 
to predict sites which are accessible to avalanches and turbidity 
currents that may possibly be active at some time during the lifetime 
of a structure, but which geological intuition suggests that the size, 
intensity, and duration of such events would not significantly affect 
the usefulness or operation of the sea floor structure. Of course, such 
an evaluation would be highly dependent upon the engineering character¬ 
istics of each individual type of structure. 
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5.2 PREDICTING PLACES OF OCCURRENCE 
In the first appi'oach of selecting geologically safe sites, 
it is only necessary to consider areas (local or regional) where 
avalanches and/or turbidity currents could occur and then to try to 
avoid them entirely. Furthermore, during local pre-site reconnais¬ 
sance surveys it would he desirable to take long cores in areas sel¬ 
ected as safe and try to establish unequivocally a lack of strati¬ 
graphic discontinuities for the extent of geologic time recorded in 
the sedimentary section. For instance, a 20 m core from the abyssal 
hills regions of the central Pacific may sample a record of contin¬ 
uously-deposited sediments over ten million years. If there were no 
breaks in the stratigraphic successions of layers which could be 
attributed to slumps, scour, winnowing, erosion, or episodic deposi¬ 
tion, then the likelihood for their occurrence during the next 100 
years is extremely small. This conclusion is based on a familiar 
geologic axiom that "the past is the key to the present". 
Regions of the sea floor accessible to avalanches are 
catalogued in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. The ocean floor is broken down 
into basic physiographic provinces (after Heezen et al., 1959) and 
into sub-units of much smaller areal extent. Selected examples of 
documented rock avalanches, mud flows, gravity gliding, slumping, 
etc. are cited. In Part VI, a full description of the environmen¬ 
tal setting of each physiographic province will be given. 
5.3 PREDICTING FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
For avalanches to occur, there must be not only a slope 
down which the material flows, but also a potential unstable source 
of sediment. Our knowledge of the extent of deposits of individual 
turbidity currents (Heezen et al., 195*+; Ryan et al., 1965; Conolly 
and Ewing, 1967; Griggs et al., 1969), indicates that an avalanche 
of coarse sediment must be of a certain critical size before it can 
generate a self-sustaining gravity-driven flow. Attempts to arti¬ 
ficially trigger self-sustaining turbidity currents on steep slopes 
(Buffington, 196l) or witness natural occurrences in canyons by 
free diving or with submersibles have failed because the artifi¬ 
cially-induced avalanches have been too small. The inherent criti¬ 
cal mass for a self-sustaining flow might well imply that any wit¬ 
ness who happened to observe such an event would probably be 
destroyed by it! 
Potential source terrains for avalanches are analagous to 
reservoirs which must contain sufficient loose sediment such that 
instability, no matter how it is induced, will result in a gravity- 
driven, self-sustained flow. We feel that information about such 
sediment reservoirs is very important in predicting where and when 













































































AREAS OF THE SEA FLOOR WHERE AVALANCHES OF 
MAINLY ROCKY MATERIAL HAVE OCCURRED 
ACCESSIBLE AREAS 
Walls of submarine canyons par¬ 
ticularly those cut into crysta¬ 
lline rocks 
Steep continental slopes car¬ 
peted with ice rafted debris 
Seaward escarpments of margin¬ 
al plateaus 
Boundary escarpments of sub¬ 
marine banks and coral atolls 
The inner wall of seismically 
active deep sea trenches 
AREAS OF DOCUMENTED 
AVALANCHES 
Tagus Submarine Canyons, La 
Jolla Canyon, French Riviera 
Canyons, Naples Canyon 
Slope south of Grand Banks 
Blake Escarpment, Exmouth 
Escarpment 
Grand Bahama Platform 
Tonga Trench, Calabra and 
Hellenic Island Arcs, Puerto 
Rico Trench, Peru-Chile Trench 
Walls of channels cut through 
indurated sediments or base¬ 
ment in abyssal gaps 
Theta Gap, Conrad Channel 
Flanks of seamounts and guyots 
Aseismic escarpments of ocean¬ 
ic rises and plateaus 
Grand Meteor Bank 
90°East Ridge, The Eastern 
Scarp of Bermuda Rise 
Steep slopes in rift valley, 
rift mountains and high 
fractured plateau 
Precipitous escarpments of 
fracture zones 
Rift Valley of Mid Ocean 
Ridge in the North Atlantic, Red 
sea,Carlsberg Ridge in the 
Indian Ocean 
Roraanche Fracture Zone, Verna 
Fracture Zone, Atlantis 













































































AREAS OF THE SEA FLOOR WHERE DOWN SLOPE CREEP AND RAPID 
SLUMPS OF UNCONSOLIDATED SEDIMENTS HAVE OCCURRED 
ACCESSIBLE AREAS 
EXAMPLES OF DOCUMENTED 
MUD SLIDES 
The continental slope Continental slope south of 
the Grand Banks, off Libya, 
South of Portugal 
Submarine canyons La Jolla Canyon, Messina 
Canyon 
Sedimentary aprons such as cones 
and fans 
La Jolla Fan Valley, Rhone 
Cone, Cascad.ia Channel, 
Hudson Apron 
Continental Rise Continental Rise off Cape 
Hatteras 
Thick Sedimentary ridge Blake Bahama Outer Ridge, 
Central Argentine Basin 
Tectonically deformed 
sedimentary ridges 
Mediterranean Ridge, Barbados 
Ridge 
The proximal abyssal plain 
boundary near marginal 
escarpments 
Sigsbee Abyssal Plain (near 
Sigsbee and Campeche 
Escarpments) 
Flanks of seamounts and atolls Caryn Peak, Hog Hill 
Abyssal gaps Theta Gap, Verna Gap, North¬ 
west and mid Ocean Canyons 
Floors and walls of intermon- 
taine basins 
Basins of the Mid Atlantic 
Ridge 
Floors and walls of fracture 
zones 
Romanche Fracture Zone 
Flanks of rift mountains Interwontaine basins of the 
equatorial Mid Atlantic Ridge 
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For example, today certain rivers, such as the Magdalena in 
Colombia, South America or the Congo in Africa, debouche directly 
into heads of submarine canyons. These rivers do not have large 
deltas on the continental shelf where the products of their discharge 
settle out. Consequently, the sediment bed load of these rivers and 
much of the suspended load too, is deposited directly into the heads 
of the submarine canyons. After sufficient time (which is sometimes 
only a few years) a large mass of material will accumulate in this 
natural reservoir. Furthermore, this reservoir is located in a pre¬ 
carious setting within the confines of a steep canyon. 
Consequently, any disturbance of the reservoir from earth¬ 
quakes, mud diapirism, gas discharge or tectonic displacements could 
initiate a sediment avalance with the potential, of developing into 
a turbidity current. If disturbances occur frequently in relation to 
the rate of accumulation within the reservoir, avalanches will be 
small and many of them will not be sufficient to generate self- 
sustaining flows. The flowage of sand observed by Dill (1964) in 
the head of Scripps Canyon is one way of depleting a potential resevoir 
and thus reducing the chances of large scale turbidity currents. 
In the case of the Magdalena and Congo Rivers, the annual 
discharge of sediment from the river is so great that the sediment 
reservoirs are intermittently emptied - apparently almost annually - 
by slumps of sufficient magnitude to initiate self-sustaining turbid¬ 
ity currents. There exists a detailed history of turbidity current 
activity here from the records of cable failures at points where sub¬ 
marine cables cross the canyon axis downslope from the mouth of the 
river (Heezen, 1956; Heezen, et_ al., 1964) (see Fig. V-l). It would 
involve great risk to place structures on the sea floor in this locale. 
On the other hand, the Mississippi River and the Nile River 
now discharge their sediment load into large lacustrine deltas on the 
inner continental shelf. However, during maximum sea level-lowering 
of the last glacial advance the ancient delta was at the seaward edge 
of the continental shelf, similar to the present Congo River such that 
the rivers discharged their load onto the upper slope. Cores within 
channels on the Nile Cone and on the abyssal plain on the floor of the 
Gulf of Mexico contain many turbidite layers deposited during the 
period of lowered sea level. Conversely, these same cores contain no 
turbidite layers younger than 12,000 years, when sea level began to 
rise to its present level and the deltas migrated landward. With con¬ 
fidence, one could predict that today on the Mississippi Cone and Nile 
Cone there is little potential of turbidity current activity. 
There are other suppliers to sediment reservoirs in addition 
to rivers. Off the coast of California long-shore currents (Dill, 
1964; Moore, 1966) move sediment laterally, for considerable distances 
to canyon heads in which it is trapped. Gravity flowage of sand, creep, 
and tidal currents are processes which can carry some of this sediment 
downslope in the canyon heads. Where large accumulations fail abruptly 
by slumping, either in the canyon head or at some point of concentra¬ 
tion further dawn canyon, a turbidity current may be initiated. Thus 
long shore shelf processes of sediment transport are important factors 
in the filling of sediment reservoirs. 
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slumps of the Magdalena river bar, (from Heezen, 19o3j. 
B. Similarly the Congo River debouches djr®ct^n^^ubnajine^ 
marine canyon cut across the continental shelf- Submar ^ 
cables across this canyon have failca repeated y- 
Con-o and the Magdalena have a common characteristic 
lack of a modern sub-aerial delta, (from Heezen, Menzies , 
Schneider, Ewing, and Granelli, 1964) 
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The study of shelf processes, the exploration of sediment 
fill in canyon heads, and the examination of intervals of time in the 
past record of turbidity current deposition in long cores, are impor¬ 
tant ways of predicting the likelihood of contemporary activity in 
regions of potential activity (i.e., in non-safe areas). Our feeling 
is that accumulation in sediment reservoirs is equally as important as 
the eventual triggering mechanisms. For instance, in places of high 
seismicity on the inner walls of trenches, in the rift valley of the 
mid-oceanic ridges , and in fracture zones - the sediment may he shaken 
loose from steep slopes so often that critical masses will never 
accumulate. In these regions, small avalanches are probably common, but 
they may never contain enough loose sediment to initiate self-sustain¬ 
ing turbidity currents. In fact, cores from the floors of fracture 
zones in offsets of the Mid-Oceanic Ridge contain turbidites deposited 
at intervals separated by as long as tens of thousands of years of 
normal pelagic sedimentation. From the record of seismicity, we can 
conclude that the escarpments and floors of these regions of the 
fracture zone have experienced many shocks in that time interval. In 
fact, some of the major fracture zones of the Equatorial Atlantic are 
filling much more rapidly from their ends with sediment transported 
by turbidity currents from river deltas such as the Amazon, than from 
sediment shaken off the fracture zone walls. 
5,1-1 THE DETECTION OF TURBIDITY CURRENTS 
Ancient turbidity currents have left their records as graded 
deposits in cores and, as buried channels by which their paths of flow 
may be mapped with sub-bottom echo soundings, in some cases supported 
by additional sampling. Individual turbidity currents may carry sedi¬ 
ments of unique mineralogy or those containing certain tracers (e.g., 
rare earth metals , unique fossils or some identifiable lithologic 
property) which can help in mapping the entire flow from source to 
final resting place. Preliminary attempts have been made by Heezen 
et al_. (195^) l Ryan et al_. (1965) ; Schneider and Heezen (1966); and 
Conolly and Ewing (1967)5 to map past flows. 
The detection of contemporary or future turbidity currents 
is a problem which has received very little attention. We suggest some 
possibilities. 
As described in Section IV, the classical method of 
detecting turbidity current activity has been from the study of sequen¬ 
tial, down-slope failure of submarine cables. The problem that has 
arisen in confirming this activity is that there are only very limited 
ways of proving that a graded deposit of sediment on the surface ox a 
submarine fan or on an abyssal plain in the region of the cable failure, 
was actually deposited on the day of cable failure and not some 10, 100 
or even 1000 years previously. 
In the case of the 1908 Messina earthquake and turbidity 
current (Ryan and Heezen, 1965) the broken ends of the submarine cables 
were recovered and contained, wedged into them, samples of a pumice- 
rich sand. This material was of identical mineralogic make-up to a 
surface layer of graded sand within the canyon, across which the cable 
broke. Other gravel layers below the surface within cores from these 
regions contained sands of a different mineralogic composition. 
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In the case of an earthquake and. subsequent cable failure 
in 1967 in the Solomons Sea, the cable repair ship recovered broken 
pieces of cable with sand and twigs imbedded into them and the twigs 
contained green leaves (Bruce C. Heezen, personal Communication). 
Following the 1964 great Alaskan earthquake, one of our 
vessels detected a thick cloud of suspended sediments above the 
floor of the Aleutian Trench by light scattering measurements. Such 
clouds might be the tenuous suspension of a turbidity current trigger¬ 
ed. by the quake., from which the suspended sediment had not completely 
settled. It is not yet known how long fine grained sediment stays in 
suspension above an abyssal plain, but we would, speculate that at least 
for several days, if not weeks, a detectable layer of increased light 
scattering would be present. 
Another way of monitoring a recent turbidity current event 
would be by studying the rate of repopulation of the sea floor by 
bottom dwelling benthic fauna. The upper pelitic interval of the 
turbidite unit is often extensively burrowed by organisms which feed 
on organic matter carried into the basin in suspension (Heezen et al., 
1955, 1957; Griggs et al., 1969). 
If the normal intensity of burrowing activity could be 
established, then the extent of burrowing or the extent of surface 
activity as revealed by tracks, trails, and mounds would be an index 
of the amount of time lapsed since deposition of the youngest turbid¬ 
ite layer in the basin. We would expect that a flow which covers an 
area of 4000 km^ might so destroy the benthic community that it 
would take many years to repopulate this area. Study of the benthic 
life (Griggs et al., 1969) might permit a resolution of a few tens 
of years in determining the history of previous events. 
A better resolution can be obtained by measuring the detail¬ 
ed thermal gradient in the sea floor in regions where a recent event 
is suspected of having either eroded the bottom or left a deposit. 
A thermal measurement made on the Sirte Abyssal Plain in the Mediter¬ 
ranean Sea in 1965 by Lamont-Doherty scientists revealed a marked 
temperature inversion within a 4 m thick graded sand layer on the 
surface of the plain. The measured thermal gradient indicated that 
this layer of sediment was a few tenths of a degree warmer than either 
the bottom water of the basin or the mud below it. Model studies 
(Ryan, 1970) explain this apparent anomaly by suggesting that this 
layer of sand was deposited from a turbidity current approximately 
4-6 months prior to the measurement of the thermal gradient. The 
initial high temperature of the graded layer is conceivably caused 
by the adiabatic heating of the turbidity current suspension as it 
compresses during its descent through the submarine canyon to the 
abyssal plain. Regardless of the mechanism responsible, thermal dis¬ 
turbances are introduced in the areas of erosion and of deposition. 
These are preserved according to the specific heat and conductivity 
of marine sediment. They afford a shorter and admittedly crude time 
scale for estimating the history of depositional events. We feel 
that this technique might hold some promise for confirming recent 
rapid deposition from contemporary turbidity currents. 
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Another method would he to listen with passive sea-floor 
seismic or acoustical arrays for events of long duration (many hours) 
whose source of acoustic energy moves across the sea floor for tens 
or hundreds of miles. More direct methods would employ the use of 
authored bottom cirrrent meters (Nowroozi et al. , 1968), sea-floor 
tidal gauges (Isaacs _et al., 1966), or even simpler indicators that 
would be affected by strong flow in channels. 
9.9 DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTION AMD MONITORING TECHNIQUES 
The prediction of turbidity currents must be based on two 
types of measurements, (l) those which can map potential reservoirs 
of critical masses of sediments, and (2) those which can evaluate 
potential triggering mechanisms. For mapping the reservoirs, one 
can employ new high resolution seismic reflection techniques (Kersey, 
1963; Moore, 1966) with low frequency sparker or air gun sources 
(Ewing and Tirey, 1961) or higher frequency (3.5 or 12 khz) echo- 
sounders. Besides measuring the thickness and thus volume of sedi¬ 
ments in reservoirs, potential instability is revealed in reflection 
profiles by signs of differential settling during composition and by 
indications of active movement as inferred by displacements along 
faults (slump scars) as shown in Fig. V-2. Such displacements are 
probably caused by upper flowage of entrained interstitial fluids, 
and particularly in deltaic environments by volumetric expansion 
caused by organically derived gases (Monroe, 1969). The vast major¬ 
ity, of submarine slumps occur in sediment which have been rapidly 
deposited. The burial of large quantities of organic material such 
as kelp and eel grass in the heads of submarine canyons upon subse¬ 
quent decomposition leads to the formation of gases which saturate 
the interstitial waters and which can even be seen to bubble up from 
the bottom in shallow marine environments (Dill, 196*0* 
The growth of mud and shale diapirs is usually directly 
associated with high pressure gas. Diapirs suspected of being of 
this type are found sometimes in deep water in areas of high rates 
of sedimentation such as on the Magdalena and Mississippi Cones, 
hut most commonly they occur within the river delta (Shepard et al., 
1968). 
Potential sediment reservoirs can be forecast by mapping 
the rate of lateral transport of sediment across the shelf and esti¬ 
mating the time of filling of the canyon heads. Similarly, the 
amount of discharge of the bed load and suspended load from major 
rivers can be monitored and used to calculate the rate of accumula¬ 
tion of sediment in deltas. It would be worthwhile to undertake 
programs to measure actual rates of accumulation by implanting stakes 
into the bottom and revisiting these sites annually, or by placing 
sensitive pressure transducers on the bottom, which can telemeter 
the weight of the overburden as the sediment buries them. 
The second approach in/olves the recognition of potential 
triggering mechanisms. Earthquakes are known to nave initiated 
marine slumps that have generated into turbidity currents (Heezen and 
Ewing, 1952). Maps of seismicity that show the locations of earth¬ 
quake epicenters are becoming available for all areas of the world. 
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FIGURE V-2 - Contemporary displacements of sedimentary strata 
A & B. Examples of layered sediments of the continental rise in 
the Argentine Basin. These records are 3*5 KHz profiles taken 
on R/V Conrad, in December 1968. The offsets of the horizontal 
layering are interpreted as indications of post-depositional 
displacement. Some of these offsets reach to the sea floor and 
indicate that this activity is contemporary. The movement of 
this sediment is aided by the release of entrained pore water, 
initially trapped in rapidly deposited high porosity sediments. 
Such potentially unstable sediment bodies may be sources for 
future turbidity currents. 
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and their completeness and reliability are becoming better as each 
year passes. Ocean bottom seismographs can be used to study local 
seismicity, and in particular, arrays of these instruments can detect 
the actual motions of the sea bed (Francis, 1968). We believe that 
certain types of earthquakes accompany displacements on the sea f3oor 
where one crustal layer overthrusts another. Such displacement may 
be more effective in initiating large slumps, than those of purely 
dilational collapse or horizontal strike slip. 
In other words, a shove against a sediment pile is an 
effective way of creating the original horizontal acceleration to 
set in motion the eventual avalanche. Dill (196^) finds that near 
earthquakes in the heads of canyons generally produce no apparent 
surfa.ce displacements on faults, but merely shake the sediment, 
causing it to settle and compact, releasing some of the entrained 
gas. These earthquakes apparently do not result in down-slope flow 
of the canyon sediments. 
Studies of the first motions of earthquakes, the depth of 
the sources of seismic energy, and. the magnitude of energy released, 
coupled with knowledge of the precise location of the previously 
active faults on the sea bed would aid in predicting whether future 
seismic activity might trigger submarine landslides. It might be 
particularly useful to carry out advance geodetic surveying in 
regions of known seismic activity along sea bed faults (such as 
within fracture zones or on the inner wall of deep-sea trenches) 
and obtain first hand experience about the magnitude of earth move¬ 
ments and the susceptibility of the sea bed to slumping. 
In this regard it might also he advantageous to use 
vehicles which can he located at various places of interest on the 
ocean floor to monitor this environment before structures are 
designed for these locations. The vehicles could he equipped with 
tiltrneters, seismometers (long and short period), current meters, 
light-scattering meters, gas analyzers, and sediment traps) and 
could be retrievable after months or years of service. Picking a 
site on the sea-bed might in many ways be analogous to choosing an 
optimum site on land, and despite all the empirical laws of civil 
engineering, the first hand experience of individuals who have lived 
on such e. site can he most valuable, particularly when assessing 
episodic phenomena. It would be desirable to start gaining exper¬ 
ience about the sea bed in advance of actually placing structures 
in these environments. Furthermore, we might scan data from seismic 
arrays in the sea bed which have been emplaced already for many years 
and look for intermittent unexplained acoustic events which might 
he attributed to rock falls or sustained turbulence near the ocean 
floor. 
5_. 6 RECOM-IFHDATIOiiS FOR IMMEDIATE USB 
In order to learn more details of turbidity current flow, 
it would be very helpful to witness first-hand an actual event, 
monitor its course with tracers, measure its velocity with meters. 
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and map its deposit "by coring. Certain low-velocity flows have teen 
detected in reservoirs and lakes (Forel, 1885; Grover and Howard, 
1938). In fact, lakes such as Lake Leman in Switzerland offer 
great potential for a further understanding of the hydrologic realm 
of turbidity currents. Sedimentation in lakes has teen studied 
from cores and seismic reflection profiles (Houbolt and Jonker, 
1968; Serruya et al., 1967). Off of the mouth of the Rhone River 
a sublacustrine channel with natural levees leads down to a depth 
of about 200 meters, where the levees disappear. The channel con¬ 
tinues to a depth of 280 meters where it debouches onto a sublacu¬ 
strine fan which extends further to a central abyssal plain with 
a maximum depth of 310 meters, Within this miniature environment 
there are direct analogues to the deep ocean. We would encourage 
a full scale assault on the sedimentary processes of such environ¬ 
ments as a first step procedure to understanding dynamical sedimen¬ 
tation in channels, fans, and on abyssal plains. Such a program 
should include provisions to monitor in situ current velocities 
and densities within the channel and. across the fan and plain over 
long periods of time. It is known that turbidity currents occur 
rather frequently in Lake Leman and thus the chance of getting data 
quickly is expedited by choosing lakes instead of starting in the 
deep sea. 
Another program deserving immediate attention would be 
to artificially trigger a large avalanche within a submarine canyon, 
deep-sea channel, submarine fan, and abyssal plain sedimentation 
system using explosives, and then monitor the downslope flow of the 
sediment suspension with an array of instruments planted on the 
sea bed. The first witnessing of such an event would offer a valu¬ 
able test to our inferences as discussed in Part III of this report. 
Furthermore, the artificial triggering of avalalanches 
could be used as it is at ski resorts to free slopes of sediment 
before the implantation of structures. In the deep-sea environment, 
the sediment accumulation is so slow that this procedure would only 
have to be done once. In the process of creating artificial ava¬ 
lanches, valuable empirical data would become available on the sus¬ 
ceptibility of the sediment carpet to failure. 
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PART VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF TURBIDITY CURRENT DEPOSITS 
IN THE OCEAN 
6.1 TYPE PROVINCES IN WHICH TURBIDITY CURRENT 
DEPOSITION MAY OCCUR 
Depositional processes and particular physiographic provinces 
are closely related. To illustrate this a few studies of depositional 
environments will he examined in detail. In particular, we shall discuss 
the deep-sea distributary system which includes the submarine canyon on 
the continental slope, the deep-sea channel on the continental rise, the 
submarine fan, and the abyssal plain. Since turbidity currents are 
gravity-propelled flows, their downslope travel carries sediment from the 
continent to the deep-sea floor. The energy characteristics of individual 
turbidity currents depend not only on the magnitude of the initial slump, 
but also, even more importantly, on the available downslope routes for 
the sediment transport. 
Clastic sediments derived from the continent may have a 
considerable residence time on the continental margin before their ultimate 
deposition on the ocean floor. The continental margin includes those 
provinces associated with the transition from continent to ocean floor. 
Many margins, particularly in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, are made up 
of a continental shelf, continental slope, and continental rise. Generalized 
physiographic province maps of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans, 
and of the Mediterranean Sea are shown in Figs. VI-2,3,4,and 5. Fig. 
VI-1 is an index for these maps and identifies the various provinces 
shown. 
6.1-1 Continental shelf province 
The continental shelf is the platform extending off the 
continent to a depth of about 200 m, where there is often a marked change 
in slope, known as the shelf break, beyond which lies the steeper 
continental slope. Though by no means uniform, the average slope of the 
continental shelf is only 0°. .07' and is slightly steeper along the 
inshore half of the'shelf. Flat plains are rare. Slight irregularities 
in relief are common and are the"result of many different processes, 
many of the processes being types ’--ell represented in continental 
topography. 
For the purpose of this study, we will concern ourselves 
with three categories of irregularities, - erosional channels, 
troughs, and linear ridges of regular wavelength 
Beyond the mouths of a few major rivers, small erosional 
channels occur, extending seaward. 
The Hudson Channel (not canyon) on the east coast of the 
United States is an example of such a channel. It most likely 
represents a drowned extension of the Hudson River, which during 
periods of lowered sea-level was subaerial. Such drowned extensions 
of rivers are important indicators of ancient transport routes of 
detritus across the shelf. Their terminations often mark the 
sites of major sediment reservoirs which, in turn, are potential 
sites for initiation of large scale slumps. On many shelves, the 
drowned valleys are discontinuous, parts of them having been buried 
by more recent longshore sediment dispersal. Burial attests to the 
fact that they are non-functional relics. 
Troughs, sometimes hundreds of meters deep, occur most 
commonly at high latitudes (i.e. Labrador, Alaska, Norway, Antarctica). 
Such troughs are believed to have been gouged into the shelf by the 
flow of glaciers, and are significant because their courses also mark 
the transport routes of large volumes of sedimentary material carried 
in the ice. The outer terminals of these troughs may be likened to 
terminal moraines, and most certainly mark the location of massive 
seidmentary reservoirs. In fact, the Grand'Banks turbidity current 
originiated in a series of slumps at a site just seaward of the glaciated 
trough known as the Laurentian Channel. 
Therefore, even though such channels offer no contemporary 
hazard to underwater structures situated along their courses (since 
they are presently inactive as transport routes), the associated 
terminal regions near the shelf break are the locations of potential 
downslope flows by catastrophic failure. There are many mechanisms 
that can induce slumping. In the environments just discussed, 
natural erosional phenomena associated with the glacial epochs may 
provide examples of local over-steepening of the upper continental 
slope by excessive sediment concentrations in very restricted zones. 
Since slumping is particularly common at the heads of submarine canyons 
near the mouths of major rivers, such as the Magdalena, slumping would 
be likely to occur in the vicinity of these relic river mouths. 
The third type of irregularity on the continental shelf 
significant to this stucfy- includes the whole class of linear ridges of 
regular wavelength. These are associated with the migration of coarse¬ 
grained sediments by longshore currents in traction carpets. 
Sand waves with amplitudes of several meters have been noted 
in the region of the Grand Banks, in the English Channel and North 
Sea, and on many other shallow shelves. The presence of such sedimentary 
structures attests to periods of active longshore sediment transport 
which may effectively trap and thus concentrate unconsolidated materials 
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m reservoirs.. For example, longshore transport on the continental shelf 
of 'western Africa contributes material to a sediment trap within the 
Congo Canyon that has cut completely across the shelf. Much of the 
contemporary activity of turbidity currents within the Congo Canyon is 
believed to be linked with this active sediment source, which is most 
likely even a greater contributor of sediment than is the Congo River 
estuary*. Longshore transport also carries sediment into canyon heads 
which may cut back only a mile or two into the shelf edge. 
In conclusion, the relative flatness of the continental shelf 
offers no place for contemporary turbidity current activity. However, 
certain dynamic processes of sediment distribution, both relic and 
presently active, have resulted in the development of local sediment 
reservoirs seaward of the shelf break, which may empty themselves in a 
catastropnic manner, as they have evidently done many times in the past. 
6.1-2 Continental slope province 
ihe main features of the continental slope are the submarine 
canvons which dissect it deeply in many areas. For a discussion of sub¬ 
marine canyons, the reader is referred to Shepard (1963), Shepard and 
■DiH (1966) and Guilcher (1963). The continental slope has an average 
inclination of about 4.5° for the first 2000 m of descent. 
On the basis of topographic gradient alone, it is apparent that 
the continental slope is favorable for slumping. However, when one 
estimates the volume of sediment which has been swept to the deep ocean 
floor by downslope processes, it vastly exceeds the volume of the denuded 
areas incised into the slope. Such observations indicate that if the 
continental slope is the source of the slumping which initiates the 
turbidity currents that carry this sediment to the ocean basin floor, 
most of the entrained sediment within the individual turbidity currents 
is not original slope material. Rather, the sediment has had a residence 
time on the slope, and the turbidity current process is a naturally- 
occurring means of removal of the transient materials. 
The significance of the continental slope lies therefore in its 
role as a temporary reservoir and as a funnel by which flowing sediment 
is channeled into canyons. The slope receives sediments in its reservoirs 
from steady-state processes of sediment dispersal and releases the sediment 
from those reservoirs in catastrophic flows. From the viewpoint of 
placing structures on the seabed, the continental slope is probably the 
most hazardous area; since the reservoir zones as well as the transport 
routes in the canyons must be avoided. 
*The fact that the head of the Congo Canyon extends as an embayment 
into the coastline attests that the river is also an important 
source of sediment. 
6.1-3 Continental rise province 
The continental rise lies at the base of the continental 
slope. The gradients on the rise average 1:300, but vary from 1:50 
to 1:1000. The surface of the rise is generally smooth, though in 
some areas it exhibits a corrugated pattern of linear continental rise 
hills resembling sedimentary drifts. 
In general usage, "continental rise" denotes the thick sedi¬ 
mentary apron at the base of the continental slope. In this apron we 
can distinguish two different structures which may have different 
origins. 
First is the abyssal cone, which is a wedge-shaped body of 
sediment built out from the slope at its base. The cpne often results 
from a single distributary. The basic configuration of an abyssal 
cone, if compared to an alluvial fan, suggests that it has been con¬ 
structed from downslope dispersal of sedimentary materials radiating 
seaward from a single source of supply. Abyssal cones are found sea¬ 
ward from many major river deltas (i.e. Mississippi, Congo, Magdalena, 
Rhone, Nile, Ganges, Indus, Amazon), as well as (less commonly) at the 
mouths of canyons which have no relation to present-day river courses. 
Ewing, Ericson and Heezen (1958) have made a distinction between the 
massive composite apron which they call a cone, and smaller features 
which they call deep-sea fans. The fans radiate outward from individual 
channels on the cone, and one cone may contain several fans. The Nile 
Cone, for instance, has two fans, the Damietta and Rosetta, each of which 
has been built by a separate distributary system of channels. The 
abyssal cones and associated fans are implicitly connected with the 
turbidity current process, and it is generally agreed that these wedges 
of sediment originate from gravity-transported sediment in suspension. 
Differences of opinion center around whether these features are primarily 
constructional products of high-speed catastrophic flows or the result 
of low-speed, low-density, steady-state, downslope dispersal in nepheloid 
layers. 
Other structures which are distinguishable from abyssal cones 
in their basic morphology are prism shaped continental rises, such as 
those off the east coast of the United States and the west coast of 
Africa (Somali). Seismic reflection proviles reveal that such prisms 
of sediment are not simply a series of coalescing cones. Instead the 
continental rise appears as a broad smooth-surfaced wedge built against 
the slope and over the flat -lying ocean floor sediments in the manner of 
a linear asymmetrical sedimentary drift (Ewing and Ewing, 1964). Parts 
of the rise of the eastern margin of the United States are detached 
from the continental slope and occur as outer ridges (i.e. the Blake- 
Bahama, Hatteras, and Caicos Outer Ridges). 'The exact mechanism for 
the production of the outer ridges is not clearly understood. Heezen 
et al., (1966) have suggested that these bodies are more likely the 
constructional products of contour-following, sediment-laden, geostrophic 
currents associated with strong thermohaline circulation, rather than 
the result of downslope sediment dispersal solely under the influence 
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that contour-following bottom currents involved in the deep thermo¬ 
haline circulation of the world ocean are perhaps the most important 
factor in the transportation and deposition of sediments on the con¬ 
tinental rise and that the currents prohahly shape the continental 
rise and associated sedimentary drifts, the outer ridges." 
Two observations are important to the main discussion of this 
paper concerning turbidity currents and their effect on sea floor struc¬ 
tures. First, the sediment which makes up the rise and outer ridges is 
originally derived from the continents and thus must travel with some 
downslope component. Second, the deep thermohaline circulation contains, 
in suspension, a diffuse cloud of fine-grained material,—the nepheloid 
layer (Ewing and Thorndike, 19^5; Eittreim et al., 1969). Some of this 
suspended sediment may be scavenged directly from the sea floor as the 
result of interface dynamics (Bagnold, 1963) and vertical eddy diffusion, 
but since the rise is constructional, the net transport must be from the 
continent to the rise. 
The question arises whether the nepheloid layer observed today 
in vigorously circulating boundary currents is maintained exclusively 
as the result of lifting sediment from the sea floor beneath the current 
and temporarily maintaining it in suspension by vertical eddy diffusion, 
or if the presence and configuration of the nepheloid layer attests to 
some steady-state net input of sediment into the deep boundary current. 
The most likely source for input into the boundary current would be from 
the lateral overflow from downslope channelized turbidity currents. In 
other words, the rise may be constructed and "shaped" by sediment-loaded 
contour currents, but the input of this material into the deep sea is 
most likely to be primarily by turbidity currents. The unanswered 
question remains: "What is the true significance of the observed nephe¬ 
loid layer vis-a-vis the role of turbidity currents?" Particularly 
puzzling are light scattering observations in the Caribbean near the base 
of the Magdalena Cone which show no nepheloid layers, although there have 
been recent slumps and turbidity currents on this cone inferred. Similar 
measurements revealed a lack of a bottom nepheloid layer on the Messina 
and Sirte Abyssal Plains in the eastern Mediterranean despite the 
occurrence of recent and contemporary turbidity current activity in this 
area (Ryan and Heezen, 1965). Perhaps true turbidity currents create 
suspensions of very limited vertical thickness , as suggested in previous 
sections of this report, and the maintenance of thick nepheloid layers 
(up to 2000 m in thickness on the continental rise off Hatteras) result 
from a type of vertical eddy diffusion, supported by geostrophic flow 
and unsupported by intermittent short-lived turbidity current flow. 
From the point of view of effect on sea-floor structures, con¬ 
tour currents are capable of winnowing, rippling, and re-working loose 
surface sediment, possibly to depths of more than 0.5 n. Post-glacial 
rates of accumulation on the rise reach 50 - 100 cm/1000 yr in some 
areas. Thus small scale drifts could conceivably form around objects 
placed on the sea floor and erosion may even undermine the supports of 
such objects. Figure VI-6 shows large lutite waves in the Argentine 
Basin where the subsurface layering indicates a progressive migration 
of these waves during deposition. These very large scale features dem¬ 
onstrate convincingly the ability of the present shape of the sea floor 
interface to control future deposition, - a process which would be 
applicable to protruding man-made objects as well. 
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Figure VI-7 illustrates smaller scale corrugations at the sea 
floor interface and also within sub-bottom layers, which appear in 
reflection profiles a.s regularly-spaced overlapping hyperbolae. The 
cause of the reflection hyperbolae is believed to be regularly-spaced 
ripple troughs of about 50 m amplitude which focus the acoustic energy 
from wide-beam echosounding transducers. The appearance of corrugated 
surfaces at discrete levels in the sub-surface, and their absence at 
other levels indicates that the depositional process responsible for 
these features is intermittent. If the ripples are the products of 
boundary currents, then the deep circulation has apparently varied in 
intensity in the past. Recent unpublished studies at Lamont-Doherty have 
demonstrated that in some areas of the Worth Atlantic, periods of intense 
thermohaline circula/tion at the sea floor are associated with changes 
in the earth's climate caused by the growth of glaciers and the drop 
in sea level. ' 
The 12kHz reflection profiles in Fig. VI-8 show examples of 
differential erosion and deposition. In profile A corrugations are 
seen only within the deep axis of a trough, indicating that current 
activity was confined to this narrow zone. Profile B shows a wedge of 
superficial transparent sediment whose distribution is clearly related 
to the pre-existing sub-surface morphology. The result of such differen¬ 
tial erosion and deposition would be to create scour channels around 
foundations of sea-floor structures and to smother other parts under 
local drifts. Optical apertures and sensitive pressure transducers 
would be severely effected, and hydrodynamic strumming might interfere 
with acoustic experiments. However, under some circumstances, rapid 
burial of deep-sea cables under sea floor drifts could be advantageous. 
Other examples of controlled deep-sea erosion and deposition 
are shown in Fig VI-9* Profile A shows the development of regularly 
spaced sedimentary waves identified as "lower-continental rise hills" 
(Heezen et al., 1959) on the margin of a deep sea fan. It is an 
interesting fact, although we have no clear dynamic explanation for it, 
that in all cases investigated at Lamont-Doherty, the hills or the fans 
appear always to migrate obliquely uphill. Profile B shows a straight 
line crossing of a single erosional channel on the Rhone Fan. At the 
center of this profile, one can see where the ship passed directly 
over a tight bend .in the channel, such that the reflection from the 
outside wall at the bend was maintained. Such erosional channels are 
believed to be carved into the cone by intermittent turbidity current 
action. Profile C on the Mississippi Cone shows a large section of 
the sea floor from which as much as 10 m of superficial loose material 
has been removed by very recent erosion. The extent of the erosion 
appears to be more severe to the right on the upper part of the cone, 
and may be controlled by the particular contour level of the geostrophic 
flow in this region of the Gulf of Mexico. 
In summary, the continental rise, whether an apron of sediment 
deposited from steady-state bottom currents, or a wedge of sediment in 
an abyssal cone, is a most dynamic province. The placement of structures 
ought to take into consideration the whole spectrum of hydrodynamic 
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6.1-1* Abyssal plain -province 
Seaward of the slope and rise lie the broad flat plains which 
mark the final sites of gravity-controlled sediment deposition. Abyssal 
plains were first observed by Maurice Ewing on an expedition of the 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution's Atlantis in the summer of 19U7. 
This was the first expedition on which the conventional fathometer had 
been adjusted so that it produced good records down to truly oceanic 
depths, permitting accurate continuous recording of the ocean floor 
contours. Ewing reported that "about midnight on July 27 we entered a 
great plain at 2,900 fathoms, and this we crossed for the next two and a 
half days... It is very level..." (Ewing, M., 1948). A second Atlantis 
expedition re-examined this plain and found it to be "almost unbelievably 
flat and level..." (Ewing and Sisson, 1949), and took sediment cores 
that proved the existence of graded beds with coarse sands at the base.* 
We now know that in the Atlantic, Indian and northeast Pacific Oceans, 
Abyssal plains are as flat as 1:10,000. Abyssal plains adjoin all 
continental rises and can usually be distinguished from the rises either 
by a distinct change in bottom gradient or by a marked change in acoustic 
property, related to sub-bottom layering and reflectivity. 
Every line of evidence suggests that abyssal plains are produced 
by turbidity currents spreading out on the sea floor. The plains contain 
coarse sand and shallow water fossils that are clearly derived from the 
continents and shallow shelves. All the known abyssal plains occur 
only where there are no topographic barriers between the plain and the 
continent (Heezen and Menard, 1963). Thus abyssal plains are rare in 
the Pacific, where typically the continents are bordered by island arcs 
and trenches (see Fig. VI-3). Although much of the deposition by 
modern turbidity currents has been in great fans at the mouths of 
submarine canyons, an equal volume of sediment resides on the ocean 
basin floor in the form of the vast flat-lying plains which have buried 
pre-existing basement relief (Ewing and Ewing, 1964). Abyssal plains 
are also found in marginal trenches, in marginal basins, and even in 
some lakes and reservoirs. When two adjoining abyssal plains, lying at 
different depths, are interconnected, the passage which joins them is 
termed an abyssal gap (Heezen and Laughton, 1963). 
As mentioned earlier, the flow dynamics of an individual 
turbidity current from the continent to the distal abyssal plain vary 
considerably along its path and are dependent upon the local sea floor 
gradients, as well as the magnitude and composition of the initial 
turbulent suspension. A spectrum o'f different phenomena will accompany 
the flow an (^'variety of different sedimentary deposits will be found. 
To illustrate the contrasts and complexities, we will discuss in the 
following section the entire depositional environment from source 
region to distal abyssal plain for two type areas. One, in an open 
basin configuration in the Pacific Ocean, typifying the abyssal cone 
province; and the other in a small enclosed basin in the Mediterranean 
Sea, typifying the filling of topographic depressions by sediment 
ponding. 
*Underway seismic reflection measurements, made each hour, yielded 
water depth to ±0.5 fin. 
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6.2 PHYSIOGRAPHY AMD SEDIMENTARY PROCESSES OF THE 
LA JOLLA SUBMARINE CMYON, FAN VALLEY, 
SUBMARINE FAIT, AND SAM DIEGO TROUGH 
The depositional environments of the La Jolla Canyon, fan 
valley, fan and San Diego Trough are well known from closely-spaced 
sounding lines, observations from submersibles, numerous cores, and 
continuous reflection profiles (Shepard, et_ al., 1969). This region 
has been investigated more thoroughly than any other comparable submarine 
environment, and may be considered as a type area for many of the depo¬ 
sitional processes discussed in this report. 
Since this region off the western coast of California is 
typical of many of the continental margins of the Pacific and Indian 
Oceans, and of limited regions of the Atlantic, a brief review is in 
order. 
The bathymetry of the La Jolla submarine canyon, fan valley, 
and submarine fan is discussed in detail by Shepard and Buffington (1968). 
Figure VI-10 shows selected topographic maps of the canyon, with details 
of the fan valley and its terminus on the San Diego Trough. The contours 
of the submarine relief in the canyon and the locations of samples 
examined (von Rad, 1968; Rees et al., 1968; Shepard et_ al., 1969) are 
shown in Fig. VI-10 A. The La Jolla Canyon and its concordant tributary, 
Scripps Canyon, continue seaward beyond their 150 fm (274 m) juncture 
to a depth of about 280 fm (5-12 m) cutting through rock formations. 
There the gradient abruptly decreases, such that the canyon becomes a 
deep-sea channel. (Shepard uses the term "fan-valley rather'than "deep-¬ 
sea channel", and we will retain that usage in discussing the part of the 
La Jolla distributary system on the La Jolla fan). Seaward of the canyon, 
the fan-vally cuts semic.onso 1 idated deposits, which are also found in 
the San Diego Trough. The trough is an oblong, flat-floored basin that 
is completely filled with sediments to its sill, and has a uniform, 
unidirectional slope of about 1:1000 to the south. This gradient indicates 
a steady-state sedimentary equilibrium controlling deposition of fine¬ 
grained silty and sandy sediments, since part of the recent sediment 
supply which enters the trough from the continent by way of the canyon- 
fan-valley system' bypasses the trough and spills over to the southwest 
to fill the adjacent San Clemente Basin (Hand and Emery, 1964), while 
part is retained and deposited on the fan proper. The San Diego Trough 
is what is called an "open-ended"basin. 
Along its lower course, the fan valley has a meandering inner 
channel, shown in Fig. VI-10 B (Shepard and Einsels, 1962; Shepard and 
Buffington, 1968). The valley rim consists of marginal embankments, or 
"natural levees." These levees are virtually continuous along the north 
side of the fan valley, but intermittent on the south side. There are 
small terraces on the inner side of winding.turns within the channel. On 
the outside of some of the bends, observers from submersibles have noted 
extremely steep cliffs and vertical walls with outcrops of erodable semi- 
consolidated sediment (Buffington, 1964; Moore, 1965). Isolated cobbles 
and boulders (up to 1 m in diameter), as well as rubble blocks of semi- 
consolidated clay, apparently broken off the precipitous walls, have 
been found in the fan valley (Shepard et_ al., 1969). 
During a dive at fm (823 m) an extraordinary number of 
small cracks and narrow ridges were seen in the channel fill (Shepard 
and Dill, 1966). Some of the cracks and narrow ridges appeared to 
extend diagonally up-valley, and to resemble tension crevasses on the 
sides of glaciers. These cracks might indicate slow downslope creep 
of parts of the channel fill, which would be surprising on a regional 
slope of less than one degree. 
Recent investigations by seismic reflection profiling and by 
extensive coring (Moore, 1966; von Rad, 1968; Shepard et al., 1969) 
have shown that the youthful Holocene fan deposits are relatively thin, 
with older, semi-consolidated sediments exposed in only a few places 
within the channel axis. Generally, on the valley floor there is a 
surface layer of flocculated mud, easily set into suspension by eddies 
from the motion of submersibles. Many deep-sea holothurians and brittle 
stars have been observed here. Both of these observations suggest ths.t 
at present the valley floor is not an area of high current velocities. 
An upright tin can with an attached siliceous sponge (photographed by 
Dill) indicates many years of tranquillity. 
From 56O-6OO fm (1010-1080 m) the morphology of the fan valley 
with its several smaller distributaries becomes rather indistinct, having 
relative channel depths of only 1-3 fm (2-5 m). Here the predominantly 
sand-filled channel merges with the relatively flat floor of the San 
Diego Trough (as shown in Fig. VI-10 C). At this merger, large drifts 
with wavelengths of 15-30 m and heights up to 1 m have been found, 
together with erratic blocks of semi-consolidated clay, driftwood, and 
parts of shallow water plants such as kelp and eelgrass. 
The San Diego Trough contains at least 1000 m of rather flat- 
lying post orogenic sediments (Moore, 1966). Descriptions of the distri¬ 
bution of sediments and structures within the sediments were given by 
von Rad (1968), Table VI-1. The near surface materials in the San Diego 
Trough consist mostly of poorly-sorted clayey silt, with some well- 
sorted, mostly fine to very fine sands. The sands are distributed in 
an irregular pattern. On the outer peripheral part of the La Jolla Fan 
and the proximal San Diego Trough, the sands form very thin, finely- 
laminated and cross-bedded layers (the thickness ratio of sand:mud being 
0:0.1). Thicker layers of fine to medium sand, many of them graded, 
are found only in wedge-like concentrations along the La Jolla Canyon 
and fan-valley axis. These fan-valley sediments have a greater sand:mud 
thickness ratio (0.25:^.0). 
Along the narrow, meandering canyon and fan-valley, many of the 
layered sand beds contain a variety of sedimentary structures (Figs. VI-11 
and VI-12). Many of these structures are similar to those frequently 
observed in flysch beds. They include graded bedding, parallel lamina¬ 
tion, small-scale ripple lamination, convolute lamination, and basal sole 
il5. 
FIGURE ¥1-10 - Cojitourjna^ofjselected portions of the La Jolla 
Canyon, Fan, and Fan Valley" 
A. The entire distributary system from Scripps Canyon to the 
oan La ego Irough. 
B. Gentle meanders within the La Jolla Fan Valley. 
C. The mouth of the Fan Valley where it debouches into the 
ban Diego Trough. 
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TABLE VI-£ ■ 
____ —Comparison between the Facies of the Bavarian Flysch and San Diego Trough* •• t 
Characteristics Bavarian Flysch 
(GF —Gault Formation) 
San Diego Trough (SDT) and La Jolla Fan (LJF 
(LJC — La Jolla Canyon, 
I' V — lai Jolla Fan-Valley) 
/. Tectnfiicirs and 
Has in Morphology 
J. General bathymetry 
and basin shape 
2. Dimensions: length 
width 
area 
3. Depth of basin 
Oblong, narrow, marine dccp-\ 
the tectonic strike (11) 
**>500 km (?) 
•Several tens of km 
(>50 km??) 
> 10,000 km1 
••deeper than neritic 
(>200 m) 
vatcr trough (± restricted) elongated parallel to 
about 100 km 
about 20 km 
about 2000 km’ 
about 500-1300 m 
4. Basin relief, axial 
slope, nature of bor¬ 
ders (sill depth) 
GI* **: flat sea floor (bed-by- 
bed correlations!) sloping 
to the E (?). Trough bor¬ 
dered by (submarine) gc- 
anticlinal ridges or island 
arcs (?) to the N and S 
LJF +r V: gradient 1-2%. Meandering channels 
with lateral terraces and levees. SDT: flat- 
floored, unidirectional gradient (0.5%) to the 
S. SD 1 bordered By the sediment supplying 
continent to the E, open to the ocean (\V), 
but locked from oceanic influences by subma¬ 
rine ridge (bank). 
5. Tectonic setting and 
basin history. (Sec 
also fig. 13.) 
Synorgenic trough, formed 
during and after the first 
phases of orogeny of the 
Northern Calcareous Alps 
(Middle Cretac.) 
•Filling of trough from dis¬ 
tant source areas, possibly 
independent of tectonic 
events (orogeny). 
SDT: tectonically unstable fault-trough (gra- 
ben ?) within Continental Borderland (2), 
downfolded and block fa u 1 ted during Miocene 
diastrophism (2, 7). Some recent earthquake 
activity. Pleistocene and Holocene basin fill 
•slightly a 1 fee ted by recent folding and fault¬ 
ing (7). SD 1 rapidly filled during Pleistocene. 
At present filled to overflowing (2, 7). Rela¬ 
tion to structural history of Peninsular Ranges 
and Ventura and Los Angeles Basins. See fig. 
13! 
II. Litkofacies 
1. Location and nature 
of source areas 
•4A few point sources ^sub¬ 
marine canyons and fans) 
only. Distant crystalline 
source area (near distal end 
of trough ?), partly cov¬ 
ered by carbonate rocks 
(GF). 
One major (LJC) and a few minor lateral point 
sources for the sands (for example Coronado 
Canyon). Nearby, high-relief (> 1000 m) crys¬ 
talline source area (plutonic rocks' 
2. Sediment supply 
(availability) 
3. Sediment dispersal 
and reworking 
Abundant and readily availabl 
derived clastic sediments 
••Mainly longitudinal (in 
axial part), for GF proven 
by bed-by-bed correlation 
(3). 
2 supply of coarse- and fine-grained, continent- 
** Lateral supply along FVJ-LJF, longitudinal 
dispersal along axis of SDT (IS) 
4. Mechanisms of sand 
• transport, (paleo-) 
current system 
‘Periodic marine bottom cur¬ 
rents with pulsating veloci¬ 
ties? (GF: 3, 12), possibly 
also episodic turbidity cur¬ 
rents (?) 
•Tide-related, periodic bottom currents (vIM,„ 5- 
10 cm/sec, v,„„*. >25 cm/sec) (IS).' At times 
swift, partly erosive currents of unknown ori¬ 
gin (inferred from incidental evidence, see 
text) 
5. Direction of sedi¬ 
ment transporting 
currents 
••Trough-parallel, + con¬ 
stant in space and time for 
one formation. Several re¬ 
versals in Cretaceous. 
•In center of SDT longitudinal (periodicity in 
time not known) 
6. Total thickness of 
sediment fill 
Total (Bavarian Flysch): 
1000-1500 m (compacted) 
Central SDT: 420 to >1100 m (7) LJF: in gen¬ 
eral about 50-420 m 
V. Rate of deposition *GF: relatively slow (2.5 
cm/1000 yrs: 3) 
Rciselsbergcr Sandstcin: 2- 
max. 7 cni/1000 yrs 
“Rapid (—160 cm/1000 yrs) during Pleistocene 
times (7); very slow recent rate (ca. 8 cm/ 
1000 yrs for uncompactcd sediments, or about 
4.5 cm/1000 yrs for compacted solids) on 
outermost LJF (IS). 
8. Khythmicity of 
sedimentation 
Monotonous rhythmic cycles o 
Extraneous deep-sea sands 
(graywackes), interbedded 
with (homipclagic?) shales 
(graded) psammitc-pclilc series 
Extraneous deep-sea sands alternating with 
allochthonous (not homipclagic!)* turlmlilc 
muds (7) 









1 hickness of sand- 
(-slone) beds 
11. Consistency of indi¬ 
vidual beds and vol¬ 
ume of sediment/bed 
(arrangement of lith- 
ic fill: //) 
12. Character of bound¬ 
aries of sand(stone) 
beds 
Bavarian Flysch 
(Cl- = Gault Formation) 
Gh (3): average 0.5 for beds 
A-AI. (lip;. 7): 1.3 
Gh (3): average: 110 cm 
(5-2.50 cm) 
**Gh (j): individual gray- 
wackc beds correlated over 
>110 km 
Up to 4X10’m3** per bed (j) 
Lower b.: always distinct 
Upper l>.: generally less 
distinct 
13. Horizontal grading 
14. Texture: average 
grain size and sort¬ 
ing of psammites 
15. Composition 
a) light mineral as¬ 
sociations 
b. heavy mineral as¬ 
sociations 
16. Sed imentary struc¬ 
tures 
a) internal structures 
b) sole markings 
GF (3): slight, but continu¬ 
ous downcurrent decrease 
in grain size and bed thick¬ 
ness 
GF: grnywackes poorly sorted 
very fine to fine (med.) 
sandstones, sometimes bi- 
modal (one mode: clay 
matrix). Sorting slightly 
improving towards bed tops 
San Diego Tmujd, (Sim and U Jolla (^7 
t-w , Canyon, J 
l'V=La Jolla Fan-Valley) 
<0.25 (uncompactcd 
FV: 0.25- 4, LJF+SDT; 
surface sedimcnlsl) 
FV: "0 l<> 25>cm 
LJh+SI)l : 2-10 cm 
Discontinuous, elongate, lease-shaped bodies 
(shnestnng sands) along FV; max. extent 4 
.km (scc tcx0; max. volume 
in4SI)T'(7)/faMd 'ayer; "P°Mdcd" SC£liment8 
lower b : always sharply defined (crosional) 
Upper b.: partly gradational, partly distinct 
Inconsistent along FV 
SDT: ? 
Sand layers: \Vell sorted, very fine to fine (me- 
omm) sands (inherited from winnowed lit¬ 
toral sands). Some silt layers poorly sorted 
(mixed by biolurbation). Standard deviation 
slightly decreasing towards the top in most 
cases 
GF (3): compositionally ma¬ 
ture quartz-graywackcs, 
very high quartz: feldspar 
ratios. Other formations 
more immature 
Gh: stable zircon-tour®line 
association (grain size de¬ 
pendent: "granular varia¬ 
tion") 
Mmcraj associations±evenly distributed and uniform over large parts of the dc 
positional basin I “ 1 
Immature (sub)arkoses, quartz: feldspar-ratio 
vciy low (1.3): disintegration of intermediate 
Plutonic source rocks 
Immature amphibolc-cpidote ass, no granular 
variation observed 
Complete or incomplete sequence of flysrh-typc graded sand beds: basal massive 
graded division (a), succeeded by the divisions of parallel (b),small-scale current- 
ripplc cross-lamina lion (c) and convolute lamination (7, 15) . 
Gh: graded beds more oreva- LJF: micro-scale slump structures, large intra¬ 
form. mud pebbles, crosional channels, layers 
ol plant debris (kelp, wood clc). Parallel and 
cross-lamination much more common than 
grading (15) 
SDT: predominantly "laminitcs" (?) 
Irregular sand-filled scour marks, scour and fill 
structures, load casts 
r  s r  pre a¬ 
lent than ungraded, lamin¬ 
ated beds ("laminitcs") 
///. ft injuries 
1. Macrofauna 
2. Microfauna 
3. "Ichnofacies" (13) 
(trace fossils) 
Abundant scour marks (flute 
casts), drag marks, load 
casts, and so forth. 
Macrofossils extremely rare 
(exotic shells) In psammites 
Autochthonous bcnthonic 
faunas in pclites ("llysch- 
type" arenaceous forami- 
' nifera), allochthonous shal¬ 
low-water microfauna in 
graywackcs (9) 
Shell fragments in coarse sands, but rare in sands 
In psammites: surface-feeding 
trails ("Wcidcspiircn") and 
feeding burrows ("Frcss- 
bauten") much more com¬ 
mon than "repose trace fos¬ 
sils" ("Ruhcspurcn") (13) 
In deep-water sands: allochthonous bcnthonic 
foraminifera, displaced by currents (tractive 
or suspension) from the ncritic to upper bu- 
thyal biofacics zones (/!9, 3). Downslope sedi' 
mentation shown by the crossing of faunal 
lines 
? 
(not yet studied in detail) 
inferred from alleged (incidental) evidence; alternative explanation possible, 
inferred from suggestive evidence. --.uggeativc
t for key to references, sec list on footnote to table 1 
(from Von Rad, 1968) 
20 HU 
1. Mud (mostly clayey silt). 10. 
2. Slump structure and microfaulting. 11. 
3. (c,) Convolute larnipae. i 12. 
4. (ca) Wavy laminae. ' 1 13. 
(cj Dcfoimcd cross laminae. 14. $. (c,) Current-ripple cross laminae. 15. 
ft. (b,) Inclined laminae. 16. 
7. (b) Parallel laminae. , 17. 
8. (a) Massive graded bedding. 18. 
9. Urosivc channel tilled with clayey silt. i 19. 
FIGURE VI-11 
Fine lo medium sand. 
The sedimentary structures seen in-"Box cores taken along the" La Jolla Canyon and 
Fan Valley. The cores were taken within the canyon and fan valley. (Shepard, Dil 
and Von Rad, 1969) 
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1. Mud (mostly clayey silt). 
2. Slump structure and microfaulting. 
3. (c() Convolute laminae. 
4. (ca) Wavy laminae. 
(c,) Deformed cross laminae. 
5. (c,) Current-ripple cross laminae. 
6. (b,) Inclined laminae. 
7. (b) Parallel laminae. 
8. (a) Massive graded bedding. 
_9. Erosive channel filled with clayey silt. 
, 10. Massive fine sand (ungraded). .* ; •'. . 
t 11. Scmiconsplidatcd Pleistoccnc(?) clay. 'V • 
12. Layer of plant debris (kelp, surf grass, wood, ere.) ' 
13. Layers of coarse sand, gravel, and pebbles. 
14. Layers with gravel and shells. 
15. Mud balls (rounded fragments of semiconsolidated clay). 
16. Fine to medium sand. 
17. Sandy silt. 
18. Clayey silt . . 
19. Bioturbalion by burrowing organisms (worms, mollusks, echinoids. 
FIGURE VI-12 Block diagrams of box cores from environments outside of 
the La Jolla Canyon and fan valley. For interpretation of 




markings. Photographs of some of these structures are shown in Fig. III-5. 
Cores from the outermost part of the fan valley have distinct layers of 
plant debris. 
The sand layers in the fan-valley province occur as finger-like 
linear sand lenses on and outside the levees and as shoe-string sands along 
the winding course of the valley floor (von Rad, 1968). Continuity of 
individual layers is lacking. A few layers can he traced with certainty, 
hut for only a few km. A single hed of graded sand found in five closely- 
spaced cores had a total volume of .24 x 10J m-^, which compares well 
with the amount of sediment flushed out annually from the head of Scripps 
Canyon (l.7 x 105 m^) as calculated hy Chamberlain (i960) and discussed 
by Dill (1964), and with the volume of sand moved annually by littoral 
longshore drift along the coast of Southern California from north to 
south, which Ingle (1966) has estimated to be about 1.2 x 10^ m^. 
Small-scale slump structures, micro-faulted cross-lamination, 
and semi-consolidated clayey pebbles (called "mudballs") were found in 
some cores from the fan-valley (Fig. III-8B). Micro-channels 5-15 cm 
wide, cut into parallel-laminated sand, and later filled with homogeneous 
clayey silt, indicate the activity of strong, erosive bottom currents 
that did not subsequently deposit sandy material. Cores from the outer¬ 
most part of the fan-valley contained distinct layers of plant debris. 
In only two places along the axis of the fan-valley has the 
recent sediment cover been found to be missing or anomalously thin. Over 
much of the fan and trough a thin layer of clayey silt lies on the sea 
floor. The fine-grained sediment cover seer®.to indicate that the sedi¬ 
mentary environment in this province has been more tranquil recently than 
in the past. Hence, it is possible that seafloor structures could be 
placed safely on this part of the outer fan-valley and within the San 
Diego Trough, and the structure would remain essentially uneffected for 
many years, even though this is in the path of hypothetical turbidity 
currents. 
In the head of the Scripps Canyon, where the slopes are much 
steeper, the environment appears to be considerably more dynamic. 
6.3 TEE HEAD OF THE SCRIPPS CANYON 
The sedimentary material that fills the head of Scripps Canyon 
is somewhat different in composition and structure from that found on 
the broad, sand-covered continental shelf into which it is cut. Canyon 
sediments are composed of interbedded layers of organic debris and highly 
micaceous sands and silts; whereas the shelf sediments are relatively 
clean, fine-grained quartz sands. The physical composition of the 
different types of material entering the canyon head, which eventually 
form the individual layers of the fill, is dependent on (l) bottom 
currents, (2) length of time exposed prior to burial, (3) time of burial, 
and (4) position of the steep seaward face of the nearshore wedge of 
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sand formed by material along the beach by littoral currents. Nearshore 
sands, once accumulated, are moved by traction and saltation towards the 
canyon head, primarily by swell-induced bottom currents. 
The resulting canyon fill is one of an interbedded deposit 
•with lenses of fine sand, and organic material forming a cohesive matted 
sedimentary deposit along the entire length of the canyon (Fig. VI-13). 
In the canyon, broken debris from brown algae and surf grass 
accumulate, together with clastic sediments. When compacted, these 
materials form a springy interwoven mat containing silts and sands. In 
general, the organic material becomes more abundant and the layers 
thicker in a seaward direction. 
This mixture develops a sedimentary structure of considerable 
internal strength. Under increasing overburden thickness, the inter- 
layered organic mat stretches and deforms so as to distribute the stress 
throughout the entire sediment body of the fill. Very heavy objects, 
experimentally loaded on this fill settle very slowly into the sediment, 
showing that stresses are redistributed slowly by internal distortion 
without abrupt collapse or shear failure. The composite nature of canyon 
fill allows it to act as a resistant sedimentary unit as long as the 
organic material is fresh. 
<5 
After a time, this material begins to decay and lose its 
strength, converting slowly into an unstable mass which cannot sustain 
the high angle of repose developed at the time of its depostion. There¬ 
fore this initial deposition of a perishable substance contributes in 
large measure to a condition of future instability which will lead to 
slumping and eventual sudden removal of much of the fill of the canyon. 
Once the canyon has emptied, the cycle begins aga,in. 
Contributing to the gradual loss of stability of the sediments 
are the bacterial breakdown of the organic portion of the fill and loss 
of internal strength when the sands become mobilized by the ensuing 
gravity creep. As the abundant organic material intermixed with sand 
breaks down, it is slowly converted into a slick, highly reduced, black, 
gelatinous mass. During decomposition, there is continual emission of 
gas bubbles from the sediment fill. 
Removal of sediment from the canyon head by some process of 
slumping is almost continual. This conclusion is based on SCUBA divers' 
Ail s^u measurements of downcanyon gravity creep relative to wall rock, 
ihree basic types of flowage apparently take place, sometimes in com¬ 
bination; (1) slow gravity creep analagous to that of glaciers, (2) 
relatively rapid but localized small-scale slumps and slides, and (3) 
sand flows. 
The following observations concerning the dynamic removal of 
sediment from the head of Scripps Canyon and the relationship of this 
removal to turbidity currents and subsequent downslope activity in the 
La J°lla Canyon have been made hy Dill (l964). Moving sediment is 
165 ft§ (52 m) T f -S®ripps Canjron dora to dePths of at least 
165,ft\(52 Truncated burrows of marine animals, lack of subaerial 
weathering products, polished rock surfaces, gou°-e marks hanging- valkw 
overhang cliffs and the inclination of id ridof hLgS 
tributaries are all evidence of coJemporary submarine erosion, aid 
these are observed only in areas of moving sediment. Striations, ' 
drag marks, and gouge scars on the rock walls of eroded areas have the 
same angle of inclination as the critical angle of repose of the sed¬ 
iment in the channels where they are found, approximately 30° 
subiect .A!10" ma?’ine PopuTation develops in exposed rock areas not 
subject to erosion by moving sediment. The relatively narrow transition- 
zone etween the rock surfaces that are covered with and eroded by 
animals and plants and the undercutting surfaces that are eroded by 
moving sediment forms a slope on the canyon wall that is about equal to 
the critical angle of repose of the sediment fill. 
Studies of the physical properties of the sediments, during the 
period January 1958 to January 1964, indicate that turbidity currents 
were probably not active agents in the removal of silt to sand-sized 
ATAi f^om the_head of Scripps Canyon. Earthquakes apparently have 
J ! e, c° d° Wlth failures that caused the removal of sediment from 
e eadof Scripps Canyon. Instead, the generation of gas and the break¬ 
down of the plant material that initially gave strength to the matted 
sedimentary fill cause the instability that results in gravity creep 
of the canyon sediments. 
Gravity creep of the matted sedimentary fill is capable of 
moving downslope large objects such as automobile bodies, cement 
blocks, boulders, lobster traps, and tires. The downslope tipping of 
narker stakes placed in the sedimentary fill of the canyon head shows 
that there is differential movement within the deposit. Movements of 
marker stakes relative to reference points on the canyon walls show 
that approximately half of the movement observed in the fill is by 
gravity creep and internal distortion; the other half by sliding of the 
entire fill of the canyon along the rock floor of the channel. 
The principal cause of instability leading to progressive 
slumping is a relatively rapid overloading (one day to two weeks) of 
marginally stable canyon sediments when nearshore sands are moved 
rapidly into the canyon head by storm-generated orbital motion of bottom 
water. Slumping and sliding occur along planes of weakness. The main 
mass of the fill retains its strength during a slump, as is illustrated 
y the fact that it broke a 2 -inch steel cable streched across the head 
of Sumner Branch. 
Thus the head of Scripps Canyon provides an interesting example 
of contemporary dynamic filling and subsequent flushing of a local 
reservoir ; whose flushing, however, is insufficient over the time 
scale observed, to trigger large scale evacuation of the canyon proper. 
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Table VI-2 shows the properties of sediments from Scripps Canyon (Dill 
196k). We are witnessing a more or less steady-state filling of the 
upper most part of the canyon (from 200-1000 m in depth) by intermittent 
fillings and flushing in the steep canyon head. The canyon head pro¬ 
cesses are related to nearshore processes on the shelf, involving long¬ 
shore drift of beach sands and the production of organic fill. The 
lower La Jolla fan-valley is today the site of periodic reworking by 
deep tidal currents and the gradual downslope diffusion of fine-grained 
sediment in tenuous suspension. Apparently the canyon is gradually 
filling to critical size where, somewhere along its length, one mighty 
slump could attain sufficiently high velocity to transform the material 
into a turbidity current flow. Such a major slump has apparently not 
occurred in the past several thousand years. 
6.^ THE DEP0SITI0NAL ENVIORNMENT OF AN ENCLOSED 
BASIN - THE TYRRHENIAN ABYSSAL PLAIN 
In the Mediterranean Sea there are several enclosed basins 
whose deepest depressions are floored by accumulations of flat-lying 
sediment. The configurations of these sediment layers have been studied 
in cores, seismic reflection profiles, observations of submersibles, and 
by deep-sea photography. Although some properties of these sediments are 
comparable to those found in the La Jolla canyon, fan, fan-valley, and 
San Diego trough, there are other characteristics so markedly different 
as to merit description. 
The principal reason for emphasizing the similarities and 
contrasts is that many investigators have concluded that sand and other 
coarse-grained sediments formed on fans and on flat abyssal plains in 
troughs have been transported by turbidity currents through canyons and 
their deep-sea channel continuations. If this is so, why would there be 
major differences in the texture and configuration of the depositional 
products? 
For example, in the center of the Tyrrhenian basin there is a 
small abyssal plain (about 6000 km^, - approximately the same surface 
area as the La Jolla Fan - San Diego Trough - San Clemente Basin complex). 
Several submarine canyons extend out to the abyssal plain from Sardinia, 
Sicily and Italy (Fig. VI-13 A). The basin topography is rugged except 
in local depressions where levelling and smoothing have been effected by 
sediment fill. The central abyssal plain is one such place. It is divi¬ 
ded into two basins connected by a narrow abyssal gap (Fig. VI-4b). The 
depth of the eastern plain is I858-I87T fm (3565 - 3603 m)., slightly more 
shallow than the western plain. Seismic reflection profiles have shown 
the unconsolidated sediment beneath the centers of the two plains to be 
more than 1 km thick. 
A prominent canyon, originating off Naples, debouches onto the 
northeastern corner of the eastern plain. Photographs of the floor of 
the canyon and observations from submersibles (Piccard and Dietz, 1961) 
show precipitous cliffs with outcrops of erodable semi-consolidated sedi¬ 
ments, as well as terranes containing loose cobbles and mud balls, simi¬ 
lar to those in the La Jolla fan valley. Where the Naples Canyon reaches 
the abyssal plain, photographs from the TRIESTE showed large sedimentary 




FIGURE VI-13 Sediment Models 
A generalized schematic diagram by Dill of the stratigraphy 
of the sedimentary fill in the head of Scripps Canyon compared 
with the model proposed by Chamberlain (i960). The nature 
of the interbedded layers of sand and plant detritus through¬ 
out the entire length of the canyon head is based on observed 
structure exposed in slump scars (Dill, 1964, p. 93). 
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TGTJRE VI-14 - Tyrrhenian Basin 
Contour maps of the Tyrrhenian Basin in the Mediterranean Sea. Lower 











Comparison of observed end measured properties of sediment, from the head of Sc;ripp, Submarine Canyon with those needed to develon a 
state of "spontaneous liquefaction" (from Casagrande, 1938; Terzaghi and Peck, l^48i p 100-105; and Terzaghi, 1956, p 13) 
Requirements for spontaneous liquefaction_Characteristics of Scripp, Canyon sediments in area, of intermittent mas. movement 
Temporary excess hydrostatic pore pressure. Temporary excess pore pressure i* possible. However, the permeability of the sediment is low 
enough so that there is some entrapment of gas within the sediment. The high gas content would 
have a tendency to cushion any audqen shocks and prevent an extremely rapid buildup of excess 
hydrostatic pressures except in loc^l areas. 
Sediment must have a metastable structure that 
will lose most of its internal strength when subjected 
to a suddenly applied shear stress. 
No creep movement prior to failure (movement 
relieves metastable structure) 
Sediment must have low cohesion and be in the silt 
to sand size. 
The sand areas in the shallow head8 0f the canyon have void ratios that are almost equal to or 
slightly greater than the critical vc,id ratio. Therefore, the change in volume at collapse would be 
very small a ,d not develop large excess pore pressures if the sediments are subjected to a 
suddenly applied shear stress. The earthquake of June, 1963, did not cause any substantial col¬ 
lapse and verified at that time the lack of a metastable structure that could lead to "spontaneous 
liquefaction. " Large heavy object* (rocks, hammers, and lead weights) placed on the surface of 
canyon sediments remain supported even when subjected to violent shock or strong blows. How¬ 
ever, on slopes greater than 30°, the micaceous sediments will flow or slump when overloaded and 
carry the objects along with them until a stable slope is reestablished. 
Reference stakes placed in the canyon sediments show that they are slowly moving downslope and 
that this movement is accelerated just prior to a major slump. 
Undisturbed in situ vane shear measurements and laboratory vane shear, unconfined shear, and 
triaxial shear tests on typical canyon sediments indicate that they have a measurable cohesion. 
The inorganic portion of canyon sediments range in size from silt to fine sand. 
Homogeneous in plane of failure. 
Slope cannot exceed angle of internal friction nor 
angle of repose for cohesionless grains (otherwise 
it has cohesion). 
Need triggering mechanism to start increase in 
pore pressure. 
Sediment must be 100% water saturated. 
Spontaneous liquefaction should develop when 
subject to rapid buildup of pore pressure. 
The mixed origin and interbedded nature of the sediment filling all parts of the canyon preclude 
it from being classified as homogeneous in any plane of failure (Figures 8, 9, and 27). 
The surface slopes of sediments accumulating in the canyon head often exceed 35° and have been 
observed on occasion to rest with an angle of repose of 54°. The cohesion necessary to maintain 
such steep slopes is derived from the sea grass and algae incorporated within the sediment mat. 
Triggering mechanisms are available in the form of rapidly deposited sediment brought into the 
heads of the canyon by rip currents during storms and periods of large swell. Earthquakes are 
a possible but not a common triggering mechanism (the strongest earthquake shock in 10 years 
had little effect). 
The high gas content and active bubbling observed just prior to slumps precludes the possibility 
of a state of 100% water saturation. 
A series of tests on canyon sediments that had built up over a period of 6 months showed that they 
do not fail when subjected to rapid increases in pore water pressure. Neither jet boring nor high 
pressure air applied slowly or rapidly caused "spontaneous liquefaction. " An increase in bubbling 
during the air jet tests indicated that the entire sediment fill of the canyon was affected over an 
area of at least 800 square feet. 
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FIGURE VI-15 Pillow lavas 
Pillow lavas of the sea floor crust in the Mid-Oceanic 
Ridge Province. This floor might offer sites where 
foundations can he secured directly to the basement rocks 
A. V-18-115-3; B. V-l8-112-l4; C. V-18-112-24; 
D. V-16-70-2. 
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Cores from the abyssal plain contain individual beds of coarse¬ 
grained elastics interbedded in lutites: nearly two dozen beds per ten 
meters of the sedimentary sequences. Ryan et al. (1965) demonstrated 
that individual beds within this sequence could be traced laterally as 
continuous horizons and could be correlated with identical sequences in 
other cores taken on both the eastern and western parts of the plain. 
Individual beds could be correlated on the basis of unique mineralogy, 
interbedded volcanic tephra layers of differenct indices of refraction, 
and certain indentifiable lithologies, as well as by tracing the conti¬ 
nuity of shallow sub-bottom layering of the abyssal plain between the 
core sites. 
Virtually all the coarse-grained layers are graded, most with 
complete sequences starting with the basal massive graded unit, and a 
thick upper pelitic section. Wo convolute laminations have been observed 
in the Tyrrhenian cores. As the base of a few of the graded beds, grooves 
resembling scour marks are evident. Climbing ripple lamination and cross¬ 
bedding structures are very common. The coarse fraction consists of 
fine sand and medium to coarse silts. Sorting is best at the extreme 
base of the graded intervals. The middle intervals are poorly sorted, 
and sorting improves towards the top. Most of the beds are bimodal, 
with a clay matrix as one of the dominant modes. 
In addition to the vertical grading, notable and consistent 
changes in thickness of certain of the graded beds occur in the cores 
with an increase in distance from the source. A decrease in thickness 
of the basal graded interval is accompanied by a decrease in median grain 
size in samples taken just above the base contact. Curves representing 
this decrease in grain size with increasing distance from source, both 
for the Naples Canyon and the Sardinia Canyon are remarkably similar in 
shape for each of the different correlatable layers. In many instances 
the decrease in thickness of the graded, interval is matched by a decrease 
in the thickness of the parallel-laminated interval, and by a better 
development °f the cross-bedded interval. The pelitic interval increases 
with distance from source. However, in general, the entire bed shows 
an overall decrease in thickness with distance from the source region. 
. The average sand-mud thickness ratio for Tyrrhenian Abyssal 
Plain cores is O.H and the average thickness of the graded beds is about 
25 cm. Correlations between cores suggest that each of the layers 
blankets a major portion of the abyssal plain. The large lateral dimen¬ 
sions of these layers indicate that turbidity currents descend the 
canyon along a gradient so steep that they dissipate very little energy 
prior to arriving on the abyssal plain. 
Thus, each successive flow behaves the same hydrodynamically; 
for there is no equilibrium slope on a major fan or cone to provide an 
environment in which some of the suspended sediment can sort itself out 
and settle to the bottom. Instead, each flow dissipates only after 
arriving at the level of the plain and after dispersing its flow over a 
large lateral area. 
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In the case of the Tyrrhenian Abyssal Plain, the particular 
hydrodynamic realm at any site is dependent more on the local topographic 
setting and total transport history than on flow magnitude: whereas in 
the case of the La Jolla Fan and the San Diego Trough, the magnitude 
of the flow is important in controlling the particular forms of sedi¬ 
mentation at any location. On the floor of the Tyrrhenian Basin, the 
abyssal plain provides an equilibrium gradient for all flows that 
arrive at the plain, since they all have abundant energy remaining. On 
the La Jolla Fan, the present topographic gradient down the canyon, fan- 
valley, and across the San Diego Trough is apparently in equilibrium for 
only one flow size, and in non-equilibrium for all others. 
6.5 TURBIDITY CURRENT ACTIVITY IN THE 
MID-OCEANIC RIDGE PROVINCE 
The mid-oceanic ridge is the broadest and largest mountain ■ 
range on earth. It extends as a more or less continuous feature through 
the Arctic, Atlantic, Indian, Antarctic, South Pacific and East Pacific 
Oceans, for a total distance of over 60,000 km. The ridge is a wide, 
fractured swell with an elevation of 1—3 km above the adjacent ocean 
basin floor. The lateral boundaries of the mid-oceanic ridge are defined 
by the first abrupt scarp, or abrupt gradient change, between the abyssal 
hills of the ocean basin floor and the mid-oceanic ridge (Heezen and Ewing, 
1963). 
Seismic reflection profiles made across the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
(Ewing and Talwani, 1964), the Mid Indian Ridge (Ewing et al., 1969), 
and the East Pacific Ridge (Ewing et_ al_., 1968) reveal that the sediment 
veneer is very thin. In the carbonate zone at depths of < 2500 fm, 
the regional thickness is <; 100 m. Nevertheless, in many instances the 
local configuration of the sediment accumulation seems to be controlled 
by the steepness of the individual hills. Where hills are low and of 
long wavelength, carbonate sediments are often draped over the volcanic 
basement surface. In the central regions, including the rift valley, 
slopes and peaks are sediment-free, exposing surfaces of pillowed 
volcanic lava flows (see Fig. VI-15). Along many traverses in regions 
of high local relief, there are crossings of intermontaine basins where 
sediment has been ponded in flat-bottomed valleys. The flat bottom 
strongly suggests local transport of sediment from highs in a sufficiently 
fluid condition to form level surfaces (Heezen and Fox, 1966). Such 
transport could be achieved by locally-generated intermittent turbidity 
currents or by the wafting of sediment from the mountain flanks by deep 
sea currents. Bottom photographs taken in the crest provinces have 
shown ripple marks and scour marks in loose sediment drifted across 
lava pillow (Heezen et al., 1959) 
It is not entirely clear what role turbidity currents play in 
the accumulation of sediment in the intermontaine basins. Van Andel and 
Kumar (1969) investigated layered sediments in small valleys on the western 
flank of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 22°N and found that the volume of 
sediment on the floor of each valley is related to the area of its 
catchment basin. They concluded that an average of 15 m of sediment 
has been transferred from each catchment area to its valley floor. 
Furthermore, in this region of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge the removal of 
sediment from hills and its redeposition in valleys are the work of 
sliding and turbidity currents. In one such valley (North Pond) sedi¬ 
ment cores revealed a high frequency of recent flows. 
Kagami and Ewing (in preparation) examined massive graded 
layers in cores from two small basins at 40°N near the base of the 
eastern flank of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and also concluded that this 
material was emplaced by turbidity currents of local origin. The most 
recent flow occurred about 700,000 years ago, and past flows apparently 
occurred at intervals of several hundred thousand years. 
The slides and turbidity currents would effect only the down- 
slope areas of the individual valleys, and the likelihood of contemporary 
activity would have to be based on examination of the individual basins. 
Since the flat floors will receive most of each major flow originating 
In the catchment basins (some graded beds intermontaine basins exceed 
5 m in thickness), isolated areas on flanks or on peaks of hills might 
offer safe sites for structures which could be placed on or attached 
to exposed basement rock. 
Fracture zones are extremely long, narrow strips of the ocean 
floor marked by anomalously deep troughs and often bounded by 
assymetrical ridges. The great fracture zones of the eastern 
Pacific were discovered early in the 1950's (Menard and Dietz, 1952; 
Menard, 1955), and were shown to offset large segments of the mid- 
oceanic ridge and ocean basin floor laterally as well as vertically 
(Mason and Raff, 1961$ Menard, 1964, p. 64). Deep clefts in the mid- 
oceanic ridge have also been discovered and mapped in the Atlantic Ocean 
(Heezen and Tharp, 196l; Heezen et_ aT., 1964), and Indian Ocean (Matthews 
1963; Heezen and Nafe, 1964; Heezen and Tharp, 1965). 
Fracture zones are important features to be considered when 
planning sites for sea floor structures, not only because of the steep 
and rugged nature of the bounding escarpments, but because certain parts 
of these strips are loci of contemporary episodic events. 
For instance, a narrow belt of seismic activity'is associated 
with the crest of the mid-oceanic ridge. The ridge, which encircles 
the globe in a worldwide system, is not continuous in detail, but is 
interrupted and offset by the fracture zones. Nearly all the earthquakes 
on the ridge occur either directly ' along the median crest or along those 
parts of the fracture zones that are between crests of the ridge (Sykes, 
1967). Only a very few earthquakes occur on other parts of the fracture 
zones, and the ocean basins are even less active seismically. 
The occurrence of earthquakes predominantly in the offset 
portion of the fracture zone cannot he explained hy active offset 
movements of the whole ridge crest hy transcurrent faulting (see Fig. 
VI-16). Wilson (1965) has proposed a class of shear faults which he 
calls transform faults. In the transform hypothesis where the expansion 
of previously offset ridge crests is produced hy axial accretaion 
(Heezen, i960), the sense of motion of the growing sea floor is opposed 
only along that portion of the fracture zone which offsets the ridge 
crests. The transform hypothesis, which is generally accepted today as 
a requirement of an expanding ocean floor, implies that the great active 
tectonic shears on the ocean floor occur exclusively in the offset region 
of the fracture zones. Shearing is clearly demonstrated in metamorphosed 
rocks dredged from the escarpments which have undergone mylonization, 
hrecciation, and hydrothermal heating. Structures placed within the 
offset region of fracture zones would he subject to numerous earthquake 
shocks, tilting of the sea bed, and rock falls. On some of the oceanic 
ridges, shearing movement along transform faults is in excess of 10 cm/yr. 
The other end of the fracture zone, the extension on the ocean 
basin floor, is a locus for events of another kind. Particularly in the 
Atlantic Ocean, the deep floors of the fracture zone extensions (often 
y 5000 m) are the sites of recent sediment accumulation from turbidity 
currents originating on the continental margin. For example, a fracture 
zone at 24°W now recieves sediment from flows travelling across the 
Hatteras and Wares Abyssal Plains which recently reached a sill at the 
distal margin of the Wares Basin. A disequilibrium sea floor gradient 
across portions of the Wares Abyssal Plain now allows large masses of the 
fire-grained portion of contemporary turbidity current flows to be funnelled 
into the narrow, deep fracture zone (Fig. VI-17)• Similarly, a fracture 
zone at 8°W receives sediment which bypasses the Damarrera Abyssal Plain 
off the Amazon Cone. 
These unusual drainage configurations imply that a major turbidity 
current occurring along the southeast coast of the United States might 
drain not only onto the Hatteras Abyssal Plain, but also arrive several 
days later in the 24 W fracture zone. Similarly, any flows off the 
Amazon Cone may eventually pond in the 8°W trough. Thus, placing an 
ocean floor structure in the extension of such fracture zones would 
increase areally over 10,000-fold the possibility of sea floor catastrophe. 
We would strongly recommend that careful consideration be given 
to avoiding sites in portions of fracture zones that offset the crests 
of the mid-oceanic ridge or which lie in the drainage basin system of 
major abyssal plains or sedimentary cones. 
FIGURE VI-l6 - World-wide Mid-Oceanic Rift System 
A. The world-wide rift system of the Mid-Oceanic Ridge. Upper 
diagram shows the median axis of the tectonically active 
Mid-Oceanic Ridge and its offset on fracture zones. 
Heezen, 1963. 
B. Earthquakes are confined to the rift valley, rift mountains, 
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FIGURE ¥1-17 - Mid-Atlantic Ridge T3asija_jbur~bidites 
Horizontally ponded turbidites in an intermontaine basin 
of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, demonstrating significant 
turbiditycurrent activity in this region in the past. 
The materials which comprise these ’turbidites are ° 
local origin within the catchment basins of the particular 
local ozigixi _ Kane—Q 1968. 24° N Fracture Zone, 






6.6 TURBIDITY CURRENT ACTIVITY OR ARCHIPELAGIC APRONS 
Menard (1956) noted that many of the large Pacific Ocean 
seamounts and islands have broad smooth aprons which rim their bases. 
The aprons appear to have been formed by accumulation. It is not known 
with certainty to what extent the apron is the result of extensive, very 
fluid lava flows, and to what extent it is a blanket of sediment eroded 
from the seamount and/or island. It is believed that the aprons are 
probably interlayered structures, with lava flows, ash, tuffs, and also 
debris carried down by turbidity currents. 
As pointed out by Menard (1964) many of the Pacific Islands 
lie close together, forming clusters or ridges. Lava flows and ash 
falls collect between these peaks and construct linear groups, such as the 
Hawaiian, Marquesas, Samoan, and Society Islands. With the development of 
a chain or cluster of islands (or even large isolated islands) a significant 
secondary structural change is often noted, and the change strongly effects 
the subsequent sediment distribution pattern. This change is the develop¬ 
ment of an encircling moat and arch around the island, apparently result¬ 
ing from a re-arrangement of magma below the upper crustal surface, in 
response to the massive downward pressures of the island piles themselves. 
The moat and related encircling arch, once formed, restrict the final 
resting place of the sediments as they move do™ from the islands. 
In the case of the Hawaiian islands , their core of seamounts lies in 
a linear chain upon a piece of sea floor crust of Mesozoic age (Hayes 
and Pitman, in press). Geological investigations on the exposed peaks 
of the Hawaiian Islands indicate that the volcanic ridge was constructed in 
a sequence from west to east, with summits of seamounts emerging in the 
late Cretaceous. The moat at the eastern end did not appear until after 
the end of the Eocene (Schreiber 1969). There is as much as 1 km of 
sediment in the moat northeast of the ridge. If the deposition rate within 
the moat were constant, it would average about 1 cm/650 years. However, 
cores indicate extensive turbidite activity, with periods of low de¬ 
position alternating with sudden turbidite flows. 
The Hawaiian Islands are, as are most of the Pacific Islands, loci 
of considerable seismic and tsunami activity, so that sediment in an 
unstable condition will be triggered into downslope motion at fairly fre¬ 
quent intervals. For example, in a core taken in the northeast portion 
of the moat north of Maui (Schreiber, 1968), more than 30 separate turbi- 
dites are seen per 10 m of deposition. All the turbidites appear to be 
latest Pleistocene or younger and contain reworked upper Miocene fauna. 
The beds are fairly thin (10-60 cm), but on many of them the contact sur¬ 
face indicates scour (sediment removal by the leading edge of the flow). 
This high frequency of turbidite activity, together with the presence of 
reworked older sediments, indicate the probability of a post-Miocene slope 
change at some point on the upper part of the ridge, - allowing vast 
quantities of reworked sediments to move downslope. Other cores taken in 
the Kauai and Maui deeps and around the eastern end of the moat region 
contain similar turbidites and slump breccias. 
At other points around the Hawaiian Arch, sedimentation rates 
have varied with time and from site to site (Fig. VI-18). The seamount 
hills northeast of Oahu (in the moat) are complex, probably a combination 
of slumps, faulting, and extensive channeling. On the south side of 
the ridge, the moat is discontinuous, owing to the large number of 
seamounts; and therefore the sedimentation rate is highly variable. 
These clusters of seamounts block and channel the ridge sediments 
and have, in addition, developed their own "aprons" of sediment, ponded 
lavas and ashes. Between these areas the moat is filling with sediments 
as it is to the north and the east. 
The material moving onto the slope and into the moat on the 
south side of the ridge is somewhat different from that on the north 
and east sides of the ridge. On the south side, the particles are^ 
predominantly highly altered ash, scoria, and palagonites, containing 
a somewhat higher precentage of CaCO^ (organic) fragments than else¬ 
where. The sediments often appear to be welded or intergrown due to 
extensive alteration (in situ) to harmotome and zeolites, and they are 
semi-consolidated over large areas of exposure. Part of the reason for 
this is that surface water and winds move much of the volcanic ash 
directly out from the ridge as it is formed. A second reason for this 
difference in sediment composition is the nature of the bottom water. 
Water moves in from the west and southwest ("The Mid-Pacific Mountains", 
Hamilton, 1956) and sweeps around the ridge (and somewhat over it 
between Oahu and Kauai) at a fairly rapid rate, carrying many fine frag¬ 
ments off to the northeast (Fig. VI-18). Since the water is also some¬ 
what warmer than usual, it allows CaCO^ bearing (shallow water) sediment 
to remain essentially unaffected. Part of this CaCO^ then appears to 
enter the local pore waters, causing rapid chemical alteration of the 
ash into a semi-consolidated mass. 
An area such as the Hawaiian Ridge is not simple to describe, 
especially since its entire mode of origin is not yet fully understood. 
However, since the Pacific islands seem to be of approximately the 
same age, and of roughly similar origins, it can serve as a model of 
its class, with its encircling sediment basins and archipeligic aprons. 
6.7 the GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF HAZARDOUS AM) SAFE AREAS 
Transport routes for turbidity currents are predictable, 
based on knovedge of the local physiographic setting and the recorded 
history of sedimentary deposits as revealed in cores. The continental 
shelves are essentially free of contemporary high-velocity flows 
except for a very few places where canyons have cut their way across 
the entire shelf. The continental slope acts as the main source 
terrane for the initiation of turbidity currents, and the numerous 
incised canyons mark the individual transport routes where turbidity 
current activity is concentrated. 
However, many safe areas do exist on the slope. Probably the 
optimum sites in this province occur in intercanyon areas where seismic 
profiling and deep sea coring show the surface layer of loose sediment 
to be the thinnest, or absent. Small basement peaks are only occasion¬ 
ally found on the slope, and these might afford excellent sites in an 
FIGURE VI-18 - Hawaiian chain province map 
Approximate province map of eastern end of the Hawaiian 
chain, showing water current directions as developed 
from 20 camera stations (Schreiber, 1968 and Gurikova 
1966). 
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FIGURE VI-19 - Outcrops of lithified sedimentary rock on the 
ocean floor 
Such lithified rocks (limestones, cherts, and mudstones) might 
provide optimum sites at which to anchor structures to the seabed. 
A and D: R/V Eastward 9-66, Blake Escarpment 
B: Cable Enterprise, No. 5, 90°E Ridge, Indian Ocean 
C: R/V Chain-6l, Mediterranean Ridge 
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essentially sediment-free environment. We would strongly recommend 
that sea floor cables be laid perpendicular to the strike of slopes 
so as to take.the most direct route to the deep sea floor and at the 
same time avoid crossing canyons. 
Similarly, on the continental rise or abyssal cone, any 
structures should be placed in inter-channel areas, preferably on small 
elevated peaks or protruding seamounts. The crests of lower continental 
rise hills, though areas of active deposition from contour currents, 
are still likely to be above the level of turbidity current flow, and 
thus should be free of the extreme turbulence associated with these 
intermittent high-velocity events. 
Sites on the levees or within deep sea channels should generally 
be avoided, as these are regions where the flows are expected to be 
concentrated and the forces most severe. Conversely, the distal 
abyssal plain is to be preferred to the proximal abyssal plain, even 
if the net sedimentation there is slightly greater from any single 
flow. Many small flows may never travel across the entire abyssal 
plain and thus leave this site undisturbed. Within most abyssal plain 
provinces there occur individual protruding peaks which may rise 
several tens of many hundreds of fathoms above the level of the plain. 
Sites on these peaks are advantageous, as they are easy to locate and 
are completely free from gravity-propelled transport. 
In the mid-oceanic ridge, crestal regions of high seismicity 
and volcanic activity should be avoided; and elevated mountainous regions 
free of flat—lying accumulations preferred. Bottom photographs in the 
North Atlantic show many locations on elevated peaks where volcanic 
lava flows cover the seabed (Fig. VI-15). Structures fastened directly 
to this rock foundation would offer the maximum security. Near the 
crestal regions the pillow lavas are generally fresh and unweathered 
without significant manganese crusts. However, as one approaches the 
flanks, basement rock may in some places become loose and friable as the 
result of weathering and metamorphism. Samples of the rock material 
would show whether or not the foundation is suitable for structures. 
6.8 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
In conclusion, we would emphasize that the sea floor environ¬ 
ment presents many unknowns "because it is a poorly—explored region of 
our planet. For designing structures and selecting sites on the seabed, 
it is necessary to draw on selective insights from the "state of the 
art" knowledge of this environment. 
Two basic provinces have special considerations from the point 
of view of catastrophic phenomena. The first province is the general 
distributary province of submarine canyons, cones, fans, fan-valleys, and 
abyssal plains. In this province, sediments are dispersed as the result 
of the passage of turbidity currents. Therefore a basic approach in the 
selection of sites is to avoid transport routes within the distributary 
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system. Sea floor coring can provide an excellent indication of these 
routes. — 
This province apparently has an amplifying effect. Even a 
small slump occurring in an uphill direction, with transport access 
to a selected region, can produce serious effects in the distributary 
province. Thus one must predict the likelihood of slumps and turbidity 
currents in the entire "upstream" source region. 
The second basic province is that of isolated catchment basins 
such as the intermontaine basins of the mid-oceanic ridge, deep sea 
trenches, or fracture zones. In these regions the areas of potential 
accumulation are limited in size compared to the area of the total 
catchment basin. Therefore it is generally easy to predict the sites 
of accumulation and to avoid them. However, it is much more difficult 
to predict the potential source terranes of the future slumps and /or 
turbidity currents. In the catchment basin the problem is not so much 
being in the path of turbidity currents, as being proximal to the source 
of future slope failure. 
We suggest that in the province of the distributary system, 
structures be located at sites where the local seabed is either isolated 
from, or elevated above transport routes of gravity-propelled flows. 
In catchment basin; provinces, we suggest that sites be located where 
engineering studies show the slope to be stable, where sediment is 
thin or lacking, or where artificial means can be used to shake down 
and remove any suspected loose material. 
As for anchoring structures, we suggest the use of cables 
attached to bed rock or subsurface lithified layers (Fig. VI-19), to 
take advantage of the inherent buoyance of the structures. The sea 
floor muds in the deep basins have a temperature very near freezing. 
We suggest feasibility studies to find out if structures could be 
supported on stilts which consist of thin rods cooled by refrigeration 
and which, in turn, would create a type of artificial permafrost beneath 
the foundation. 
It is recommended that marine geologists work with the 
engineers so that they can contribute to discussion of special environ¬ 
mental features of the area in which any subsea structures are to be 
emplaced. 
PART VII 
SUMMARY AND GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
T• 1 Summary of currently available information concerning the 
occurrences, causes, magnitudes and velocities of turbidTty 
currents. 
The downslope flow of gravity-propelled avalanches and turbidity 
currents is hazardous to sea floor structures within their path. Al¬ 
though there are large regions in the world ocean where these processes 
are non-operative, the safe emplacement of structures within such areas 
as continental margins, abyssal plains, fracture zones, and the inter- 
montane basins of the Mid—Oceanic Ridge would require careful evaluation 
of the distribution, frequency of occurrence, causes, magnitudes and flow 
dynamics of these catastrophic events. 
The aspects of the hydrologic flow regime of turbidity currents most 
pertinent to the emplacement of structures on the ocean floor include: 
mechanisms of generation, downslope velocities, turbulence of the flows, 
magnitudes, constitution and densities of the sediment suspensions, and 
the time duration of the turbidity current event. The mode of turbidity 
current flow suggests that the parameters of velocity, density, and 
thickness would vary along the path of the flow, depending on such varia¬ 
bles as topographic slope, proximity to source, channel width (for con¬ 
fined flows), and general basin geometry. 
The breaking and disruption of submarine telegraph cables, when not 
caused by a tectonic disturbance at the site of the break, provide direct 
indications of powerful sedimentary transport and episodic deposition. 
Table VII-1 briefly summarizes published evidence of turbidity current- 
related cable breaks and indicates the appropriate literature citations. 
As this report has shown, however, the parameters we need can, in 
many instances , be evaluated only in light of inferences drawn from the 
details of sedimentary deposits. The reliability of the inferences 
depends to a great extent on the breadth of our knowledge of in situ 
depositional processes in the ocean, the dynamics of which are visualized 
by deduction from geophysical observations of the ocean floor and from 
direct study of sediment samples obtained through coring and drilling. 
Consequently, further understanding of turbidity currents will come only 
hand in hand with increased general understanding of all dynamical processes 
in the ocean. A crash program aimed at exclusive study of catastrophic 
events in the modern ocean will have the same shortcomings as would 
inferences about similar phenomena made by geologists from narrow studies 
of flysch deposits on land. 
7*2 Immeduate use recommendations 
Implementation of the following "immediate use" recommendations 
would add pertinent information to our state-of-the-art knowledge of 
dynamical processes in the ocean. The order in which the recommendations 
are listed indicates our view of relative priorities. 
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(1) Monitors should be installed on the sea bed. The first instru¬ 
ment packages can be very simple and inexpensive. When a land specula¬ 
tor seeks property, he can explore it, examine it, and survey the 
surrounding regions, but the people who have settled the property pre¬ 
viously are his best source of advice concerning the frequency of earth¬ 
quakes, hurricanes, floods, blights, or the prospect of a new highway 
development, — all of which can affect the value of this property. 
Monitors can serve the same function for those who seek to build on 
the ocean floor. In addition to recording the day-to-day environment, 
monitors can be witnesses to episodic phenomena. Furthermore, the time 
domain of potentially hazardous episodic phenomena is, in many instances, 
smaller than that which can be read from time spectral analysis of 
layering in deep sea cores. Consequently monitors may be the only guides 
to correct interpretation of recent events when making analyses of the 
frequency spectrum of episodic dynamical sedimentation. 
Parameters to be measured by monitors might include: rate of sedi¬ 
ment accumulation, rate of sediment reworking, tilting of the structure, 
earthquake activity, acoustic background signals, sea-floor currents, 
opacity and light scattering in bottom waters, absolute temperature and 
temperature variations, activity of benthic populations, and corrosion 
and degradation of the monitoring package itself. 
(2) The rate of discharge of sediment into the ocean should be 
tabulated in a major data center. Such an index could include measure¬ 
ments of bed load, the suspended load discharge of all major rivers, long¬ 
shore current drift, rates of outbuilding of deltas, rates of filling of 
intermediate reservoirs, and rates of organic productivity. The above 
information is a vital prerequisite for predicting future turbidity 
current activity. 
(3) "Safe areas" in the ocean, where structures could be emplaced 
without any danger from catastrophic events should be mapped in detail. 
The distribution of safe areas can be assessed from the examination of 
deep-sea cores in major repositories, in combination with detailed topo¬ 
graphic mapping, and continuous seismic reflection profiling. The re¬ 
search could be conducted either in-house with contracted access to data 
libraries, or could be contracted out entirely to major research insti¬ 
tutions or groups specializing in marine geology or geophysics. 
7-3 Long Range Research Projects 
Since there undoubtedly will be a need at some time in the future 
to consider the emplacement of ocean floor structures in areas accessible 
to turbidity currents, more knowledge needs to be gained on the hydrologic 
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character of sediment flows. For this purpose, planning should 
consider an actual full-scale experiment in the artificial trigger¬ 
ing and in_ situ monitoring of a catastrophic event. 
It is "beyond the scope of the present report to explore the de¬ 
tail of such an experiment. However, the data return to engineers, 
physicists, and those concerned with waste disposal, as well as to 
marine scientists , is of such potential value that the planning and 
execution of the experiment should allow for the broadest possible 
cooperation between the scientific and engineering communities. 
Other long range projects might include (l) the assessment of 
techniques for anchoring structures to bedrock outcrops, and (2) 
the tethering of bouyant structures to cables anchored to subbottom 
lithified interbeds, to bedrock or to "frozen-in" pilings. With 
bouyant anchoring, seabed structures could be released at the first 
sign of an upslope avalanche or turbidity current. Thus, they could 
float upwards to safety, be recovered and subsequently re-emplaced. 
Under long range planning, we would also suggest surveys at trial 
sites for seabed structures, combined with a major analysis of rele¬ 
vant survey and data interpretation techniques. Since a great amount 
of new knowledge would be gained from such comprehensive, detailed 
surveys of limited areas of the ocean floor, we recommend that con¬ 
siderations of immediate scientific and engineering return be allowed 
to outweigh those of geographical priority. The first sites under 
consideration, if they involve expendable structures, might best be 
located in environments where our knowledge is the most limited. The 
results of both preliminary pre-emplacement surveys and the post¬ 
emplacement monitoring could thus provide an early evaluation of the 
magnitude of dangers from submarine avalanches and turbidity currents. 
The dynamics of submarine sedimentation are varied and complex, 
and not yet fully comprehended. This report is but a first step 
towards the evaluation of potential hazards from episodic sedimentary 
events. Many critical questions are left unanswered. There is a need 
for new ideas and for more research on the deep ocean floor - the 
least explored region of our planet. 
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ERRATA 
Page 15. Reference 191 should be Houtz, R. E., and H. W. Wellman, 1962. 
Page 45, paragraph 1, line 10. The Stoneley reference should be 1956, 
not 1957- 
Page 74, paragraph 2, line 3. The reference should be Ryan and Heezen 
(1965). 
Page 76, paragraph 4, line 10. The reference should be Truchan et al. 
(1967). _ 
Page 97, paragraph 3, line 5• 0° .07' should read 0° 07'• 
page 129, paragraph 3, line 2. The first reference should be Ewing, 
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Page 129, paragraph 3, line 15. The reference should be Fox and Heezen, 1965. 
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